
By Joseph Snook on Dec. 27, 2018. It was 
Investigative Reporter h e r  o p i n i o n  t h a t ,  

according to Casey Mott, 
Setting aside large corporate legal has left him a “slave to the 

battles, Family court cases (divorce) court” if the order stands. 
cost people more money than any Judge Vitolins’ ruling has 
other type of court case. At the top of l e f t  C a s e y  M o t t  
the list, costing a whopping $2.5 scrambling to try and 
billion, is the 1999 divorce between save his business without 
Alec and Jocelyn Wildenstein of New having to file bankruptcy. 
York. Often, those involved suffer Casey now believes 
beyond the point of regaining Judge Vitolins’ ruling 
financial stability. For all involved, c o u l d  f o r c e  t h e  
the long-term effects of divorce can unexpected, leaving both 
last a lifetime, especially for children. Casey and his ex, Leslie, 

One unsettled divorce out of Crook with much less than 
County, Oregon is a shining example anticipated. 
of how corrupted and costly family During an interview 
court can be. The case, Mott vs Mott with the US~Observer, 
has cost an estimated $450,000.00, Casey explained how he 

disputed payouts pending that appeal. and according to the court, spanned a only has a few options. First, if Judge 
That option as Casey described is, year-and-a-half in high-conflict Vitolins’ order remains, Casey will be 
“not good” as he’s already been told litigation. The case went to trial in late forced to seek a bond in order to 
by multiple banks that he doesn’t have 2018. The Presiding Judge, Daina appeal her ruling. Doing this would 
enough collateral for a bond “because Vitolins, submitted her opinion letter temporarily or permanently stall 
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By Joseph Snook
Investigative Reporter

For over thirty-years, the 
US~Observer Newspaper has 
championed helping those who 
have been wrongfully charged or 
convicted of crimes which they 
never committed. Understanding 
how wrongful convictions occur 
often requires the use of experts. 
Today, there is a growing 
movement by experts who 
question applied science in the 
c r i m i n a l  j u s t i c e  s y s t e m .  
Understanding faulty science is 
extremely important, especially 
early on in the process. One 
reason to understand the accuracy 
of evidence is because courts 
across the United States are not 
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By Soni Starr minimums transfer sentencing 
power from judges to prosecutors. 

Mandatory minimum sentences Prosecutors habitually threaten to 
for first time drug offenses are one bring charges carrying long 
of the most damaging laws on the mandatory minimum sentences to 
books to date.  Mandatory scare a defendant to plead guilty in 

John Stossel
 A Better 
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- When Divorce Costs Everything -
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have been forced to file suit. 
Numerous property owners 
have been denied keys to the 
community well. Those 
same owners have been 
forced to haul water from 
great distances in order to 
survive on their property. 

By Edward Snook Certain members of the board of 
Investigative Journalist directors have claimed that they are 

withholding water because property 
Klamath County, OR – After years of owners don’t have proper building permits 

reported abuse and denial of access to – our investigation shows most property 
community water, property owners within owners who have been deprived of water 
the Klamath Falls Forest Estates have obtained permits and have followed 
Homeowners’ Association (KFFEHOA) the Klamath County permitting process. 

Continued on page 10

Bly Mountain Corruption Erupts
Water Deprived Owners Fight Back

Continued on page 13

The Prosecution of John Garrett Smith: 
Trial By Kabuki Theater

Continued on page 13

By Traci Eccles
Investigative Journalist

In American politics, Kabuki 
has become a metaphor for 
“posturing” or “a performance 
in which nothing substantive is 
done. The mask symbolizes a 
s u g g e s t i o n  t h a t  t h e  
audience—or public—is being attempted murder in the second reinstated in November 2017 by 
deceived. degree, and sentenced to twelve t h e  S u p r e m e  C o u r t  o f  

On December 3, 2014, John years in prison.  His conviction Washington State. The state 
Garrett Smith was convicted in was overturned on appeal in courts have debated only the 
Clark County, Washington of October 2016, only to be legal technicalities of the case, 

By Joseph Snook
Investigative Reporter

According to Wikipedia, “The 
Carlton Complex Fire was a 
massive wildfire in north central 

As lightning struck the Gold Washington which burned 
Creek Loop of Okanogan 256,108 acres during the 2014 
County, WA. in 2014, several Washington wildfire season. It 
homes burnt to the ground. In began on July 14, 2014 as four 
total, over 300 homes were lost in separate lightning-caused fires in 
what was deemed the Carlton the Methow Valley which 
C o m p l e x  F i r e  o f  2 0 1 4 .  merged into one by July 18.” 

Kabuki Theater: A 
traditional Japanese 
play in which actors 
wear flashy costumes 
and masks.

The Chaos of Mandatory 
Minimum Sentencing 

Crook County, OR Judge Vitolins
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Keith Holbrook

KFFEHOA Board Members
Michelle and James Vaughan
among others named in suit 

for depriving property owners 
of water,among other charges.

  There is now     
ample evidence  
to dismiss these 

criminal charges

a
i
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Keith Holbrook was one of the residents who called Keith's homeowners insurance The most evident part of Detective Sloan's Sloan's theory that Keith burnt his home down. 
lost his home in the fire. Fortunately for Keith company. Keith believes that his gun botched investigation was when two expert Not one witness saw Keith do anything 
and his wife, Theda, they had their Daughters collection was a big influence for the Swezey's arson investigators easily picked apart his criminal, but a few crew members supposedly 
to stay with after losing their retirement home. reports. Out of over 100 guns in his home innuendo filled report. Both experts agreed provided speculative narratives that would 

Wistfully, everything they had acquired when he was last at his property, only 30 were that Detective Sloan wasn't even qualified to lead someone not concerned with facts to 
during their forty-seven-year recovered from the ashes. handle an arson investigation at that time. His possibly point their finger at Keith. 
marriage was gone. As Keith Having previously “caught the training was not up to par with National Fire Nonetheless, there's not one single person 
and Theda slowly started to Swezeys trespassing” on his Protection Association (NFPA), or National from DNR who can say they saw anything 
rebuild their life, they moved land, Keith believes that they Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) - the criminal, which was evident in Detective 
to Wenatchee and started may have helped frame him. governing bodies that set the arson Sloan's own report. Keith fully believes that 
looking for another home. According to people who investigation rules for the United States. Det. the DNR crew, comprised of some "convicted 
Within a year of the fire, Keith, know Holbrook, The Sheriff's Sloan stated that Holbrook used an incendiary felons" had it in for him for calling them out 
who’s a 100% disabled and gunsmiths were aware of his device to burn his own home down, yet there about not fighting the fires. Nonetheless, these 
heavily decorated Vietnam extensive gun collection, was never any incendiary device found. No supposed witnesses of Det. Sloan now live out 
War Veteran, suffered a stroke. making them suspect. fire ignition devices were found by Sloan, or of state. These same witnesses have never 
His brain, which was already One of Keith's neighbors either expert, yet Sloan still claims that's how been formally deposed to confirm what was 
damaged from shrapnel that is noticed that Det. Sloan, the the fire started, despite several other homes stated by Det. Sloan in his report. Thus, the so-
still lodged in his head from lead investigator into the arson being burnt by the Carlton Complex Fire in called DNR witnesses could have had their 
Vietnam, hemorrhaged during charges against Keith, was on that same area. It didn't matter that lightning narrative completely fabricated or altered by 
the stroke which required Keith's land before the fire strikes were evident, causing multiple fires, Det. Sloan, which “should not be ruled out” 
emergency surgery. While occurred. Even Sloan's own nor did it matter that Holbrook was hours away according to one local attorney who claimed, 
recovering at the hospital, Keith hit another report claims that he was there, attempting to from his residence when it burned. Anne “Detective Sloan lies often.”  
low. A warrant was issued for his arrest. As if evacuate Keith and his wife, but Keith wasn't Minden, one of the experts who investigated Another questionable piece of evidence 
things couldn’t get any worse, his surgery home. Detective Sloan also stated in his report the fire stated in her qualified opinion, "The against Holbrook was a sign he hung at the 
revealed that he had one more BIG problem - that he went inside Keith's home without an findings of Detective Sloan are NOT IN ANY entry gate to his driveway that read, "Danger - 
Keith also had a large tumor in his brain. invitation or warrant, while Keith was gone. WAY supported by documented and reliable Explosives." There's no question that Keith 

Detective Sloan claimed to have smelled a data to a degree that a determination of the fire collected firearms, and, has Chronic 
DETECTIVE SLOAN’S CORRUPTION strong presence of fuel coming from a large origin or cause can be reliably established." Obstructive Pulmonary Disease from 

tarp, located next to several 55-gallon barrels She stated her investigation led to findings that Vietnam, which has required him to use an 
Keith was being charged with felony arson - of oil on Keith's property. According to Sloan's make "Detective Sloan's conclusions wholly oxygen tank for long term therapy since the 

for allegedly burning his own home down the report, this evidence was likely a contributing unreliable and suspect to both expectation bias 1980’s. Guns, ammo and oxygen tanks are not 
year prior, during the Carlton Complex Fire. factor to the fire. Sloan took a small sample of and confirmation bias..." Describing the likely a good combination with fire - which is why 
The local Sheriff's department had determined soil, next to several pieces of heavy cause of fire, Minden stated in her report that Keith explained the necessity for that sign. 
that Keith burned his home down with the use machinery, including a snow plow, truck, and the, "Carlton Complex Fire could have Keith stated, "If I wanted to burn down my 
of an incendiary device. There was one big other heavy equipment that required the use of potentially deposited firebrands in the vicinity 3500 square ft. house, why would I only have 
problem with that theory - no $150k coverage on over 
incendiary device was ever $800k (Home and personal 
f o u n d .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  property) of assets?” A highly 
Detective Kreg Sloan led the qualified person involved 
so-called “investigation.” with Keith’s case stated, “If 
Detective Sloan has a past full the strong smell of fuel from 
of lies and incompetence, the tarps and oil barrels on his 
which has caused other property contributed to the 
case(s) he’s investigated to be fire, as alleged by Detective 
dismissed with PREJUDICE. Sloan's report, why didn't 
In fact, Det. Sloan found no they burn along with the 
solid evidence that Keith had house? If Keith used an 
burned his home down incendiary device to start the 
whatsoever, other than his fire - where is it? If he wanted 
f ab r i ca t ed  and  h igh ly  to burn his collectible cards, 
speculative investigation. As coins, guns and stamps, he 
Keith put it - he was being would surely have increased 
f r a m e d .  T h i s  w r i t e r ' s  his insurance coverage 
inves t iga t ion  r evea led  beforehand, not to mention 
convincing evidence that the $60k he and his wife had 
aligns with Keith's belief that just spent renovating their 
he was framed. kitchen prior to the lightning 

strikes that caused over 300 
NEIGHBOR SPECULATION fuel to operate. The soil tested positive for the of the Holbrook residence in a reasonable homes to burn." A close acquaintance of 

PROMOTES FALSE CHARGES? presence of fuel. The only problem with the timeframe prior to ignition." Keith’s voiced frustration with our criminal 
soil sample was that Keith said the ground area John Scrivner, another fire investigation justice system. That person stated, "Keith has 

Keith's neighbors, JaLea (Garnet) and Greg at that location likely has gasoline present - expert (licensed in 5 states), who investigated never been arrested in his entire life, and this is 
(Gregory) Swezey, who were reportedly that's where he fuels up his equipment. the scene stated, "First... A conclusion that the the thanks he gets for what he’s done for this 
contracted gunsmiths for the same Sheriff's Nonetheless, Sloan's report suggests that the fire was "possibly" incendiary, with NO country?"
Department which employs Det. Sloan, were strong presence of fuel, combined with the PHYSICAL evidence as to origin or cause, or Keith Holbrook, a Purple Heart and Bronze 
also reportedly involved in Keith's arrest. They positive soil sample was enough for the arrest. what was the exact ignition source, leads to the Star recipient who survived Vietnam and lost 
allegedly claimed that Keith had set his home What Sloan's report failed to mention is that proper conclusion that the "cause is almost a million-dollar home has been falsely 
up to burn during the Carlton Complex Fire. the 55-gallon barrels of oil, the tarps with the undetermined." He continued, "Second, targeted. The exact reason is not even known, 
According to the Seattle Times, the Swezeys, strong presence of fuel and the ground where Detective Sloan's conclusion that this fire was but it is evident that someone has it out for Mr. 
who were once charged with murdering their the soil sample was taken - DIDN'T EVEN incendiary is NOT SUPPORTED BY THE Holbrook. Holbrook’s home turned into a pile 
own son for refusing to give him necessary BURN during the fire! Det. Sloan had EVIDENCE." Calling Detective Sloan's of ashes, he suffered a stroke, he suffered 
medical treatment because of religious beliefs, effectively just ruined his own investigation. ability to conduct an arson investigation into congestive heart failure, he suffered a large 
were suddenly the State's witnesses. Keith was Either way, the so-called evidence didn't full question, Investigator Scrivner stated, tumor, and now he endures nearly five years of 
shocked to learn that not only did the Swezeys support Sloan’s claims, according to multiple "Detective Sloan is not qualified as a ‘Fire wrongful felony arson charges... It's a miracle 
contact law enforcement, they also reportedly expert investigators. Investigator’ under NFPA 1033, and may not that Keith is even alive today. Keith was 

testify as an expert witness. He is expressly initially provided one insurance payment of 
prohibited from determining cause and origin $60k after the loss of his home. The money 
of this fire pursuant to NFPA 1033." He further went straight to Keith's first attorney who 
explained that the fire which burned Keith's reportedly told Keith, "You'd better put that 
home to the ground, "cannot be concluded that into my account before they take it back." 
the fire was ‘arson caused.’” Both Expert Keith has now spent well over $100k of 
Investigators, Scrivner and Minden had much personal and borrowed money on legal fees. 
more to say in their reports that coincided with It is unclear if Keith is still being sued by 
Keith Holbrook's innocence. Country Insurance Company, who insured his 

The Washington State Department of home at the time it burnt down. One source 
Natural Resources (DNR) had crews fighting stated that Keith filed a lawsuit against 
the fire by Keith's residence. Prior to Keith's Country Ins., which he claims to have later 
home being engulfed with flames, Keith dismissed, and in return, Country Ins. would 
noticed several firefighters, "standing around, dismiss their counter-suit against the 
watching the fire burn while they played cards Holbrook’s. According to sources close to Mr. 
one afternoon." Keith and his wife Theda Holbook, Country Insurance has reserved the 
stopped their vehicle to voice their concerns right to sue Keith.  
with the firemen who were not working. It is The legal fees unfortunately must be paid if 
Keith's belief that this likely caused some of Keith is to fight for what little semblance of 
the fire crew to go along with Detective freedom he has left. Keith’s case was 

Many of the exonerees we report on would have never even been convicted in the first 
place had they utilized the services of the US~Observer.

When hired, the US~Observer works for your vindication. What does that mean? Simply, if you have been 
wrongfully charged with crimes or have been maliciously attacked civilly, the US~Observer will investigate 
your case to achieve the evidence that will be used to prove your innocence, or determine your lack of liability. 
With that evidence in hand, we ensure everyone who needs to see it does. 

The power of public opinion is what will ultimately vindicate you, and that is what we utilize by promoting 
your case through our nationally distributed newspaper and our network of on-line affiliates. Not only does this 

make the facts of your case public knowledge, something attorneys are barred from doing, it puts an amazing amount 
of public pressure on those in political positions. 

The fact is, attorneys alone rarely win tough cases. In many instances, the odds are so stacked against them the only recourse they have is 
to suggest a plea deal. It's not all their fault either! The system allows for the prosecution to publicize your case. The local paper runs your 
picture and soon, your neighbors think you are guilty. The US~Observer combats this one-sided assault and gives you the only real chance 
you have at vindication.

If you are in trouble, don't roll the dice with just an attorney. Let the US~Observer work for you. 

And just in case you are wondering, there are many instances where our clients never even needed to hire an attorney in the first place. 
Contact us for references. 

~Contact the US Observer! 541-474-7885 or editor@usobserver.com

Continued on page 7
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originally Prosecuted by former Okanogan deserve to be dismissed and he should sue those 
County Prosecutor Karl Sloan (Detective who have damaged him. Unfortunately, Keith 
Sloan's Brother). It was handed off to Branden spent everything he has left defending himself 
Platter, who temporarily took over as against lies. His health, costs, and timing would 
Prosecutor when Sloan quit his job and left make it too costly for him to sue.” 
town. Keith Holbrook has lost almost everything, 

Now, Arian Noma, the newly elected and except for his life and wife. He’s been deemed 
reportedly “reform-minded” prosecutor has incompetent to stand trial as he suffers from 
had several months to review this case since dementia. Many highly qualified Psychiatrists 
taking office. Noma inherited this case along have examined Keith and have stated he can’t 
with numerous others involving corrupted assist in his own defense. 
Detective Kreg Sloan, which is obviously the 
reason why each case needs to be heavily Edi tor ’s  Note:  The  US~Observer  
scrutinized. As of the date this article was appreciates those who helped provide 
published it was reported that a new prosecutor, information on behalf of Mr. Holbrook. 
Mathew Salter, has been assigned to Mr. Without support by many in his community, 
Holbrook’s case. It was also reported that Keith would likely be incarcerated or dead. 
Country Insurance wants to sue Mr. Holbrook Fortunately for Mr. Holbrook, he’s one tough 
which is partly why his charges have not been Veteran! If you have any information 
dismissed. One person associated with this case regarding those mentioned in the article, the 
said, “If the government can’t produce a US~Observer would like to hear from you. 
wrongful conviction, Country’s ability to Please email: editor@usobserver.com or call 
successfully sue would likely be more difficult. 541-474-7885. Thank you!
Keith can’t be forced to trial. His charges jjj

By Nigel Roberts

(NewsOne) - A Bronx, 
New York man, who was 
wrongly convicted of 
killing his mother, finally 
cleared his name after 
spending nearly 20 years 
behind bars and another 
10 on parole. As in many other cases involving hope this tragic case can serve as a learning 
Black male suspects, detectives used moment about the value of new scientific 
interrogation techniques against him intended research on false confessions and steps that can 
to extract a false confession. be taken to avoid dangerously coercive 

In January, a state judge vacated the murder interrogation techniques.”
conviction against Huwe Burton, now 49, and Unfortunately, Burton’s case is not a rare 
ruled that his confession was coerced, the New occurrence. For example, retired Chicago 
York Times reported. Police detective Kriston Kato had a reputation 

This is just one example of many cases in the 1980s and 1990s as a cop who beat 
involving police detectives who use a range of confessions out of suspects, according to the 
i l legal  tact ics to extract  fabricated Washington Post. Lawyers for dozens of 
confessions–from brutality to false promises. suspects who encountered Kato are trying to 

Burton was just 16 when he found his mother clear the names of their clients.
murdered after he came home one evening in In many other cases, detectives use the fear of 
1989. He confessed two days later to killing her white juries tactic to convince Black suspects to 
while high on crack. That confession came after confess, according to the Marshall Project. 
detectives interrogated him for hours without a That method involves threatening that they 
lawyer or adult relative present. would get a lighter sentence by confessing than 

Shortly after that, he recanted his confession, if they received a guilty verdict from a white 
which didn’t match evidence at the jury.
crime scene. However, a jury still In Burton’s case, the police led 
convicted him. After serving him to believe that if he confessed 
almost two decades in prison, to killing his mother they would 
Burton was paroled in 2009. not charge him with statutory rape 

Lawyers for the Innocence for having had consensual sex with 
Project, an organization that works his 13-year-old girlfriend. They 
to win the exoneration of those also told him that he would be 
wrongly convicted, and the Bronx taken to Family Court and his 
district attorney’s office presented mother’s death treated as an 
new evidence to the judge that accident.
helped to clear Burton. “My mother was one of the 

“The injustice he endured is strongest people I’ve ever known,” 
unimaginable—to be wrongly Burton said after the hearing on 
convicted of murdering his mother, whom he Thursday. “One of the things that she did was 
adored. Today, Mr. Burton will finally get some respect the law and respect law enforcement. 
measure of justice,” said Innocence Project But at the time of her death, she wasn’t 
attorney Susan Friedman in a statement. “We respected by the law or law enforcement.”  jjj

Are You Facing False Criminal Charges or Civil Complaints?
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Exonerated After 30 Years: 
Cops Coerced A Confession

$2M From State Of Colo. 
For Exonerated Former 

Prisoner Moses-EL

Expires 05-31-2019

Keith Holbrook after surgery

Picture of Holbrook’s home after it burned. The barrels of fuel Kreg Sloan alleges contributed to the fire are clearly not burned.

Huwe Burton was 
j u s t  1 6  w h e n  
police detectives 
interrogated him 
for hours without 
an attorney.

Huwe Burton, front left, has been completely exonerated

Innocence Project 
attorney Susan Friedman

By Alex Burness 

( T h e  C o l o r a d o  
Independent) - Clarence 
Moses-EL, a Denver man 
who spent nearly half his life in prison on a want — all I’ve ever wanted — is to put this 
wrongful rape and assault conviction, will whole ordeal behind me and get on with 
be awarded about $2 mill ion in living my life.”
compensation from the state, Attorney His case became national news in part 
General Phil Weiser announced in a press because he was convicted despite thin 
conference on February 14. evidence against him. The victim only 

Weiser called Moses-EL’s case a “travesty identified Moses-EL as her assailant in a 
of justice” and said it must be a “learning statement to police days after she was 
experience” for the state. attacked. She said the realization came to 

“We have to learn from this … tragic her in a dream.
mistake and action,” he said. “There is, I The story was made more notorious 
believe now, a clear and powerful example because Denver mishandled evidence. 
of financial and human costs.” DNA samples thought to contain the 

Under a Colorado law passed in 2013, attacker’s genetic markers were thrown in 
people who’ve been wrongfully convicted the trash by Denver police before they could 
and imprisoned are eligible to petition for ever be tested, even though the evidence 
$70,000 per year they spent behind bars. In was contained in a box labeled “DO NOT 
Moses-EL’s case, that total comes to almost DESTROY.” Moses-EL has said the 
$2 million. He is just the second person to be discarding of the evidence was like being 
compensated under this law. “given cement shoes and thrown in the 

“Although no amount of money can give water just to sink.”
Mr. Moses-EL back the half of his life that Even after police mishandled the 
was lost to the Colorado prison system, this evidence, Denver’s D.A. office and the 
compensation will help him and District Court refused to give 
his family recover from this him a retrial. In 2006, then-
traumatic ordeal,” said Gail Denver District Attorney Mitch 
Johnson, one of his attorneys, in Morrissey’s did use DNA 
a press release. “While official evidence to prosecute Jackson 
recognition of his innocence is for two 1992 cold case rapes, but 
long overdue, Mr. Moses-EL he continued to refuse to 
appreciates that the state of i n v e s t i g a t e  J a c k s o n ’ s  
Colorado is finally taking this involvement in the case for 
important step forward.” which Moses-EL convicted and 

Moses-EL, 63, was freed in sentenced to 48 years in prison.
2015 after a judge overturned “I think what we owe — and 
his 1988 conviction in the 1987 rape and we owe this to the people of Colorado, as 
assailt of a woman in the Five Points well — is to learn from this experience,” 
neighborhood. Then-Denver District Weiser said. “DNA evidence that is ordered 
Attorney Mitch Morrissey’s office chose to to be preserved is incredibly important and 
retry him, and a jury found him not guilty in there is no, to my mind, reason we can’t do 
2016. better in this area. We need to be better. And 

The victim in the case first identified a that’s what we owe.”
man named LC Jackson as her attacker, but Weiser spoke in passive terms throughout 
police failed to investigate Jackson. In 2015 the press conference.
— nearly three decades after the incident — “I feel terrible that this has gone on and 
Jackson confessed in court to being the that what happened, happened,” he said. He 
assailant. Prosecutors say Jackson later would not comment on whether Moses-EL 
recanted. is owed an apology by the Denver district 

Weiser said that he met with the victim attorney’s office.
prior to announcing his decision to allow “You’ll have to talk to the Denver D.A.,” 
Moses-EL to receive state compensation. he said.

“She’s remarkable in that she’s been Reached by phone, D.A. McCann 
through a lot. She understood that the legal declined to comment. She said she and 
situation here required me to act in this Weiser spoke ahead of his decision but that 
way,” Weiser said. she couldn’t say anything about Moses-EL 

He said that he did not speak with Moses- because of a separate, federal lawsuit 
EL ahead of the announcement. Neither pending against the police, McCann’s office 
Moses-EL nor his attorneys were present for and Morrissey.
Weiser’s press conference. Moses-EL said No trial date has been set in that federal 
by phone Thursday that he could not case, and Weiser said that his announcement 
comment on Weiser’s announcement. regarding compensation has no bearing on 

On Jan. 28, he told The Independent, “All I the federal case.                                     jjj

“All I want — all 
I’ve ever wanted 
— is to put this 
w h o l e  o r d e a l  
behind me and get 
on with living my 
life.”

LC Jackson
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Keith Holbrook was one of the residents who called Keith's homeowners insurance The most evident part of Detective Sloan's Sloan's theory that Keith burnt his home down. 
lost his home in the fire. Fortunately for Keith company. Keith believes that his gun botched investigation was when two expert Not one witness saw Keith do anything 
and his wife, Theda, they had their Daughters collection was a big influence for the Swezey's arson investigators easily picked apart his criminal, but a few crew members supposedly 
to stay with after losing their retirement home. reports. Out of over 100 guns in his home innuendo filled report. Both experts agreed provided speculative narratives that would 

Wistfully, everything they had acquired when he was last at his property, only 30 were that Detective Sloan wasn't even qualified to lead someone not concerned with facts to 
during their forty-seven-year recovered from the ashes. handle an arson investigation at that time. His possibly point their finger at Keith. 
marriage was gone. As Keith Having previously “caught the training was not up to par with National Fire Nonetheless, there's not one single person 
and Theda slowly started to Swezeys trespassing” on his Protection Association (NFPA), or National from DNR who can say they saw anything 
rebuild their life, they moved land, Keith believes that they Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) - the criminal, which was evident in Detective 
to Wenatchee and started may have helped frame him. governing bodies that set the arson Sloan's own report. Keith fully believes that 
looking for another home. According to people who investigation rules for the United States. Det. the DNR crew, comprised of some "convicted 
Within a year of the fire, Keith, know Holbrook, The Sheriff's Sloan stated that Holbrook used an incendiary felons" had it in for him for calling them out 
who’s a 100% disabled and gunsmiths were aware of his device to burn his own home down, yet there about not fighting the fires. Nonetheless, these 
heavily decorated Vietnam extensive gun collection, was never any incendiary device found. No supposed witnesses of Det. Sloan now live out 
War Veteran, suffered a stroke. making them suspect. fire ignition devices were found by Sloan, or of state. These same witnesses have never 
His brain, which was already One of Keith's neighbors either expert, yet Sloan still claims that's how been formally deposed to confirm what was 
damaged from shrapnel that is noticed that Det. Sloan, the the fire started, despite several other homes stated by Det. Sloan in his report. Thus, the so-
still lodged in his head from lead investigator into the arson being burnt by the Carlton Complex Fire in called DNR witnesses could have had their 
Vietnam, hemorrhaged during charges against Keith, was on that same area. It didn't matter that lightning narrative completely fabricated or altered by 
the stroke which required Keith's land before the fire strikes were evident, causing multiple fires, Det. Sloan, which “should not be ruled out” 
emergency surgery. While occurred. Even Sloan's own nor did it matter that Holbrook was hours away according to one local attorney who claimed, 
recovering at the hospital, Keith hit another report claims that he was there, attempting to from his residence when it burned. Anne “Detective Sloan lies often.”  
low. A warrant was issued for his arrest. As if evacuate Keith and his wife, but Keith wasn't Minden, one of the experts who investigated Another questionable piece of evidence 
things couldn’t get any worse, his surgery home. Detective Sloan also stated in his report the fire stated in her qualified opinion, "The against Holbrook was a sign he hung at the 
revealed that he had one more BIG problem - that he went inside Keith's home without an findings of Detective Sloan are NOT IN ANY entry gate to his driveway that read, "Danger - 
Keith also had a large tumor in his brain. invitation or warrant, while Keith was gone. WAY supported by documented and reliable Explosives." There's no question that Keith 

Detective Sloan claimed to have smelled a data to a degree that a determination of the fire collected firearms, and, has Chronic 
DETECTIVE SLOAN’S CORRUPTION strong presence of fuel coming from a large origin or cause can be reliably established." Obstructive Pulmonary Disease from 

tarp, located next to several 55-gallon barrels She stated her investigation led to findings that Vietnam, which has required him to use an 
Keith was being charged with felony arson - of oil on Keith's property. According to Sloan's make "Detective Sloan's conclusions wholly oxygen tank for long term therapy since the 

for allegedly burning his own home down the report, this evidence was likely a contributing unreliable and suspect to both expectation bias 1980’s. Guns, ammo and oxygen tanks are not 
year prior, during the Carlton Complex Fire. factor to the fire. Sloan took a small sample of and confirmation bias..." Describing the likely a good combination with fire - which is why 
The local Sheriff's department had determined soil, next to several pieces of heavy cause of fire, Minden stated in her report that Keith explained the necessity for that sign. 
that Keith burned his home down with the use machinery, including a snow plow, truck, and the, "Carlton Complex Fire could have Keith stated, "If I wanted to burn down my 
of an incendiary device. There was one big other heavy equipment that required the use of potentially deposited firebrands in the vicinity 3500 square ft. house, why would I only have 
problem with that theory - no $150k coverage on over 
incendiary device was ever $800k (Home and personal 
f o u n d .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  property) of assets?” A highly 
Detective Kreg Sloan led the qualified person involved 
so-called “investigation.” with Keith’s case stated, “If 
Detective Sloan has a past full the strong smell of fuel from 
of lies and incompetence, the tarps and oil barrels on his 
which has caused other property contributed to the 
case(s) he’s investigated to be fire, as alleged by Detective 
dismissed with PREJUDICE. Sloan's report, why didn't 
In fact, Det. Sloan found no they burn along with the 
solid evidence that Keith had house? If Keith used an 
burned his home down incendiary device to start the 
whatsoever, other than his fire - where is it? If he wanted 
f ab r i ca t ed  and  h igh ly  to burn his collectible cards, 
speculative investigation. As coins, guns and stamps, he 
Keith put it - he was being would surely have increased 
f r a m e d .  T h i s  w r i t e r ' s  his insurance coverage 
inves t iga t ion  r evea led  beforehand, not to mention 
convincing evidence that the $60k he and his wife had 
aligns with Keith's belief that just spent renovating their 
he was framed. kitchen prior to the lightning 

strikes that caused over 300 
NEIGHBOR SPECULATION fuel to operate. The soil tested positive for the of the Holbrook residence in a reasonable homes to burn." A close acquaintance of 

PROMOTES FALSE CHARGES? presence of fuel. The only problem with the timeframe prior to ignition." Keith’s voiced frustration with our criminal 
soil sample was that Keith said the ground area John Scrivner, another fire investigation justice system. That person stated, "Keith has 

Keith's neighbors, JaLea (Garnet) and Greg at that location likely has gasoline present - expert (licensed in 5 states), who investigated never been arrested in his entire life, and this is 
(Gregory) Swezey, who were reportedly that's where he fuels up his equipment. the scene stated, "First... A conclusion that the the thanks he gets for what he’s done for this 
contracted gunsmiths for the same Sheriff's Nonetheless, Sloan's report suggests that the fire was "possibly" incendiary, with NO country?"
Department which employs Det. Sloan, were strong presence of fuel, combined with the PHYSICAL evidence as to origin or cause, or Keith Holbrook, a Purple Heart and Bronze 
also reportedly involved in Keith's arrest. They positive soil sample was enough for the arrest. what was the exact ignition source, leads to the Star recipient who survived Vietnam and lost 
allegedly claimed that Keith had set his home What Sloan's report failed to mention is that proper conclusion that the "cause is almost a million-dollar home has been falsely 
up to burn during the Carlton Complex Fire. the 55-gallon barrels of oil, the tarps with the undetermined." He continued, "Second, targeted. The exact reason is not even known, 
According to the Seattle Times, the Swezeys, strong presence of fuel and the ground where Detective Sloan's conclusion that this fire was but it is evident that someone has it out for Mr. 
who were once charged with murdering their the soil sample was taken - DIDN'T EVEN incendiary is NOT SUPPORTED BY THE Holbrook. Holbrook’s home turned into a pile 
own son for refusing to give him necessary BURN during the fire! Det. Sloan had EVIDENCE." Calling Detective Sloan's of ashes, he suffered a stroke, he suffered 
medical treatment because of religious beliefs, effectively just ruined his own investigation. ability to conduct an arson investigation into congestive heart failure, he suffered a large 
were suddenly the State's witnesses. Keith was Either way, the so-called evidence didn't full question, Investigator Scrivner stated, tumor, and now he endures nearly five years of 
shocked to learn that not only did the Swezeys support Sloan’s claims, according to multiple "Detective Sloan is not qualified as a ‘Fire wrongful felony arson charges... It's a miracle 
contact law enforcement, they also reportedly expert investigators. Investigator’ under NFPA 1033, and may not that Keith is even alive today. Keith was 

testify as an expert witness. He is expressly initially provided one insurance payment of 
prohibited from determining cause and origin $60k after the loss of his home. The money 
of this fire pursuant to NFPA 1033." He further went straight to Keith's first attorney who 
explained that the fire which burned Keith's reportedly told Keith, "You'd better put that 
home to the ground, "cannot be concluded that into my account before they take it back." 
the fire was ‘arson caused.’” Both Expert Keith has now spent well over $100k of 
Investigators, Scrivner and Minden had much personal and borrowed money on legal fees. 
more to say in their reports that coincided with It is unclear if Keith is still being sued by 
Keith Holbrook's innocence. Country Insurance Company, who insured his 

The Washington State Department of home at the time it burnt down. One source 
Natural Resources (DNR) had crews fighting stated that Keith filed a lawsuit against 
the fire by Keith's residence. Prior to Keith's Country Ins., which he claims to have later 
home being engulfed with flames, Keith dismissed, and in return, Country Ins. would 
noticed several firefighters, "standing around, dismiss their counter-suit against the 
watching the fire burn while they played cards Holbrook’s. According to sources close to Mr. 
one afternoon." Keith and his wife Theda Holbook, Country Insurance has reserved the 
stopped their vehicle to voice their concerns right to sue Keith.  
with the firemen who were not working. It is The legal fees unfortunately must be paid if 
Keith's belief that this likely caused some of Keith is to fight for what little semblance of 
the fire crew to go along with Detective freedom he has left. Keith’s case was 

Many of the exonerees we report on would have never even been convicted in the first 
place had they utilized the services of the US~Observer.

When hired, the US~Observer works for your vindication. What does that mean? Simply, if you have been 
wrongfully charged with crimes or have been maliciously attacked civilly, the US~Observer will investigate 
your case to achieve the evidence that will be used to prove your innocence, or determine your lack of liability. 
With that evidence in hand, we ensure everyone who needs to see it does. 

The power of public opinion is what will ultimately vindicate you, and that is what we utilize by promoting 
your case through our nationally distributed newspaper and our network of on-line affiliates. Not only does this 

make the facts of your case public knowledge, something attorneys are barred from doing, it puts an amazing amount 
of public pressure on those in political positions. 

The fact is, attorneys alone rarely win tough cases. In many instances, the odds are so stacked against them the only recourse they have is 
to suggest a plea deal. It's not all their fault either! The system allows for the prosecution to publicize your case. The local paper runs your 
picture and soon, your neighbors think you are guilty. The US~Observer combats this one-sided assault and gives you the only real chance 
you have at vindication.

If you are in trouble, don't roll the dice with just an attorney. Let the US~Observer work for you. 

And just in case you are wondering, there are many instances where our clients never even needed to hire an attorney in the first place. 
Contact us for references. 

~Contact the US Observer! 541-474-7885 or editor@usobserver.com

Many of the exonerees we report on would have never even been convicted in the first 

your case through our nationally distributed newspaper and our network of on-line affiliates. Not only does this 
make the facts of your case public knowledge, something attorneys are barred from doing, it puts an amazing amount 
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originally Prosecuted by former Okanogan deserve to be dismissed and he should sue those 
County Prosecutor Karl Sloan (Detective who have damaged him. Unfortunately, Keith 
Sloan's Brother). It was handed off to Branden spent everything he has left defending himself 
Platter, who temporarily took over as against lies. His health, costs, and timing would 
Prosecutor when Sloan quit his job and left make it too costly for him to sue.” 
town. Keith Holbrook has lost almost everything, 

Now, Arian Noma, the newly elected and except for his life and wife. He’s been deemed 
reportedly “reform-minded” prosecutor has incompetent to stand trial as he suffers from 
had several months to review this case since dementia. Many highly qualified Psychiatrists 
taking office. Noma inherited this case along have examined Keith and have stated he can’t 
with numerous others involving corrupted assist in his own defense. 
Detective Kreg Sloan, which is obviously the 
reason why each case needs to be heavily Edi tor ’s  Note:  The  US~Observer  
scrutinized. As of the date this article was appreciates those who helped provide 
published it was reported that a new prosecutor, information on behalf of Mr. Holbrook. 
Mathew Salter, has been assigned to Mr. Without support by many in his community, 
Holbrook’s case. It was also reported that Keith would likely be incarcerated or dead. 
Country Insurance wants to sue Mr. Holbrook Fortunately for Mr. Holbrook, he’s one tough 
which is partly why his charges have not been Veteran! If you have any information 
dismissed. One person associated with this case regarding those mentioned in the article, the 
said, “If the government can’t produce a US~Observer would like to hear from you. 
wrongful conviction, Country’s ability to Please email: editor@usobserver.com or call 
successfully sue would likely be more difficult. 541-474-7885. Thank you!
Keith can’t be forced to trial. His charges jjj

By Nigel Roberts

(NewsOne) - A Bronx, 
New York man, who was 
wrongly convicted of 
killing his mother, finally 
cleared his name after 
spending nearly 20 years 
behind bars and another 
10 on parole. As in many other cases involving hope this tragic case can serve as a learning 
Black male suspects, detectives used moment about the value of new scientific 
interrogation techniques against him intended research on false confessions and steps that can 
to extract a false confession. be taken to avoid dangerously coercive 

In January, a state judge vacated the murder interrogation techniques.”
conviction against Huwe Burton, now 49, and Unfortunately, Burton’s case is not a rare 
ruled that his confession was coerced, the New occurrence. For example, retired Chicago 
York Times reported. Police detective Kriston Kato had a reputation 

This is just one example of many cases in the 1980s and 1990s as a cop who beat 
involving police detectives who use a range of confessions out of suspects, according to the 
i l legal  tact ics to extract  fabricated Washington Post. Lawyers for dozens of 
confessions–from brutality to false promises. suspects who encountered Kato are trying to 

Burton was just 16 when he found his mother clear the names of their clients.
murdered after he came home one evening in In many other cases, detectives use the fear of 
1989. He confessed two days later to killing her white juries tactic to convince Black suspects to 
while high on crack. That confession came after confess, according to the Marshall Project. 
detectives interrogated him for hours without a That method involves threatening that they 
lawyer or adult relative present. would get a lighter sentence by confessing than 

Shortly after that, he recanted his confession, if they received a guilty verdict from a white 
which didn’t match evidence at the jury.
crime scene. However, a jury still In Burton’s case, the police led 
convicted him. After serving him to believe that if he confessed 
almost two decades in prison, to killing his mother they would 
Burton was paroled in 2009. not charge him with statutory rape 

Lawyers for the Innocence for having had consensual sex with 
Project, an organization that works his 13-year-old girlfriend. They 
to win the exoneration of those also told him that he would be 
wrongly convicted, and the Bronx taken to Family Court and his 
district attorney’s office presented mother’s death treated as an 
new evidence to the judge that accident.
helped to clear Burton. “My mother was one of the 

“The injustice he endured is strongest people I’ve ever known,” 
unimaginable—to be wrongly Burton said after the hearing on 
convicted of murdering his mother, whom he Thursday. “One of the things that she did was 
adored. Today, Mr. Burton will finally get some respect the law and respect law enforcement. 
measure of justice,” said Innocence Project But at the time of her death, she wasn’t 
attorney Susan Friedman in a statement. “We respected by the law or law enforcement.”  jjj

Are You Facing False Criminal Charges or Civil Complaints?
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Exonerated After 30 Years: 
Cops Coerced A Confession

$2M From State Of Colo. 
For Exonerated Former 

Prisoner Moses-EL

Expires 05-31-2019

Keith Holbrook after surgery

Picture of Holbrook’s home after it burned. The barrels of fuel Kreg Sloan alleges contributed to the fire are clearly not burned.

Huwe Burton was 
j u s t  1 6  w h e n  
police detectives 
interrogated him 
for hours without 
an attorney.

Huwe Burton, front left, has been completely exonerated

Innocence Project 
attorney Susan Friedman

By Alex Burness 

( T h e  C o l o r a d o  
Independent) - Clarence 
Moses-EL, a Denver man 
who spent nearly half his life in prison on a want — all I’ve ever wanted — is to put this 
wrongful rape and assault conviction, will whole ordeal behind me and get on with 
be awarded about $2 mill ion in living my life.”
compensation from the state, Attorney His case became national news in part 
General Phil Weiser announced in a press because he was convicted despite thin 
conference on February 14. evidence against him. The victim only 

Weiser called Moses-EL’s case a “travesty identified Moses-EL as her assailant in a 
of justice” and said it must be a “learning statement to police days after she was 
experience” for the state. attacked. She said the realization came to 

“We have to learn from this … tragic her in a dream.
mistake and action,” he said. “There is, I The story was made more notorious 
believe now, a clear and powerful example because Denver mishandled evidence. 
of financial and human costs.” DNA samples thought to contain the 

Under a Colorado law passed in 2013, attacker’s genetic markers were thrown in 
people who’ve been wrongfully convicted the trash by Denver police before they could 
and imprisoned are eligible to petition for ever be tested, even though the evidence 
$70,000 per year they spent behind bars. In was contained in a box labeled “DO NOT 
Moses-EL’s case, that total comes to almost DESTROY.” Moses-EL has said the 
$2 million. He is just the second person to be discarding of the evidence was like being 
compensated under this law. “given cement shoes and thrown in the 

“Although no amount of money can give water just to sink.”
Mr. Moses-EL back the half of his life that Even after police mishandled the 
was lost to the Colorado prison system, this evidence, Denver’s D.A. office and the 
compensation will help him and District Court refused to give 
his family recover from this him a retrial. In 2006, then-
traumatic ordeal,” said Gail Denver District Attorney Mitch 
Johnson, one of his attorneys, in Morrissey’s did use DNA 
a press release. “While official evidence to prosecute Jackson 
recognition of his innocence is for two 1992 cold case rapes, but 
long overdue, Mr. Moses-EL he continued to refuse to 
appreciates that the state of i n v e s t i g a t e  J a c k s o n ’ s  
Colorado is finally taking this involvement in the case for 
important step forward.” which Moses-EL convicted and 

Moses-EL, 63, was freed in sentenced to 48 years in prison.
2015 after a judge overturned “I think what we owe — and 
his 1988 conviction in the 1987 rape and we owe this to the people of Colorado, as 
assailt of a woman in the Five Points well — is to learn from this experience,” 
neighborhood. Then-Denver District Weiser said. “DNA evidence that is ordered 
Attorney Mitch Morrissey’s office chose to to be preserved is incredibly important and 
retry him, and a jury found him not guilty in there is no, to my mind, reason we can’t do 
2016. better in this area. We need to be better. And 

The victim in the case first identified a that’s what we owe.”
man named LC Jackson as her attacker, but Weiser spoke in passive terms throughout 
police failed to investigate Jackson. In 2015 the press conference.
— nearly three decades after the incident — “I feel terrible that this has gone on and 
Jackson confessed in court to being the that what happened, happened,” he said. He 
assailant. Prosecutors say Jackson later would not comment on whether Moses-EL 
recanted. is owed an apology by the Denver district 

Weiser said that he met with the victim attorney’s office.
prior to announcing his decision to allow “You’ll have to talk to the Denver D.A.,” 
Moses-EL to receive state compensation. he said.

“She’s remarkable in that she’s been Reached by phone, D.A. McCann 
through a lot. She understood that the legal declined to comment. She said she and 
situation here required me to act in this Weiser spoke ahead of his decision but that 
way,” Weiser said. she couldn’t say anything about Moses-EL 

He said that he did not speak with Moses- because of a separate, federal lawsuit 
EL ahead of the announcement. Neither pending against the police, McCann’s office 
Moses-EL nor his attorneys were present for and Morrissey.
Weiser’s press conference. Moses-EL said No trial date has been set in that federal 
by phone Thursday that he could not case, and Weiser said that his announcement 
comment on Weiser’s announcement. regarding compensation has no bearing on 

On Jan. 28, he told The Independent, “All I the federal case.                                     jjj

“All I want — all 
I’ve ever wanted 
— is to put this 
w h o l e  o r d e a l  
behind me and get 
on with living my 
life.”

LC Jackson



By Libor Jany hearing before any dismissal action “This should have happened years 
is taken because of his military ago,” Hageman said. “The case I 

(Star Tribune) - A Minneapolis veteran status. handled, in which Lehner kicked a 
police officer who has been on paid Lehner’s troubles with the handcuffed 120-pound suspected 
administrative leave since winning department have been well misdemeanant in the face with 
back his job in late 2016 was documented. enough force to break his jaw and 
recently fired again, as was another Former Police Chief Janeé nose, knock out his two front teeth 
officer, both for unspecified Harteau fired Lehner in early 2016 and render him unconscious — 
misconduct, according to sources. after video emerged of him should have been enough.”

Officers Blayne Lehner and roughing up a woman in the lobby Lehner, who has been on the 
Dustin DuPre were dismissed from of a south Minneapolis apartment board for the Police Officers 
the department February 25th, building. At the time, officials Federation of Minneapolis, has 
bringing to three the found that Lehner had been recognized several times for 
number of officers failed to report the use his  police work,  including 
fired by Chief Medaria of force in violation of receiving the department award of 
Arradondo within two department policy and merit in 2013.
weeks. had called the woman DuPre also has had legal troubles 

Police spokesman a derogatory name. since joining the force. He was 
John Elder confirmed But an arbitrator  arrested in 2003 for allegedly 
that DuPre started with o v e r t u r n e d  t h e  assaulting his ex-wife but pleaded 
the department in t e r m i n a t i o n  a n d  to a lesser charge of interfering with 
February 1998 and ordered the city to a 911 call, receiving a sentence that 
Lehner  joined 10 rehire him, arguing was “specifically tailored” to 
months later. But Elder that officers involved exempt him from firearms 
d e c l i n e d  f u r t h e r  in similar situations restrictions — so that he could keep 
comment, saying that policies received far less severe disciplinary his gun and his job.
prevented him from discussing the measures. Dave Bicking, an outspoken local 
reasons for the officers’ dismissals. Lehner eventually was handed a activist against police brutality, said 
Multiple calls to Lt. Bob Kroll, 40-hour suspension, which he he’s hopeful that the firing sends a 
president of the Minneapolis Police served after returning to work in clear message to city officers that 
Federation, went unreturned. A late 2016, but he never went back to misconduct won’t be tolerated. 
spokesman for Mayor Jacob Frey work. Instead, he has been on paid Internal discipline records obtained 
declined to comment, citing leave until his firing. by Bicking’s group, Communities 
ongoing internal investigations. Lehner was sued in federal court United Against Police Brutality, 

The officers’ dismissal followed in 2015 by a man alleging that he show that DuPre is the subject of an 
the termination earlier in February was handcuffed when Lehner internal complaint from 2017 that 
of officer Alexander Brown in kicked him in the face, breaking his remains open, he said.
connection with a two-year-old jaw and knocking out his front teeth The officers have the option of 
incident captured on surveillance during a 2012 traffic stop in south appealing to get their jobs back, a 
video in which he and his police Minneapolis. Eric Hageman, the path that was made easier by a 
partner beat up a handcuffed attorney for the man in that lawsuit, recent state Supreme Court ruling 
American Indian man in downtown called Lehner’s conduct at the time that overturned the firing of a 
Minneapolis. His former partner, “indefensible,” adding that Lehner Richfield officer who struck a Twin 
Peter Brazeau, is in the process of paid out of his own pocket to settle Cities teenager and failed to 
being fired, but he is entitled to a the lawsuit. document it.                             jjj

By Peter Weber liberties" and "can be used, 
for example, to retaliate 

(The Week) - On February against or chill the speech of 
20th, the Supreme Court political enemies."
ruled 9-0 that constitutional In the case at hand, Indiana 
p r o t e c t i o n s  a g a i n s t  ordered small-time drug 
"excessive fines" extend to offender Tyson Timbs to pay 
states through the 14th $1,200 in fines and fees after 
Amendment, placing limits pleading guilty to selling 
on the ability of state and $225 of heroin, but they also 
local police to seize and seized his $42,000 Land 
keep cars, cash, houses, and other crime. Rover, arguing that even though he 
assets used in the commission of “The historical and logical case bought it with money from his 
crimes, even from people not for concluding that the 14th father's life-insurance policy, he 
accused of crimes. The practice, Amendment incorporates the used it to commit crimes. 
known as civil asset forfeiture, is a Excessive Fines  Clause is  "People are still going to lose their 
common and lucrative source of overwhelming," Justice Ruth property without being convicted 
revenue for states and local Bader Ginsburg wrote for the eight- of a crime, they're still going to 
governments, and it is frequently justice majority. (Justice Clarence have their property seized," Wesley 
abused. The unanimous decision in Thomas wrote his own opinion.) Hottot, a lawyer for Timbs, told The 
the case, Timbs v. Indiana, won't "For good reason, the protection New York Times. "The new thing is 
end the practice but will allow against excessive fines has been a that they can now say at the end of it 
people whose property was seized constant shield throughout Anglo- all, whether I'm guilty or not, I can 
to argue in court that the amount American history: Exorbitant tolls argue that it was excessive.”
taken was disproportionate to the undermine other constitutional jjj
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US~OBSERVER NOTE ON FALSE CHARGES:
False prosecutions are getting some well needed mainstream attention these days. Over the past 28 

years, the US~Observer had been the lone voice exposing this rampant issue. Our successful 
vindications are the dismissal or acquittal of more than 4,600 charges. We have also resolved many 
civil issues. These are achievements no other group, lawyer or agency can claim. 

In many cases, our clients haven't needed the use of expensive attorneys, as our investigations and 
publication are used to expose the truth to the world. It is this exposure that this, otherwise beyond 
reproach, system fears, and it works well.

We hope that every innocent victim of a false prosecution finds justice, and if you are facing false 
charges, please contact us.
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By Dave Biscobing police chief and has represented 
Glendale twice on the TV show 

UPDATE: Since ABC15 first Cops, was not terminated. They 
reported this story, the Maricopa also believe Glendale should have 
County Attorney has asked the referred the case for outside 
FBI to review the actions of the cr iminal  inves t igat ion and 
officers involved. Gov. Doug prosecution.
Ducey also called for the “If he intentionally struck a 
investigaton to be reopened. passenger in the testicles, and then 

intentionally tased him in or near 
(ABC15) - On July 27, 2017, the genitals, I’m surprised he hasn’t 

Johnny  Whea tc ro f t  was  a  been prosecuted,” said Seth 
passenger in a silver Ford Taurus Stoughton, a former police officer 
when a pair of Glendale police who’s now an attorney and 
officers pulled in front them in a professor at the University of South 
Motel 6 parking lot. Carolina School of Law. “It raises 

The stop was for an alleged turn half a dozen red flags that suggest 
signal violation.

Minutes later, Wheatcroft 
was handcuffed lying face 
down on the hot asphalt on a 
108-degree day. He'd already 
been tased 10 times, with one 
officer kneeling on his back 
as another, Officer Matt 
Schneider, kicked him in the 
groin and pulled down his 
athletic shorts to tase him a 
final time in his testicles, 
according to a federal lawsuit 
and body camera footage 
obtained by ABC15.

The scene was witnessed 
by his 11- and 6-year-old 
sons.

Multiple independent law 
enforcement experts, who agreed the need for a thorough review, 
to review the incident, said the including a review to determine if 
officers’ conduct was unlawful, the officer committed any crimes.”
potentially criminal, and one of the On February 8, the Glendale 
most cruel and troubling cases of Police Department released a 
police misconduct they’ve ever statement that is full of omissions 
seen. and information that does not 

“I have never seen anything like match up with the departments own 
this before,” said Jeff Noble, an records.
attorney and former deputy chief of But the lawsuit, filed in the U.S. 
police in Irvine, Calif., who’s District Court of Arizona by 
testified in hundreds of cases attorneys Marc Victor and Jody 
including Tamir Rice and Philando Broaddus, alleges that the officers 
Castile. “ It reminds me of a case in violated the constitutional rights of 
New York where an individual was Wheatcroft and his wife, Anya 
sadistically taking a broom handle Chapman, and engaged in the 
and shoving it up (the suspect’s) “excessive use of force and 
anus. This is just beyond the pale. torture.”
It’s outrageous conduct.” Wheatcroft and Chapman, who 

F o r m e r  L A P D  d e t e c t i v e  were arrested and charged with 
supervisor T.T. Williams echoed aggravated assault on a police 
his shock. officer, spent months in jail after 

“That’s not even borderline,” said the incident because they couldn’t 
Williams, an expert witness who afford bail.
testified in the Philip Brailsford Chapman agreed to plead guilty 
case on behalf of the prosecution. to a lesser charge in order to get 
“That’s inhumane.” home to her children, her attorneys 

Schneider was suspended for 30 said.
hours and remains an active officer The charges against Wheatcroft 
on the force, records show. were dismissed by the Maricopa 

The experts said it was appalling County Attorney’s Office after 
that Officer Schneider, who has prosecutors saw the body camera 
won multiple awards from the video.                                      jjj

cities.
“This policy of 

concentrating stops 
in high-crime areas 
may be predicated 
on the belief that 
traffic stops are an 
effective tactic for 
reducing burglaries, 
robberies and other 
criminal activity,” 
the paper said.

(The Crime Report) - Do traffic “We find, however, no immediate 
stops in high-crime areas deter or long-term impact of traffic stops 
crime and protect public safety? on serious crime.”

For many police agencies, the Only 1.6 percent of the stops, the 
answer is obvious. Making officers researchers found, resulted in 
a “visible” pro-active presence on “custodial arrests”—usually for 
the streets has long been regarded license violations or drugs.
as a valid law enforcement They suggested Nashville could 
strategy. safely reduce the number of stops, 

But when a group of researchers in line with the strategies taken by 
decided to test that proposition, other cities such as the New York 
they came up with a different Police Department, which reduced 
answer. ‘s top,  quest ion and fr isk” 

The researchers, in a paper for the pedestrian stops from nearly 
Stanford Computational Policy 700,000 in 2011 to 11,000 in 2017.
Lab, analyzed traffic stops during Such a policy could also have 
2017 in Nashville, Tenn., where beneficial consequences for 
police have the notable distinction police-community relations. 
of making more traffic stops per Researchers noted that frequent 
capita than anywhere else in the stops can “create stress” as well as 
nation. result in fines and fees that are a 

They found, instead, that traffic burden for low-income residents.
stops “had no discernible effect on But they warned that Nashville 
serious crime rates, and only cops would need to make 
infrequently resulted in the significant cuts to bring them into 
recovery of contraband or a line with practices of other cities 
custodial arrest.” that have already begun to rethink 

In the paper, commissioned by the strategy.
the city of Nashville, and formally “A reduction of even 50 percent 
presented this week as part of a in non-moving violation stops 
series for the New York University would still leave the city’s overall 
School  of  Law’s  Pol ic ing stop rate twice as high (or higher) 
Colloquium, the researchers than other peer cities,” the paper 
reported that the majority of the said.
246,000 traffic stops by Nashville “A more substantial 90 percent 
police they reviewed were for reduction in such stops would put 
“non-moving violations,” such as Nashville on par with peer cities 
broken headlights, or expired with the highest stop rates, and 
driver’s registrations – and would have significant impact on 
suggested these could be cut back the day-to-day lives of Nashville 
sharply with no impact on public residents.
safety.

Nashville police, in fact, had The lead author of the paper was 
already reduced the number of Prof. Ravi Shroff of New York 
traffic stops by the time researchers University. Other authors were 
begun studying them, but the Alex Chohlas-Wood and Sharad 
number was still far higher Goel.
proportionally than other U.S. jjj

Traffic Stops Have
‘No Discernible Impact’

on Crime Prevention: Study

Bill to compensate the exonerated advances

the C.I., who denied making the and heroin," Police Chief Art Acevedo said at a "the investigation continues to show that." He 
purchase described in Goines' affidavit. press conference three days after the raid. "The referred again to the January 8 call, which by 

Bryant went back to Goines and got informant stated she did not want to give any his account came from "the mother of a young 
the name of another C.I., who also information because they were drug dealers woman that was in there doing heroin." That 
denied participating in the controlled and they would kill her." But contradicts KTRK's story.
buy. Investigators eventually talked to last week KTRK, the ABC Acevedo's assessment of 
all of the informants known to work station in Houston, reported, Goines' conduct became less 
with Goines, and "all denied making a based on interviews with tentative as the press conference 
buy for Goines from the Harding Street " s o u r c e s  c l o s e  t o  t h e  continued. "A person lied in an 
residence, and ever purchasing inves t iga t ion , "  t ha t  t he  affidavit, and I'm angry about 
narcotics from Tuttle or Nicholas." "informant" was Nicholas' that," he said. "We know we've 

If that transaction did not actually mother, who was worried had a criminal violation, and a 
happen, it would explain why police because her  58-year-old serious criminal violation, by 
found no heroin at the house, where the daughter "was doing drugs the individual that prepared that 

By Jacob Sullum C.I. supposedly had seen many bags of i n s ide  he r  own  home . "  affidavit....More than likely, the 
it. The only drugs found in the search were According to Acevedo, two investigating officer will be 

(Reason) - The no-knock search warrant for small amounts of cocaine and marijuana, patrol officers who went to the charged with a serious crime at 
the drug raid that killed a middle-aged couple consistent with personal use. Nor did police house in response to that call some point." Under Texas law, 
in their Houston home on January 28 seems to find the 9mm semi-automatic handgun that overheard a passer-by refer to it lying in a search warrant 
have been based on a "controlled buy" that Goines said the C.I. also mentioned. Bass as "the dope house." affidavit is aggravated perjury, a 
never happened by a confidential informant notes another inconsistency: While Goines' Aside from that incident, it seems the only third-degree felony punishable by two to 20 
who does not exist. According to a February 8 affidavit says Bryant saw the brown powder evidence that Tuttle and Nicholas were drug years in prison. Goines has been on the force 
search warrant affidavit obtained by KPRC, purchased by the C.I. and recognized it as dealers was the controlled buy reported by for 34 years, and Acevedo said the department 
the NBC station in Houston, investigators black-tar heroin, Bryant told Bass he did not Goines, which now appears to have been is reviewing his cases to see if there has been a 
looking into the raid at 7815 Harding Street, see the heroin until he was asked to retrieve it invented. If so, it is easier to understand why pattern of dishonesty.
the home of Dennis Tuttle and Rhogena from Goines' car so it could be tested. neighbors who spoke to the press after the raid Acevedo seems to be having second 
Nicholas, have been unable to identify the C.I. "Often when individuals communicate with say they never saw any suspicious activity at thoughts about the routine use of no-knock 
who supposedly bought heroin from Tuttle the their confidential informants," Bass notes, the house, notwithstanding Acevedo's claim warrants and "dynamic entry" to execute 
day before. "they will use their cellular devices to that "the neighborhood thanked our officers" search warrants in drug cases. "After I've had 

Sgt. Richard Bass submitted the February 8 communicate via telephone call or text for the raid "because it was a drug house" and a four officers shot and two suspects killed," he 
affidavit in support of a warrant to search a message." Hence he hoped the contents of "problem location." said, "we'll be tightening that up." Avoiding 
cellphone used by Steven Bryant, a narcotics Bryant's cellphone would help illuminate the the destruction of evidence is usually cited as a 
officer who participated in the raid and who circumstances that led to the deadly raid. Update: At a subsequent press conference, reason for police to crash into homes without 
was suspended last week because of The story that is now emerging goes Acevedo said Goines' "actions, in terms of his warning, as it was in this case. But "if 
unanswered questions about the warrant for it, something like this. On January 8, a woman conduct, are in question," because "it appears somebody flushes all the evidence" because 
which was obtained by Gerald Goines, another called the Houston Police Department to that there are some material untruths or lies in police have to knock and announce 
narcotics officer. Bass says Bryant talked to complain that her daughter was "doing drugs" that affidavit, and that's a problem; that's themselves, Acevedo observed, "you probably 
Goines, who was shot during the raid and inside the house at 7815 Harding Street. "Her totally unacceptable." But he insisted that "we didn't have all that much evidence in there to 
remains hospitalized, and relayed the name of daughter was in the house, and there were guns had reason to investigate that location," and start with." Or in some cases, none at all.   jjj

C.I. Whose Heroin Buy Led to a Deadly Houston Drug Raid Does Not Seem to Exist

Two more Minneapolis officers 
fired for unspecified misconduct

By Haley Bull about 17 years behind bars, Bunch's hearings and this week the bill 
conviction was overturned. passed the house with a 96-0 vote.

(FOX59) Indianapolis, IN – An "The big challenge is you're "Interestingly enough if you've 
effort is underway at the state trying to catch up on technology, been incarcerated for a crime you 
capitol to help exonerated prisoners you're trying to explain to people did commit, when you're released 
in Indiana. One woman fighting for that you have a 17, 20, 24, 27 year you can participate in wraparound 
it is bringing her story from prison gap and that you really were services, help finding a job, help 
to the statehouse. working and you with housing, those 

Kristine Bunch was just 21 years r e a l l y  w e r e  types of services, but 
old when her Greensburg home educating and doing an exoneree is not 
caught fire in 1995, leaving her 3- things during that eligible," State Rep. 
year-old son, Tony, dead. time, but you no Steuerwald said. "So 

It didn't take long before she l o n g e r  h a v e  a  in the bill we made 
found herself behind bars, accused conviction," Bunch sure that exonerees 
of arson and murder, and sentenced said. are eligible for those 
to 60 years. She was pregnant with S h e  s a i d  s h e  same services."
her second child at the time. walked out of prison The bill would also 

"I was shocked, you don't expect with a bag filled with only her give people who are innocent the 
it," Bunch said. "There are no prison uniform and shoes. Things chance to bring a lawsuit or receive 
words to talk about what it's like to like using cards more than cash, $50,000 per year they were behind 
go in there because you are, you are automatic faucets and using a cell bars.
essentially stripped of everything." phone were all new. She had to go According to the Innocence 

While in prison, she gave birth to back to get her learner's permit. Project, Indiana is one of 17 states 
her second son, Trent, maintained "It's hard to figure out what you're without a compensation statute. 
weekly visits with him and worked supposed to do, who you can turn to Bunch said the bill is a big step, but 
on furthering her education. But and literally, there's nothing to turn she would like to see all exonerees 
she didn't give up her fight to prove to in the state," Bunch said. e l i g ib l e  fo r  compensa t i on  
her innocence. But now the state is taking steps to regardless of litigation.

"I wrote everyone I possibly compensate those proven innocent, Bunch has filed lawsuits against 
could because you know that you who are wrongfully incarcerated. investigators, saying a report was 
need help to get back into court. I Lawmakers filed House Bill 1150. falsified.
told everybody I'm innocent, I don't "No there's not a lot but there's a But right now, she plans to keep 
know why accelerant was found in few. Actually what the major helping other exonerees through a 
my child's bedroom. That just impetus is that the DNA has non-profit she founded, Justis 4 
makes no sense to me. And I need established innocence for a lot of Justus, and continue fighting at the 
somebody to help me," she said. people. So actually it will be a statehouse.

Her case caught the attention of a diminishing population because "I would never want to repeat it 
l o c a l  a t t o r n e y  a n d  T h e  DNA is now used at the beginning but I but I am grateful that it made 
Northwestern Center on Wrongful of the process not the end," said me into the person that I am now, 
Convictions. Her attorneys argued State Rep. Greg Steuerwald, who someone that's willing to step up 
new evidence about the fire from sponsored the bill. and speak for somebody else that 
new investigative techniques. After Bunch testified during committee doesn't have a voice," Bunch said. j

School and opened fire.
In the wake of the horror, state 

lawmakers approved a measure 
mandating all schools to have 
armed security.

Among those who don’t agree 
with the new approach is Walt 
Zalisko, a retired police chief who 
now owns a global investigative 
group and police management 
consulting business in Daytona 
Beach.

“You don’t walk around with an 
assault rifle strapped to your chest 
in a school. That is not the normal 
policy of police agencies,” Zalisko 

By Joe Kovacs of them. told the Herald-Tribune.
“They come and thank me all the “His job is to protect the kids, and 

(WND.com) - There’s something time,” he said on a video posted by he can do that with a handgun, but it 
new seen in the halls of Florida the Sarasota Herald-Tribune. i s  a l s o  t o  f o r m  p o s i t i v e  
schools this year: guns out in the But he understands relat ionships,” he 
open. not everyone in the a d d e d .  “ D e v e l o p  

Packing heat on the campus of the community is on information on who 
Manatee School for the Arts in b o a r d  w i t h  h i s  may have drugs or 
Palmetto, Florida, is Harold presence. weapons. There is a lot 
Verdecia, a 39-year-old former “So far it’s been like involved.”
infantryman in the U.S. Army, who 90 percent all good. B i l l  J o n e s ,  t h e  
completed tours of duty in both Iraq You have a few that don’t agree, but principal at MSA, says despite a 
and Afghanistan. I would say 90 percent of the few objections, response has been 

Armed with a Kel-Tec “Bullpup” reaction has been like great,” he overwhelmingly positive, and he’s 
rifle and a 9mm Glock 19X, explained. “People are not used to even looking to hire another 
Verdecia has been hired by the seeing guns in school.” guardian.
school with the sole responsibility On Valentine’s Day last year, 17 “I wouldn’t hire anybody who 
of stopping an active shooter. people were killed in Parkland, hadn’t been shot at and fired back,” 

More than 2,000 students attend Florida, when a former student Jones told the paper. “I need 
MSA, and Verdecia says he gets allegedly stormed the campus of someone who has been in that 
complimented frequently by many Marjorie Stoneman Douglas High situation.”                                jjj

Supreme Court places limits
on state civil asset forfeiture

Abuse of Force: Body camera 
video shows man tased 

11 times by Police officers

Packing heat on campus:
Florida schools get armed

MYTHBUSTING
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Officer Matt Schneider

Aftermath of the raid. 
bullet holes and blood

The house that was raided 
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Video Screenshot

Officer Blayne Lehner



By Libor Jany hearing before any dismissal action “This should have happened years 
is taken because of his military ago,” Hageman said. “The case I 

(Star Tribune) - A Minneapolis veteran status. handled, in which Lehner kicked a 
police officer who has been on paid Lehner’s troubles with the handcuffed 120-pound suspected 
administrative leave since winning department have been well misdemeanant in the face with 
back his job in late 2016 was documented. enough force to break his jaw and 
recently fired again, as was another Former Police Chief Janeé nose, knock out his two front teeth 
officer, both for unspecified Harteau fired Lehner in early 2016 and render him unconscious — 
misconduct, according to sources. after video emerged of him should have been enough.”

Officers Blayne Lehner and roughing up a woman in the lobby Lehner, who has been on the 
Dustin DuPre were dismissed from of a south Minneapolis apartment board for the Police Officers 
the department February 25th, building. At the time, officials Federation of Minneapolis, has 
bringing to three the found that Lehner had been recognized several times for 
number of officers failed to report the use his  police work,  including 
fired by Chief Medaria of force in violation of receiving the department award of 
Arradondo within two department policy and merit in 2013.
weeks. had called the woman DuPre also has had legal troubles 

Police spokesman a derogatory name. since joining the force. He was 
John Elder confirmed But an arbitrator  arrested in 2003 for allegedly 
that DuPre started with o v e r t u r n e d  t h e  assaulting his ex-wife but pleaded 
the department in t e r m i n a t i o n  a n d  to a lesser charge of interfering with 
February 1998 and ordered the city to a 911 call, receiving a sentence that 
Lehner  joined 10 rehire him, arguing was “specifically tailored” to 
months later. But Elder that officers involved exempt him from firearms 
d e c l i n e d  f u r t h e r  in similar situations restrictions — so that he could keep 
comment, saying that policies received far less severe disciplinary his gun and his job.
prevented him from discussing the measures. Dave Bicking, an outspoken local 
reasons for the officers’ dismissals. Lehner eventually was handed a activist against police brutality, said 
Multiple calls to Lt. Bob Kroll, 40-hour suspension, which he he’s hopeful that the firing sends a 
president of the Minneapolis Police served after returning to work in clear message to city officers that 
Federation, went unreturned. A late 2016, but he never went back to misconduct won’t be tolerated. 
spokesman for Mayor Jacob Frey work. Instead, he has been on paid Internal discipline records obtained 
declined to comment, citing leave until his firing. by Bicking’s group, Communities 
ongoing internal investigations. Lehner was sued in federal court United Against Police Brutality, 

The officers’ dismissal followed in 2015 by a man alleging that he show that DuPre is the subject of an 
the termination earlier in February was handcuffed when Lehner internal complaint from 2017 that 
of officer Alexander Brown in kicked him in the face, breaking his remains open, he said.
connection with a two-year-old jaw and knocking out his front teeth The officers have the option of 
incident captured on surveillance during a 2012 traffic stop in south appealing to get their jobs back, a 
video in which he and his police Minneapolis. Eric Hageman, the path that was made easier by a 
partner beat up a handcuffed attorney for the man in that lawsuit, recent state Supreme Court ruling 
American Indian man in downtown called Lehner’s conduct at the time that overturned the firing of a 
Minneapolis. His former partner, “indefensible,” adding that Lehner Richfield officer who struck a Twin 
Peter Brazeau, is in the process of paid out of his own pocket to settle Cities teenager and failed to 
being fired, but he is entitled to a the lawsuit. document it.                             jjj

By Peter Weber liberties" and "can be used, 
for example, to retaliate 

(The Week) - On February against or chill the speech of 
20th, the Supreme Court political enemies."
ruled 9-0 that constitutional In the case at hand, Indiana 
p r o t e c t i o n s  a g a i n s t  ordered small-time drug 
"excessive fines" extend to offender Tyson Timbs to pay 
states through the 14th $1,200 in fines and fees after 
Amendment, placing limits pleading guilty to selling 
on the ability of state and $225 of heroin, but they also 
local police to seize and seized his $42,000 Land 
keep cars, cash, houses, and other crime. Rover, arguing that even though he 
assets used in the commission of “The historical and logical case bought it with money from his 
crimes, even from people not for concluding that the 14th father's life-insurance policy, he 
accused of crimes. The practice, Amendment incorporates the used it to commit crimes. 
known as civil asset forfeiture, is a Excessive Fines  Clause is  "People are still going to lose their 
common and lucrative source of overwhelming," Justice Ruth property without being convicted 
revenue for states and local Bader Ginsburg wrote for the eight- of a crime, they're still going to 
governments, and it is frequently justice majority. (Justice Clarence have their property seized," Wesley 
abused. The unanimous decision in Thomas wrote his own opinion.) Hottot, a lawyer for Timbs, told The 
the case, Timbs v. Indiana, won't "For good reason, the protection New York Times. "The new thing is 
end the practice but will allow against excessive fines has been a that they can now say at the end of it 
people whose property was seized constant shield throughout Anglo- all, whether I'm guilty or not, I can 
to argue in court that the amount American history: Exorbitant tolls argue that it was excessive.”
taken was disproportionate to the undermine other constitutional jjj
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US~OBSERVER NOTE ON FALSE CHARGES:
False prosecutions are getting some well needed mainstream attention these days. Over the past 28 

years, the US~Observer had been the lone voice exposing this rampant issue. Our successful 
vindications are the dismissal or acquittal of more than 4,600 charges. We have also resolved many 
civil issues. These are achievements no other group, lawyer or agency can claim. 

In many cases, our clients haven't needed the use of expensive attorneys, as our investigations and 
publication are used to expose the truth to the world. It is this exposure that this, otherwise beyond 
reproach, system fears, and it works well.

We hope that every innocent victim of a false prosecution finds justice, and if you are facing false 
charges, please contact us.
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By Dave Biscobing police chief and has represented 
Glendale twice on the TV show 

UPDATE: Since ABC15 first Cops, was not terminated. They 
reported this story, the Maricopa also believe Glendale should have 
County Attorney has asked the referred the case for outside 
FBI to review the actions of the cr iminal  inves t igat ion and 
officers involved. Gov. Doug prosecution.
Ducey also called for the “If he intentionally struck a 
investigaton to be reopened. passenger in the testicles, and then 

intentionally tased him in or near 
(ABC15) - On July 27, 2017, the genitals, I’m surprised he hasn’t 

Johnny  Whea tc ro f t  was  a  been prosecuted,” said Seth 
passenger in a silver Ford Taurus Stoughton, a former police officer 
when a pair of Glendale police who’s now an attorney and 
officers pulled in front them in a professor at the University of South 
Motel 6 parking lot. Carolina School of Law. “It raises 

The stop was for an alleged turn half a dozen red flags that suggest 
signal violation.

Minutes later, Wheatcroft 
was handcuffed lying face 
down on the hot asphalt on a 
108-degree day. He'd already 
been tased 10 times, with one 
officer kneeling on his back 
as another, Officer Matt 
Schneider, kicked him in the 
groin and pulled down his 
athletic shorts to tase him a 
final time in his testicles, 
according to a federal lawsuit 
and body camera footage 
obtained by ABC15.

The scene was witnessed 
by his 11- and 6-year-old 
sons.

Multiple independent law 
enforcement experts, who agreed the need for a thorough review, 
to review the incident, said the including a review to determine if 
officers’ conduct was unlawful, the officer committed any crimes.”
potentially criminal, and one of the On February 8, the Glendale 
most cruel and troubling cases of Police Department released a 
police misconduct they’ve ever statement that is full of omissions 
seen. and information that does not 

“I have never seen anything like match up with the departments own 
this before,” said Jeff Noble, an records.
attorney and former deputy chief of But the lawsuit, filed in the U.S. 
police in Irvine, Calif., who’s District Court of Arizona by 
testified in hundreds of cases attorneys Marc Victor and Jody 
including Tamir Rice and Philando Broaddus, alleges that the officers 
Castile. “ It reminds me of a case in violated the constitutional rights of 
New York where an individual was Wheatcroft and his wife, Anya 
sadistically taking a broom handle Chapman, and engaged in the 
and shoving it up (the suspect’s) “excessive use of force and 
anus. This is just beyond the pale. torture.”
It’s outrageous conduct.” Wheatcroft and Chapman, who 

F o r m e r  L A P D  d e t e c t i v e  were arrested and charged with 
supervisor T.T. Williams echoed aggravated assault on a police 
his shock. officer, spent months in jail after 

“That’s not even borderline,” said the incident because they couldn’t 
Williams, an expert witness who afford bail.
testified in the Philip Brailsford Chapman agreed to plead guilty 
case on behalf of the prosecution. to a lesser charge in order to get 
“That’s inhumane.” home to her children, her attorneys 

Schneider was suspended for 30 said.
hours and remains an active officer The charges against Wheatcroft 
on the force, records show. were dismissed by the Maricopa 

The experts said it was appalling County Attorney’s Office after 
that Officer Schneider, who has prosecutors saw the body camera 
won multiple awards from the video.                                      jjj
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cities.
“This policy of 

concentrating stops 
in high-crime areas 
may be predicated 
on the belief that 
traffic stops are an 
effective tactic for 
reducing burglaries, 
robberies and other 
criminal activity,” 
the paper said.

(The Crime Report) - Do traffic “We find, however, no immediate 
stops in high-crime areas deter or long-term impact of traffic stops 
crime and protect public safety? on serious crime.”

For many police agencies, the Only 1.6 percent of the stops, the 
answer is obvious. Making officers researchers found, resulted in 
a “visible” pro-active presence on “custodial arrests”—usually for 
the streets has long been regarded license violations or drugs.
as a valid law enforcement They suggested Nashville could 
strategy. safely reduce the number of stops, 

But when a group of researchers in line with the strategies taken by 
decided to test that proposition, other cities such as the New York 
they came up with a different Police Department, which reduced 
answer. ‘s top,  quest ion and fr isk” 

The researchers, in a paper for the pedestrian stops from nearly 
Stanford Computational Policy 700,000 in 2011 to 11,000 in 2017.
Lab, analyzed traffic stops during Such a policy could also have 
2017 in Nashville, Tenn., where beneficial consequences for 
police have the notable distinction police-community relations. 
of making more traffic stops per Researchers noted that frequent 
capita than anywhere else in the stops can “create stress” as well as 
nation. result in fines and fees that are a 

They found, instead, that traffic burden for low-income residents.
stops “had no discernible effect on But they warned that Nashville 
serious crime rates, and only cops would need to make 
infrequently resulted in the significant cuts to bring them into 
recovery of contraband or a line with practices of other cities 
custodial arrest.” that have already begun to rethink 

In the paper, commissioned by the strategy.
the city of Nashville, and formally “A reduction of even 50 percent 
presented this week as part of a in non-moving violation stops 
series for the New York University would still leave the city’s overall 
School  of  Law’s  Pol ic ing stop rate twice as high (or higher) 
Colloquium, the researchers than other peer cities,” the paper 
reported that the majority of the said.
246,000 traffic stops by Nashville “A more substantial 90 percent 
police they reviewed were for reduction in such stops would put 
“non-moving violations,” such as Nashville on par with peer cities 
broken headlights, or expired with the highest stop rates, and 
driver’s registrations – and would have significant impact on 
suggested these could be cut back the day-to-day lives of Nashville 
sharply with no impact on public residents.
safety.

Nashville police, in fact, had The lead author of the paper was 
already reduced the number of Prof. Ravi Shroff of New York 
traffic stops by the time researchers University. Other authors were 
begun studying them, but the Alex Chohlas-Wood and Sharad 
number was still far higher Goel.
proportionally than other U.S. jjj

Traffic Stops Have
‘No Discernible Impact’

on Crime Prevention: Study

Bill to compensate the exonerated advances

the C.I., who denied making the and heroin," Police Chief Art Acevedo said at a "the investigation continues to show that." He 
purchase described in Goines' affidavit. press conference three days after the raid. "The referred again to the January 8 call, which by 

Bryant went back to Goines and got informant stated she did not want to give any his account came from "the mother of a young 
the name of another C.I., who also information because they were drug dealers woman that was in there doing heroin." That 
denied participating in the controlled and they would kill her." But contradicts KTRK's story.
buy. Investigators eventually talked to last week KTRK, the ABC Acevedo's assessment of 
all of the informants known to work station in Houston, reported, Goines' conduct became less 
with Goines, and "all denied making a based on interviews with tentative as the press conference 
buy for Goines from the Harding Street " s o u r c e s  c l o s e  t o  t h e  continued. "A person lied in an 
residence, and ever purchasing inves t iga t ion , "  t ha t  t he  affidavit, and I'm angry about 
narcotics from Tuttle or Nicholas." "informant" was Nicholas' that," he said. "We know we've 

If that transaction did not actually mother, who was worried had a criminal violation, and a 
happen, it would explain why police because her  58-year-old serious criminal violation, by 
found no heroin at the house, where the daughter "was doing drugs the individual that prepared that 

By Jacob Sullum C.I. supposedly had seen many bags of i n s ide  he r  own  home . "  affidavit....More than likely, the 
it. The only drugs found in the search were According to Acevedo, two investigating officer will be 

(Reason) - The no-knock search warrant for small amounts of cocaine and marijuana, patrol officers who went to the charged with a serious crime at 
the drug raid that killed a middle-aged couple consistent with personal use. Nor did police house in response to that call some point." Under Texas law, 
in their Houston home on January 28 seems to find the 9mm semi-automatic handgun that overheard a passer-by refer to it lying in a search warrant 
have been based on a "controlled buy" that Goines said the C.I. also mentioned. Bass as "the dope house." affidavit is aggravated perjury, a 
never happened by a confidential informant notes another inconsistency: While Goines' Aside from that incident, it seems the only third-degree felony punishable by two to 20 
who does not exist. According to a February 8 affidavit says Bryant saw the brown powder evidence that Tuttle and Nicholas were drug years in prison. Goines has been on the force 
search warrant affidavit obtained by KPRC, purchased by the C.I. and recognized it as dealers was the controlled buy reported by for 34 years, and Acevedo said the department 
the NBC station in Houston, investigators black-tar heroin, Bryant told Bass he did not Goines, which now appears to have been is reviewing his cases to see if there has been a 
looking into the raid at 7815 Harding Street, see the heroin until he was asked to retrieve it invented. If so, it is easier to understand why pattern of dishonesty.
the home of Dennis Tuttle and Rhogena from Goines' car so it could be tested. neighbors who spoke to the press after the raid Acevedo seems to be having second 
Nicholas, have been unable to identify the C.I. "Often when individuals communicate with say they never saw any suspicious activity at thoughts about the routine use of no-knock 
who supposedly bought heroin from Tuttle the their confidential informants," Bass notes, the house, notwithstanding Acevedo's claim warrants and "dynamic entry" to execute 
day before. "they will use their cellular devices to that "the neighborhood thanked our officers" search warrants in drug cases. "After I've had 

Sgt. Richard Bass submitted the February 8 communicate via telephone call or text for the raid "because it was a drug house" and a four officers shot and two suspects killed," he 
affidavit in support of a warrant to search a message." Hence he hoped the contents of "problem location." said, "we'll be tightening that up." Avoiding 
cellphone used by Steven Bryant, a narcotics Bryant's cellphone would help illuminate the the destruction of evidence is usually cited as a 
officer who participated in the raid and who circumstances that led to the deadly raid. Update: At a subsequent press conference, reason for police to crash into homes without 
was suspended last week because of The story that is now emerging goes Acevedo said Goines' "actions, in terms of his warning, as it was in this case. But "if 
unanswered questions about the warrant for it, something like this. On January 8, a woman conduct, are in question," because "it appears somebody flushes all the evidence" because 
which was obtained by Gerald Goines, another called the Houston Police Department to that there are some material untruths or lies in police have to knock and announce 
narcotics officer. Bass says Bryant talked to complain that her daughter was "doing drugs" that affidavit, and that's a problem; that's themselves, Acevedo observed, "you probably 
Goines, who was shot during the raid and inside the house at 7815 Harding Street. "Her totally unacceptable." But he insisted that "we didn't have all that much evidence in there to 
remains hospitalized, and relayed the name of daughter was in the house, and there were guns had reason to investigate that location," and start with." Or in some cases, none at all.   jjj

C.I. Whose Heroin Buy Led to a Deadly Houston Drug Raid Does Not Seem to Exist

Two more Minneapolis officers 
fired for unspecified misconduct

By Haley Bull about 17 years behind bars, Bunch's hearings and this week the bill 
conviction was overturned. passed the house with a 96-0 vote.

(FOX59) Indianapolis, IN – An "The big challenge is you're "Interestingly enough if you've 
effort is underway at the state trying to catch up on technology, been incarcerated for a crime you 
capitol to help exonerated prisoners you're trying to explain to people did commit, when you're released 
in Indiana. One woman fighting for that you have a 17, 20, 24, 27 year you can participate in wraparound 
it is bringing her story from prison gap and that you really were services, help finding a job, help 
to the statehouse. working and you with housing, those 

Kristine Bunch was just 21 years r e a l l y  w e r e  types of services, but 
old when her Greensburg home educating and doing an exoneree is not 
caught fire in 1995, leaving her 3- things during that eligible," State Rep. 
year-old son, Tony, dead. time, but you no Steuerwald said. "So 

It didn't take long before she l o n g e r  h a v e  a  in the bill we made 
found herself behind bars, accused conviction," Bunch sure that exonerees 
of arson and murder, and sentenced said. are eligible for those 
to 60 years. She was pregnant with S h e  s a i d  s h e  same services."
her second child at the time. walked out of prison The bill would also 

"I was shocked, you don't expect with a bag filled with only her give people who are innocent the 
it," Bunch said. "There are no prison uniform and shoes. Things chance to bring a lawsuit or receive 
words to talk about what it's like to like using cards more than cash, $50,000 per year they were behind 
go in there because you are, you are automatic faucets and using a cell bars.
essentially stripped of everything." phone were all new. She had to go According to the Innocence 

While in prison, she gave birth to back to get her learner's permit. Project, Indiana is one of 17 states 
her second son, Trent, maintained "It's hard to figure out what you're without a compensation statute. 
weekly visits with him and worked supposed to do, who you can turn to Bunch said the bill is a big step, but 
on furthering her education. But and literally, there's nothing to turn she would like to see all exonerees 
she didn't give up her fight to prove to in the state," Bunch said. e l i g ib l e  fo r  compensa t i on  
her innocence. But now the state is taking steps to regardless of litigation.

"I wrote everyone I possibly compensate those proven innocent, Bunch has filed lawsuits against 
could because you know that you who are wrongfully incarcerated. investigators, saying a report was 
need help to get back into court. I Lawmakers filed House Bill 1150. falsified.
told everybody I'm innocent, I don't "No there's not a lot but there's a But right now, she plans to keep 
know why accelerant was found in few. Actually what the major helping other exonerees through a 
my child's bedroom. That just impetus is that the DNA has non-profit she founded, Justis 4 
makes no sense to me. And I need established innocence for a lot of Justus, and continue fighting at the 
somebody to help me," she said. people. So actually it will be a statehouse.

Her case caught the attention of a diminishing population because "I would never want to repeat it 
l o c a l  a t t o r n e y  a n d  T h e  DNA is now used at the beginning but I but I am grateful that it made 
Northwestern Center on Wrongful of the process not the end," said me into the person that I am now, 
Convictions. Her attorneys argued State Rep. Greg Steuerwald, who someone that's willing to step up 
new evidence about the fire from sponsored the bill. and speak for somebody else that 
new investigative techniques. After Bunch testified during committee doesn't have a voice," Bunch said. j

School and opened fire.
In the wake of the horror, state 

lawmakers approved a measure 
mandating all schools to have 
armed security.

Among those who don’t agree 
with the new approach is Walt 
Zalisko, a retired police chief who 
now owns a global investigative 
group and police management 
consulting business in Daytona 
Beach.

“You don’t walk around with an 
assault rifle strapped to your chest 
in a school. That is not the normal 
policy of police agencies,” Zalisko 

By Joe Kovacs of them. told the Herald-Tribune.
“They come and thank me all the “His job is to protect the kids, and 

(WND.com) - There’s something time,” he said on a video posted by he can do that with a handgun, but it 
new seen in the halls of Florida the Sarasota Herald-Tribune. i s  a l s o  t o  f o r m  p o s i t i v e  
schools this year: guns out in the But he understands relat ionships,” he 
open. not everyone in the a d d e d .  “ D e v e l o p  

Packing heat on the campus of the community is on information on who 
Manatee School for the Arts in b o a r d  w i t h  h i s  may have drugs or 
Palmetto, Florida, is Harold presence. weapons. There is a lot 
Verdecia, a 39-year-old former “So far it’s been like involved.”
infantryman in the U.S. Army, who 90 percent all good. B i l l  J o n e s ,  t h e  
completed tours of duty in both Iraq You have a few that don’t agree, but principal at MSA, says despite a 
and Afghanistan. I would say 90 percent of the few objections, response has been 

Armed with a Kel-Tec “Bullpup” reaction has been like great,” he overwhelmingly positive, and he’s 
rifle and a 9mm Glock 19X, explained. “People are not used to even looking to hire another 
Verdecia has been hired by the seeing guns in school.” guardian.
school with the sole responsibility On Valentine’s Day last year, 17 “I wouldn’t hire anybody who 
of stopping an active shooter. people were killed in Parkland, hadn’t been shot at and fired back,” 

More than 2,000 students attend Florida, when a former student Jones told the paper. “I need 
MSA, and Verdecia says he gets allegedly stormed the campus of someone who has been in that 
complimented frequently by many Marjorie Stoneman Douglas High situation.”                                jjj

Supreme Court places limits
on state civil asset forfeiture

Abuse of Force: Body camera 
video shows man tased 

11 times by Police officers

Packing heat on campus:
Florida schools get armed
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Officer Matt Schneider

Aftermath of the raid. 
bullet holes and blood

The house that was raided 
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Video Screenshot

Officer Blayne Lehner
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California keeps a secret list of criminal cops, 
but says you can’t have it
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By Robert Lewis & Jason Paladino

Investigative Reporting Program. track. The new law allows them to disqualify personnel databases, and about 2,250 of those 
Still, the details are stunning in a state where someone after a conviction, according to a have been on the force within the last five 

officials have fought for years to keep virtually POST spokesman. years. But without more information, the exact 
any record of police misconduct a secret. And So at the start of this year, Becerra’s office breakdown of which individuals were in law 
they come amid a larger battle playing out in provided POST for the first time a list of what enforcement as opposed to applicants to 
courtrooms throughout the state over the agency says are convictions of current and become an officer is still unclear.
California’s new police transparency law, former law enforcement officers and people Phil Caporale, a spokesman for POST, said 

(East Bay Times) - Their crimes ranged Senate Bill 1421. Law enforcement groups who at one time had tried to become a cop. his agency is using the list to check if active 
from shoplifting to embezzlement to murder. have sued to limit the impact of that law, POST provided 10 years’ worth of officers have committed crimes that should 
Some of them molested kids and downloaded claiming it shouldn’t expose police convictions — nearly 12,000 names in all — to prevent them from working in law 
child pornography. Others beat their wives, disciplinary records created before the law the Berkeley-based investigative reporting enforcement.
girlfriends or children. took effect on Jan. 1. organizations in early January in response to a “There’s that potential. That’s what we’re 

The one thing they had in common: a badge. public records request. Three weeks later the trying to eliminate … to make sure no one out 
Thousands of California law enforcement AG’s office sent a letter saying the records there is a peace officer today who shouldn’t 

officers have been convicted of a crime in the were “inadvertently” released and were be,” Caporale said.
past decade, according to records released by a considered confidential. The agency also is on the lookout for former 
public agency that sets standards for officers in Attorney General Becerra’s office did not cops with convictions who try to get back into 
the Golden State. respond to multiple requests for comment. law enforcement, he said. “We want to make 

The revelations are alarming, but the state’s Nic Marais, an attorney with Keker, Van Nest sure those folks don’t slip through the cracks.”
top cop says Californians don’t have a right to & Peters representing Investigative Studios, Greg Jeong is on the list. He was an 
see them. In fact, Attorney General Xavier said the state’s assertions that the documents Emeryville police officer for a few months but 
Becerra warned two Berkeley-based reporters had been released “inadvertently” was hard to failed his field training program. So he went to 
that simply possessing this never-before- believe given that POST spent four weeks work as a dispatcher for the department. In 
publicly-released list of convicted cops is a weighing the reporters’ request. In a letter to August 2017, Jeong claimed to be a cop in 
violation of the law. the AG, Marais wrote that because the order to buy a gun and three high capacity 

The California Commission on Peace documents appear to be a summary of public magazines in San Jose, according to court 
Officer Standards and Training — known as records, the disclosure exemptions cited by records. He was ultimately convicted of 
POST — provided the information last month POST and Attorney General Becerra’s Office impersonating a police officer. Jeong declined 
in response to routine Public Records Act Becerra himself has rejected public records do not apply. Finally, he wrote that state law to comment for this story.
requests from reporters for the Investigative requests from his own agency, and he is now exempts reporters from prosecution for Hayward police officer Joshua Cannon also 
Reporting Program at UC Berkeley and its being sued by a prominent First Amendment receiving records. is on the list. In October 2010, Cannon was 
production arm, Investigative Studios. group for failing to comply. Many other Snyder, of the First Amendment Coalition, arrested for driving drunk in Alameda County 

But when Becerra’s office learned about the agencies in California have followed the argued the underlying records are in the public with blood alcohol nearly twice the legal limit. 
disclosure, it threatened the reporters with attorney general’s lead. interest. A CHP officer clocked him going 92 mph, and 
legal action unless they destroyed the records, “Once you disclose a document that’s “Police officers are vested by the public with when the officer tried to pull him over, Cannon 
insisting they are confidential under state law confidential and private, you can’t take it extraordinary power,” he said. “In order to quickly pulled off the highway and down a 
and were released inadvertently. The two back,” Becerra told reporters earlier this monitor the use of that power, the public needs sidestreet, court records show.
journalism organizations have rejected month. ”You don’t get a second chance to get it to know when they are over the line.” Cannon eventually stopped and told the CHP 
Becerra’s demands. right, you got to get it right the first time.” But attorney Mike Rains, who represents officer that he was a cop and carrying an off-

“It’s disheartening and ominous that the While that law has garnered the most police officers, questions why they should be duty weapon. According to the CHP officer, 
highest law enforcement officer in the state is attention and a public fight over police singled out by such a list. Cannon “started asking me for a ‘break,’” the 
threatening legal action over something the disciplinary records, it was another law that “To the extent the public wants that to be report said. “He also asked me that if I was in 
First Amendment makes clear can’t give rise to took effect Jan. 1 that led to the disclosure of public record, I can understand that,” said his situation what would I do.”
criminal action against a reporter,” said David the convictions of thousands of law Rains, who is leading a legal fight to block the Cannon was convicted of misdemeanor 
Snyder, executive director of the First enforcement officers and applicants. release of officer disciplinary records under driving under the influence — and remains on 
Amendment Coalition, a San Rafael-based the new law. the force. He declined to comment for this 
nonprofit that advocates for free speech and THE SECRET LIST “Why don’t we make that known for story, citing department rules against talking to 
open records. everybody?” Rains said of convictions, the media.

The documents provide a rare glimpse at the Tucked into a public safety omnibus bill last pointing out there’s no broad disclosure for The list also included a new revelation about 
volume of officer misconduct at a time of year was a provision allowing the state’s lawyers, doctors, teachers and other trusted a San Francisco police sergeant who had been 
heightened interest over police accountability. Commission on Peace Officer Standards and professionals. the subject of numerous media reports for use-
The list includes cops who trafficked drugs, Training to keep information in its records of-force complaints and shootings.
cops who stole money from their departments showing when a current or former law WHAT THE CONVICTION LIST In 2014, Sgt. John Haggett was accused of 
and even one who robbed a bank wearing a enforcement officer is convicted of a felony or REVEALS helping a girlfriend dig up dirt on tenants. 
fake beard. Some sexually assaulted suspects. other crime that would disqualify them from Internal Affairs started investigating after one 
Others took bribes, filed false reports and being a cop. Many of the indiscretions in the new of them claimed Haggett’s girlfriend made a 
committed perjury. A large number drove Police departments often check POST’s documents released last month to the Berkeley disturbing threat: “My boyfriend is a police 
under the influence of drugs and alcohol — records as part of the routine background investigative reporting organizations have officer and will take care of you.”
sometimes killing people on the road. check process when hiring new officers. But never been revealed publicly until now. Some Haggett, who is now retired, pleaded guilty 

The Berkeley journalists chose not to publish until the law changed, POST only labeled of the officers were fired from the force only in 2015 to a misdemeanor for accessing the 
the entire list until they could spend more time someone as being disqualified from serving in after an arrest. Others remain on the job confidential information. He did not respond 
reporting to avoid misidentifying people law enforcement when the person was despite a criminal conviction. to an interview request.
among the nearly 12,000 names in the convicted and had exhausted all appeals — About 3,500 names on the list appear to The San Francisco Police Department did 
documents, said John Temple, director of the which could take years and was difficult to match the names of police officers in state not respond to a request for comment.       jjj

Nicholas Sandmann Sues Washington Post for $250 Million For Smearing Him

By Micaiah Bilger Murray, a true champion for women 
and families and fierce advocate for 

(LifeNews) - U.S. Sen. Patty the one-in-five women that rely on 
Murray has  been ca l led  a  Planned Parenthood health centers 
“champion” of women’s health by at some point in their lifetime,” said 
the abortion industry. f o r m e r  p r e s i d e n t  o f  

But her latest fight for Planned Parenthood Cecile 
abortion has nothing to do Richards in 2016. “Now 
with protecting women’s more than ever we need 
bodies, rights or health. champions like Senator 
Murray has been blocking Murray in Congress to 
a bill to protect infants stand up against an extreme 
born alive after botched agenda to ban safe and 
abortions from infanticide. legal abortion.”

Though it’s a radical Recently, Murray has not 
position to take, Murray just been “championing” 
has not backed down. A look at her the killing of unborn babies, she 
campaign donation records may also has been fighting against a bill 
suggest why. to  p ro t ec t  newborns  f rom 

A senator for Washington state infanticide.
since 1992, Murray’s biggest In fact, she blasted Republicans 
campaign donors include pro- for opposing infanticide, claiming 
abortion groups. In fact, EMILY’S they are “attacking women’s rights 
List, a group dedicated to electing and health.” Murray equated 
pro-abortion women to Congress, is denying medical care for babies 
Murray’s biggest campaign donor, who survived botched abortions 
with  contr ibut ions  tota l ing with protecting “women’s health 
$610,621, says Open Secrets. and rights.” Never mind that 

A d d i t i o n a l l y ,  P l a n n e d  newborn girls are left to die after 
Parenthood’s PAC gave Murray a failed abortions and refused basic 
total of $48,033 in the past two medical treatment.
decades, according to Open Secrets. Murray’s opposition comes as 

The pro-abortion group NARAL, national polling shows Americans 
which attacks nonprofits that offer — including people who are “pro-
choices other than abortion to choice” on abortion — oppose 
pregnant women, also has given abortion up to birth and infanticide. 
about $51,000 in donations to Doctors indicate abortions are 
Murray’s campaigns. never needed to protect a woman’s 

That’s nearly three quarters of a health, and women admit having 
million dollars just from groups late-term abortions on healthy 
solely dedicated to abortion on babies.
demand. After she blocked the initial vote, 

Murray has responded by EWTN reporter Jason Calvi asked 
supporting abortion on demand up Murray why she blocked the bill. 
to birth and even infanticide, issues She said the matter is between a 
that most voters – even Democrat woman and her doctor.
and pro-choice voters – oppose. She Murray continued her false claims 
has a 100-percent pro-abortion that the bill somehow has to do with 
voting record, and repeatedly has abortion. All the bill does is ensure 
received praise from the nation’s that babies who are purposely 
top abortion provider, Planned induced or survive abortions are 
Parenthood. provided appropriate medical care 

“Nobody is more deserving of our a n d  t r e a t m e n t .  S h e  w a s  
endorsement than Senator Patty unpersuaded by that information.  j

US Senator Patty Murray, 
Defended Infanticide By John 

Stossel
abusive child labor, 
Stossel notes.

"I worked as a teen," 
(Reason) - Strong replies. "I 

3 million kids loved it. Teens very 
(mostly boys) often want to work."
a r e  g i v e n  Strong's schools do 
medica t ion  m a n y  t h i n g s  

that's supposed to make them sit still differently. Students 
and focus. get Fridays off to 

But what if schools, not kids, are work on their own 
the problem? projects. School starts 

One former public school student, at 10 a.m. There are no 
Cade Summers, tells John Stossel l e c t u r e s - - i n s t e a d  
that he hated the effect of the drugs-- students read, and then discuss what do a business in that," says Strong.
that it was like he had been they read. Most of his students also end up 
"lobotomized." That's different from schools going to college. Strong points out, 

S t r o n g  o n c e  "We've had students admitted to top 
attended--and hated. l iberal  ar ts  col leges .  Bard,  

"School is 13 years Bennington ..."
of how to be passive, "Of course they do well," Stossel 
h o w  t o  b e  interrupts. "You're charging fat 
dependent," Strong tuition. Only rich kids can afford to 
tells Stossel. go there and they're going to do 

"School is about well."
aim, aim, aim, aim, "The kind of kids that we get come 
aim, and never get from all walks of life," Strong 
stuff done. So I want responds. "We had a student from 
students who just go New Jersey...he was incapable of 
out there and get stuff functioning in the highly structured 

Cade's parents took him off the done, fail, get up, try again. That's public school systems...in the public 
"attention deficit" drugs and sent h o w  w e  b e c o m e  c r e a t o r s ,  schools needed a full time aide...He 
him to other schools. But Cade hated entrepreneurs...We want them to do was costing the state an enormous 
them all. "I would come home and I what they love now." amount of money. He came to our 
would sometimes just cry," Cade For  Cade,  tha t  
tells Stossel. m e a n t  d o i n g  a  

Then he heard of a new type of marketing internship 
school in Austin, Texas. It promised Fridays, where he did 
to let kids discuss ideas, and to do actual work.
real-world work. When he completed 

But the school, the Academy of Strong's school, he 
Thought and Industry, is a private got a job right away--
school that charges tuition. at a tech startup that 

So Cade started getting up at 3 a.m. normally requires a 
to work in a coffee shop to help pay college degree. school...He did not need an aide."
the tuition. Another Academy graduate runs a "Coming here is just healing. It's 

What kind of school could possibly successful metal music festival incredible," that student, Josh, told 
be worth that to a kid? called "Austin Terror Fest." us.

The school's founder, Michael All kids at Strong's schools work Strong hopes his schools will be a 
Strong, says kids learn best when on some kind of project. model for other schools that let kids 
they are given actual responsibility, "I'm currently working on making learn through real world work.
real life work. "Teens need a web-based chat application," one That approach works so much 
responsibility...Ben Franklin, boy told us. "I wanna be a better for some kids that they 
Andrew Carnegie, Thomas Edison, programmer. I love programming". willingly wake up at 3 a.m. to go to 
started their careers at the age of 12 A girl at the school works at a work to help pay tuition.
or 13," he points out. paintball range on weekends. "If "It was me choosing my life," Cade 

Nowadays people consider that they love paintball, then they should says.                                          jjj

A Better School

(True Activist) - Police body develop an immediate tears at several points. As a result of this 
camera footage shows a (within 2 seconds) Dark routine traffic stop, Vann was charged 
Florida sheriff purposely Blue color as a positive wi th  possess ion  o f  d rugs  and  
botching the results of a reaction after breakage and paraphernalia.
roadside drug test during a agi ta t ion  of  the  3rd  Wester has had a history of bad 
traffic stop, and then arresting ampoule. If the color policing, since he was hired in 2016. State 
an innocent man. d e v e l o p m e n t  i s  a n  prosecutors have dropped more than 100 

The video which was immediate Pink slowly cases where this infamous sheriff was 
obtained by Reason and filmed transforming to Lavender, involved in, after another camera footage 
last April 17, 2018, shows you do not have either was released last September 2018, which 
Florida resident Steve Vann Methamphetamine  or  showed the officer allegedly planting 
being stopped on the road MDMA.” drugs in yet another car. Included in the 
during a routine traffic stop by Although the results of 100 dropped cases was Vann’s charge. 
former  Jackson County  this small plastic bag Wester was fired immediately after this 
Sheriff ’s deputy Zachary clearly turned red, as seen incident.
Wester. The police searched in the footage, Wester More than a dozen of Wester’s victims have would likely stand if Wester had not been seen 
the vehicle and Wester pulls claimed it was ‘blue’ and filed federal lawsuits against him. Many of his in the camera footages and he would still be 
out a small plastic from the pressured Vann to admit chosen victims had prior criminal records due patrolling the streets of Florida.
center console to test it for methamphetamines t h a t  h e  h a d  k n o w l e d g e  o f  t h e  to drug possession, which made them easy You can watch the video online at 
using the Nark II field test. As per the methamphetamine found inside his car. Vann targets. No one wold believe their world trueactivist.com.  
manufacturer of the field test, the results “will continued to deny this and was even brought to against a Sheriff’s word. All charges jjj

Attorney General warns reporters 
it’s illegal to possess list of 
thousands of cop convictions

California Attorney General Xavier Becerra

By Steven Ertelt & Micaiah Bilger

action against those the accusations, and their school was forced to individual who made the statement on one of 
outlets. close several days because of security the videos was not a student at Covington 

“The Post wrongfully concerns. Catholic.
targeted and bullied Lawyer L. Lin Wood said Phillips told “lies The investigators also noted that  
Nicholas because he and false accusations” about Sandmann and Sandmann’s public statements appear to be 
was the white, Catholic other students after the Jan. 18 incident. accurate base on their other findings.
student wearing a red Phillips did not participate in the The student’s legal team said they are in the 
‘Make America Great independent investigation. process of sending letters 
Again’ souvenir cap on a According to Townhall, he demanding that the entities 
school field trip to the lied about the students retract their statements 
January 18 March for chanting “Build the wall!” against the students. A list of 
Life in Washington, and his Vietnam service. the 52 entities can be found 
D.C., when he was “We have attempted to reach online at lifenews.com.
u n e x p e c t e d l y  a n d  out to Mr. Phillips by phone “There was a rush by the 
suddenly confronted by and by e-mail, informing him media to believe what it 
Nathan Phill ips,  a that we desired to interview wanted to believe versus what 
known Native American him in person and that we actually happened,” lawyer 

activist, who beat a drum and sang loudly were prepared to meet him in Todd McMurty, co-counsel 
(LifeNews) - Covington Catholic high within inches of his face,” the lawsuit says. Michigan or any location he f o r  S a n d m a n n ,  s a i d  

school student Nicholas Sandmann (above) is “The Post ignored basic journalist m i g h t  p r e f e r , ”  t h e  previously.
suing The Washington Post after the pro- standards because it wanted to advance its investigators wrote. “We also For example, McMurtry told 
abortion media outlet smeared him and a well-known and easily documented, biased sent Mr. Phillips’ daughter an The Cincinnati Enquirer that 
group of pro-life teens attending the March for agenda against President Donald J. Trump by e-mail as they both appear to Sandmann was accused of 
Life. impugning individuals perceived to be be involved in the Native getting into the face of 

The lawsuit comes after an independent supporters of the President,” the lawsuit Youth Alliance and have Phillips, but the full footage of 
investigation confirmed that a group of continued. shared their e-mail addresses the incident disproved this 
Covington Catholic teens told the truth about The lawsuit asks for The Washington Post to after the event to thank everyone for reaching claim.
their now-viral confrontation with a Native pay Sandmann $250 million in damages, out and supporting them.” Despite the new evidence, left-wing activist 
American man in January in Washington, D.C. equal the amount for which Amazon founder They said Phillips never responded. Kathy Griffin and others have been adamant in 
The  repor t  by  Grea te r  Cinc inna t i  and CEO Jeff Bezos purchased the newspaper “Mr. Phillip’s public interviews contain their criticism of the teens and the teens only. 
Investigation, Inc. states that the pro-life teens in 2013. some inconsistencies, and we have not been There has been little condemnation of the 
did not initiate the confrontation or use any able to resolve them or verify his comments Black Hebrew Israelite adults who shouted 
racial slurs against Native American Nathan The investigators said they reviewed more due to our inability to contact him,” the profanities and racial slurs at the teens and 
Phillips or the Black Hebrew Israelites group. than 50 hours of media, including video investigators continued. Native Americas, or of the Native American 

“We found no evidence of offensive or racist footage of the event and news reports, and They said it was the Black Hebrew Israelite man who claimed the students got in his face 
statements by students to Mr. Phillips or spoke with dozens of people involved. They group that yelled racial slurs against the boys when video evidence indicates that he 
members of his group,” the report states. “We concluded that the students’ statements about as well as Native Americans. approached them, according to Reason.
found no evidence that the students performed the event were “remarkably consistent,” while “We see no evidence that students responded In a statement, Sandmann said he was 
a ‘Build the Wall’ chant.” Phillips’ were “inconsistent.” with any offensive or racist statements of their confused by the whole incident and he smiled 

Here’s more about the WaPo lawsuit: The smears against the Covington Catholic own,” the investigators noted. “Some students only to let the other protesters know that he 
High School students began after a heavily stated that one of the chaperons reminded the would not be intimidated.

Attorneys for Sandmann filed the lawsuit edited video surfaced of them face to face with students that, if they engaged in a verbal “I am a faithful Christian and practicing 
Tuesday, accusing the Washington newspaper Phillips after the March for Life in January. exchange with the Black Israelites, they would Catholic, and I always try to live up to the 
of engaging in a “modern-day form of Longer footage of the incident later disproved receive detention when returning to school.” ideals my faith teaches me – to remain 
McCarthyism.” The lawsuit also blames CNN many of the claims against the pro-life Some abortion activists also accused the pro- respectful of others, and to take no action that 
and NBC, “among others,” for taking part in Kentucky students. However, the students and life students of making an offensive rape would lead to conflict or violence,” he said.
the smear, but it does not take direct legal their families received death threats because of comment, but the investigators said the jjj
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By Robert Lewis & Jason Paladino

Investigative Reporting Program. track. The new law allows them to disqualify personnel databases, and about 2,250 of those 
Still, the details are stunning in a state where someone after a conviction, according to a have been on the force within the last five 

officials have fought for years to keep virtually POST spokesman. years. But without more information, the exact 
any record of police misconduct a secret. And So at the start of this year, Becerra’s office breakdown of which individuals were in law 
they come amid a larger battle playing out in provided POST for the first time a list of what enforcement as opposed to applicants to 
courtrooms throughout the state over the agency says are convictions of current and become an officer is still unclear.
California’s new police transparency law, former law enforcement officers and people Phil Caporale, a spokesman for POST, said 

(East Bay Times) - Their crimes ranged Senate Bill 1421. Law enforcement groups who at one time had tried to become a cop. his agency is using the list to check if active 
from shoplifting to embezzlement to murder. have sued to limit the impact of that law, POST provided 10 years’ worth of officers have committed crimes that should 
Some of them molested kids and downloaded claiming it shouldn’t expose police convictions — nearly 12,000 names in all — to prevent them from working in law 
child pornography. Others beat their wives, disciplinary records created before the law the Berkeley-based investigative reporting enforcement.
girlfriends or children. took effect on Jan. 1. organizations in early January in response to a “There’s that potential. That’s what we’re 

The one thing they had in common: a badge. public records request. Three weeks later the trying to eliminate … to make sure no one out 
Thousands of California law enforcement AG’s office sent a letter saying the records there is a peace officer today who shouldn’t 

officers have been convicted of a crime in the were “inadvertently” released and were be,” Caporale said.
past decade, according to records released by a considered confidential. The agency also is on the lookout for former 
public agency that sets standards for officers in Attorney General Becerra’s office did not cops with convictions who try to get back into 
the Golden State. respond to multiple requests for comment. law enforcement, he said. “We want to make 

The revelations are alarming, but the state’s Nic Marais, an attorney with Keker, Van Nest sure those folks don’t slip through the cracks.”
top cop says Californians don’t have a right to & Peters representing Investigative Studios, Greg Jeong is on the list. He was an 
see them. In fact, Attorney General Xavier said the state’s assertions that the documents Emeryville police officer for a few months but 
Becerra warned two Berkeley-based reporters had been released “inadvertently” was hard to failed his field training program. So he went to 
that simply possessing this never-before- believe given that POST spent four weeks work as a dispatcher for the department. In 
publicly-released list of convicted cops is a weighing the reporters’ request. In a letter to August 2017, Jeong claimed to be a cop in 
violation of the law. the AG, Marais wrote that because the order to buy a gun and three high capacity 

The California Commission on Peace documents appear to be a summary of public magazines in San Jose, according to court 
Officer Standards and Training — known as records, the disclosure exemptions cited by records. He was ultimately convicted of 
POST — provided the information last month POST and Attorney General Becerra’s Office impersonating a police officer. Jeong declined 
in response to routine Public Records Act Becerra himself has rejected public records do not apply. Finally, he wrote that state law to comment for this story.
requests from reporters for the Investigative requests from his own agency, and he is now exempts reporters from prosecution for Hayward police officer Joshua Cannon also 
Reporting Program at UC Berkeley and its being sued by a prominent First Amendment receiving records. is on the list. In October 2010, Cannon was 
production arm, Investigative Studios. group for failing to comply. Many other Snyder, of the First Amendment Coalition, arrested for driving drunk in Alameda County 

But when Becerra’s office learned about the agencies in California have followed the argued the underlying records are in the public with blood alcohol nearly twice the legal limit. 
disclosure, it threatened the reporters with attorney general’s lead. interest. A CHP officer clocked him going 92 mph, and 
legal action unless they destroyed the records, “Once you disclose a document that’s “Police officers are vested by the public with when the officer tried to pull him over, Cannon 
insisting they are confidential under state law confidential and private, you can’t take it extraordinary power,” he said. “In order to quickly pulled off the highway and down a 
and were released inadvertently. The two back,” Becerra told reporters earlier this monitor the use of that power, the public needs sidestreet, court records show.
journalism organizations have rejected month. ”You don’t get a second chance to get it to know when they are over the line.” Cannon eventually stopped and told the CHP 
Becerra’s demands. right, you got to get it right the first time.” But attorney Mike Rains, who represents officer that he was a cop and carrying an off-

“It’s disheartening and ominous that the While that law has garnered the most police officers, questions why they should be duty weapon. According to the CHP officer, 
highest law enforcement officer in the state is attention and a public fight over police singled out by such a list. Cannon “started asking me for a ‘break,’” the 
threatening legal action over something the disciplinary records, it was another law that “To the extent the public wants that to be report said. “He also asked me that if I was in 
First Amendment makes clear can’t give rise to took effect Jan. 1 that led to the disclosure of public record, I can understand that,” said his situation what would I do.”
criminal action against a reporter,” said David the convictions of thousands of law Rains, who is leading a legal fight to block the Cannon was convicted of misdemeanor 
Snyder, executive director of the First enforcement officers and applicants. release of officer disciplinary records under driving under the influence — and remains on 
Amendment Coalition, a San Rafael-based the new law. the force. He declined to comment for this 
nonprofit that advocates for free speech and THE SECRET LIST “Why don’t we make that known for story, citing department rules against talking to 
open records. everybody?” Rains said of convictions, the media.

The documents provide a rare glimpse at the Tucked into a public safety omnibus bill last pointing out there’s no broad disclosure for The list also included a new revelation about 
volume of officer misconduct at a time of year was a provision allowing the state’s lawyers, doctors, teachers and other trusted a San Francisco police sergeant who had been 
heightened interest over police accountability. Commission on Peace Officer Standards and professionals. the subject of numerous media reports for use-
The list includes cops who trafficked drugs, Training to keep information in its records of-force complaints and shootings.
cops who stole money from their departments showing when a current or former law WHAT THE CONVICTION LIST In 2014, Sgt. John Haggett was accused of 
and even one who robbed a bank wearing a enforcement officer is convicted of a felony or REVEALS helping a girlfriend dig up dirt on tenants. 
fake beard. Some sexually assaulted suspects. other crime that would disqualify them from Internal Affairs started investigating after one 
Others took bribes, filed false reports and being a cop. Many of the indiscretions in the new of them claimed Haggett’s girlfriend made a 
committed perjury. A large number drove Police departments often check POST’s documents released last month to the Berkeley disturbing threat: “My boyfriend is a police 
under the influence of drugs and alcohol — records as part of the routine background investigative reporting organizations have officer and will take care of you.”
sometimes killing people on the road. check process when hiring new officers. But never been revealed publicly until now. Some Haggett, who is now retired, pleaded guilty 

The Berkeley journalists chose not to publish until the law changed, POST only labeled of the officers were fired from the force only in 2015 to a misdemeanor for accessing the 
the entire list until they could spend more time someone as being disqualified from serving in after an arrest. Others remain on the job confidential information. He did not respond 
reporting to avoid misidentifying people law enforcement when the person was despite a criminal conviction. to an interview request.
among the nearly 12,000 names in the convicted and had exhausted all appeals — About 3,500 names on the list appear to The San Francisco Police Department did 
documents, said John Temple, director of the which could take years and was difficult to match the names of police officers in state not respond to a request for comment.       jjj

Nicholas Sandmann Sues Washington Post for $250 Million For Smearing Him

By Micaiah Bilger Murray, a true champion for women 
and families and fierce advocate for 

(LifeNews) - U.S. Sen. Patty the one-in-five women that rely on 
Murray has  been ca l led  a  Planned Parenthood health centers 
“champion” of women’s health by at some point in their lifetime,” said 
the abortion industry. f o r m e r  p r e s i d e n t  o f  

But her latest fight for Planned Parenthood Cecile 
abortion has nothing to do Richards in 2016. “Now 
with protecting women’s more than ever we need 
bodies, rights or health. champions like Senator 
Murray has been blocking Murray in Congress to 
a bill to protect infants stand up against an extreme 
born alive after botched agenda to ban safe and 
abortions from infanticide. legal abortion.”

Though it’s a radical Recently, Murray has not 
position to take, Murray just been “championing” 
has not backed down. A look at her the killing of unborn babies, she 
campaign donation records may also has been fighting against a bill 
suggest why. to  p ro t ec t  newborns  f rom 

A senator for Washington state infanticide.
since 1992, Murray’s biggest In fact, she blasted Republicans 
campaign donors include pro- for opposing infanticide, claiming 
abortion groups. In fact, EMILY’S they are “attacking women’s rights 
List, a group dedicated to electing and health.” Murray equated 
pro-abortion women to Congress, is denying medical care for babies 
Murray’s biggest campaign donor, who survived botched abortions 
with  contr ibut ions  tota l ing with protecting “women’s health 
$610,621, says Open Secrets. and rights.” Never mind that 

A d d i t i o n a l l y ,  P l a n n e d  newborn girls are left to die after 
Parenthood’s PAC gave Murray a failed abortions and refused basic 
total of $48,033 in the past two medical treatment.
decades, according to Open Secrets. Murray’s opposition comes as 

The pro-abortion group NARAL, national polling shows Americans 
which attacks nonprofits that offer — including people who are “pro-
choices other than abortion to choice” on abortion — oppose 
pregnant women, also has given abortion up to birth and infanticide. 
about $51,000 in donations to Doctors indicate abortions are 
Murray’s campaigns. never needed to protect a woman’s 

That’s nearly three quarters of a health, and women admit having 
million dollars just from groups late-term abortions on healthy 
solely dedicated to abortion on babies.
demand. After she blocked the initial vote, 

Murray has responded by EWTN reporter Jason Calvi asked 
supporting abortion on demand up Murray why she blocked the bill. 
to birth and even infanticide, issues She said the matter is between a 
that most voters – even Democrat woman and her doctor.
and pro-choice voters – oppose. She Murray continued her false claims 
has a 100-percent pro-abortion that the bill somehow has to do with 
voting record, and repeatedly has abortion. All the bill does is ensure 
received praise from the nation’s that babies who are purposely 
top abortion provider, Planned induced or survive abortions are 
Parenthood. provided appropriate medical care 

“Nobody is more deserving of our a n d  t r e a t m e n t .  S h e  w a s  
endorsement than Senator Patty unpersuaded by that information.  j

US Senator Patty Murray, 
Defended Infanticide By John 

Stossel
abusive child labor, 
Stossel notes.

"I worked as a teen," 
(Reason) - Strong replies. "I 

3 million kids loved it. Teens very 
(mostly boys) often want to work."
a r e  g i v e n  Strong's schools do 
medica t ion  m a n y  t h i n g s  

that's supposed to make them sit still differently. Students 
and focus. get Fridays off to 

But what if schools, not kids, are work on their own 
the problem? projects. School starts 

One former public school student, at 10 a.m. There are no 
Cade Summers, tells John Stossel l e c t u r e s - - i n s t e a d  
that he hated the effect of the drugs-- students read, and then discuss what do a business in that," says Strong.
that it was like he had been they read. Most of his students also end up 
"lobotomized." That's different from schools going to college. Strong points out, 

S t r o n g  o n c e  "We've had students admitted to top 
attended--and hated. l iberal  ar ts  col leges .  Bard,  

"School is 13 years Bennington ..."
of how to be passive, "Of course they do well," Stossel 
h o w  t o  b e  interrupts. "You're charging fat 
dependent," Strong tuition. Only rich kids can afford to 
tells Stossel. go there and they're going to do 

"School is about well."
aim, aim, aim, aim, "The kind of kids that we get come 
aim, and never get from all walks of life," Strong 
stuff done. So I want responds. "We had a student from 
students who just go New Jersey...he was incapable of 
out there and get stuff functioning in the highly structured 

Cade's parents took him off the done, fail, get up, try again. That's public school systems...in the public 
"attention deficit" drugs and sent h o w  w e  b e c o m e  c r e a t o r s ,  schools needed a full time aide...He 
him to other schools. But Cade hated entrepreneurs...We want them to do was costing the state an enormous 
them all. "I would come home and I what they love now." amount of money. He came to our 
would sometimes just cry," Cade For  Cade,  tha t  
tells Stossel. m e a n t  d o i n g  a  

Then he heard of a new type of marketing internship 
school in Austin, Texas. It promised Fridays, where he did 
to let kids discuss ideas, and to do actual work.
real-world work. When he completed 

But the school, the Academy of Strong's school, he 
Thought and Industry, is a private got a job right away--
school that charges tuition. at a tech startup that 

So Cade started getting up at 3 a.m. normally requires a 
to work in a coffee shop to help pay college degree. school...He did not need an aide."
the tuition. Another Academy graduate runs a "Coming here is just healing. It's 

What kind of school could possibly successful metal music festival incredible," that student, Josh, told 
be worth that to a kid? called "Austin Terror Fest." us.

The school's founder, Michael All kids at Strong's schools work Strong hopes his schools will be a 
Strong, says kids learn best when on some kind of project. model for other schools that let kids 
they are given actual responsibility, "I'm currently working on making learn through real world work.
real life work. "Teens need a web-based chat application," one That approach works so much 
responsibility...Ben Franklin, boy told us. "I wanna be a better for some kids that they 
Andrew Carnegie, Thomas Edison, programmer. I love programming". willingly wake up at 3 a.m. to go to 
started their careers at the age of 12 A girl at the school works at a work to help pay tuition.
or 13," he points out. paintball range on weekends. "If "It was me choosing my life," Cade 

Nowadays people consider that they love paintball, then they should says.                                          jjj

A Better School

(True Activist) - Police body develop an immediate tears at several points. As a result of this 
camera footage shows a (within 2 seconds) Dark routine traffic stop, Vann was charged 
Florida sheriff purposely Blue color as a positive wi th  possess ion  o f  d rugs  and  
botching the results of a reaction after breakage and paraphernalia.
roadside drug test during a agi ta t ion  of  the  3rd  Wester has had a history of bad 
traffic stop, and then arresting ampoule. If the color policing, since he was hired in 2016. State 
an innocent man. d e v e l o p m e n t  i s  a n  prosecutors have dropped more than 100 

The video which was immediate Pink slowly cases where this infamous sheriff was 
obtained by Reason and filmed transforming to Lavender, involved in, after another camera footage 
last April 17, 2018, shows you do not have either was released last September 2018, which 
Florida resident Steve Vann Methamphetamine  or  showed the officer allegedly planting 
being stopped on the road MDMA.” drugs in yet another car. Included in the 
during a routine traffic stop by Although the results of 100 dropped cases was Vann’s charge. 
former  Jackson County  this small plastic bag Wester was fired immediately after this 
Sheriff ’s deputy Zachary clearly turned red, as seen incident.
Wester. The police searched in the footage, Wester More than a dozen of Wester’s victims have would likely stand if Wester had not been seen 
the vehicle and Wester pulls claimed it was ‘blue’ and filed federal lawsuits against him. Many of his in the camera footages and he would still be 
out a small plastic from the pressured Vann to admit chosen victims had prior criminal records due patrolling the streets of Florida.
center console to test it for methamphetamines t h a t  h e  h a d  k n o w l e d g e  o f  t h e  to drug possession, which made them easy You can watch the video online at 
using the Nark II field test. As per the methamphetamine found inside his car. Vann targets. No one wold believe their world trueactivist.com.  
manufacturer of the field test, the results “will continued to deny this and was even brought to against a Sheriff’s word. All charges jjj

Attorney General warns reporters 
it’s illegal to possess list of 
thousands of cop convictions

California Attorney General Xavier Becerra

By Steven Ertelt & Micaiah Bilger

action against those the accusations, and their school was forced to individual who made the statement on one of 
outlets. close several days because of security the videos was not a student at Covington 

“The Post wrongfully concerns. Catholic.
targeted and bullied Lawyer L. Lin Wood said Phillips told “lies The investigators also noted that  
Nicholas because he and false accusations” about Sandmann and Sandmann’s public statements appear to be 
was the white, Catholic other students after the Jan. 18 incident. accurate base on their other findings.
student wearing a red Phillips did not participate in the The student’s legal team said they are in the 
‘Make America Great independent investigation. process of sending letters 
Again’ souvenir cap on a According to Townhall, he demanding that the entities 
school field trip to the lied about the students retract their statements 
January 18 March for chanting “Build the wall!” against the students. A list of 
Life in Washington, and his Vietnam service. the 52 entities can be found 
D.C., when he was “We have attempted to reach online at lifenews.com.
u n e x p e c t e d l y  a n d  out to Mr. Phillips by phone “There was a rush by the 
suddenly confronted by and by e-mail, informing him media to believe what it 
Nathan Phill ips,  a that we desired to interview wanted to believe versus what 
known Native American him in person and that we actually happened,” lawyer 

activist, who beat a drum and sang loudly were prepared to meet him in Todd McMurty, co-counsel 
(LifeNews) - Covington Catholic high within inches of his face,” the lawsuit says. Michigan or any location he f o r  S a n d m a n n ,  s a i d  

school student Nicholas Sandmann (above) is “The Post ignored basic journalist m i g h t  p r e f e r , ”  t h e  previously.
suing The Washington Post after the pro- standards because it wanted to advance its investigators wrote. “We also For example, McMurtry told 
abortion media outlet smeared him and a well-known and easily documented, biased sent Mr. Phillips’ daughter an The Cincinnati Enquirer that 
group of pro-life teens attending the March for agenda against President Donald J. Trump by e-mail as they both appear to Sandmann was accused of 
Life. impugning individuals perceived to be be involved in the Native getting into the face of 

The lawsuit comes after an independent supporters of the President,” the lawsuit Youth Alliance and have Phillips, but the full footage of 
investigation confirmed that a group of continued. shared their e-mail addresses the incident disproved this 
Covington Catholic teens told the truth about The lawsuit asks for The Washington Post to after the event to thank everyone for reaching claim.
their now-viral confrontation with a Native pay Sandmann $250 million in damages, out and supporting them.” Despite the new evidence, left-wing activist 
American man in January in Washington, D.C. equal the amount for which Amazon founder They said Phillips never responded. Kathy Griffin and others have been adamant in 
The  repor t  by  Grea te r  Cinc inna t i  and CEO Jeff Bezos purchased the newspaper “Mr. Phillip’s public interviews contain their criticism of the teens and the teens only. 
Investigation, Inc. states that the pro-life teens in 2013. some inconsistencies, and we have not been There has been little condemnation of the 
did not initiate the confrontation or use any able to resolve them or verify his comments Black Hebrew Israelite adults who shouted 
racial slurs against Native American Nathan The investigators said they reviewed more due to our inability to contact him,” the profanities and racial slurs at the teens and 
Phillips or the Black Hebrew Israelites group. than 50 hours of media, including video investigators continued. Native Americas, or of the Native American 

“We found no evidence of offensive or racist footage of the event and news reports, and They said it was the Black Hebrew Israelite man who claimed the students got in his face 
statements by students to Mr. Phillips or spoke with dozens of people involved. They group that yelled racial slurs against the boys when video evidence indicates that he 
members of his group,” the report states. “We concluded that the students’ statements about as well as Native Americans. approached them, according to Reason.
found no evidence that the students performed the event were “remarkably consistent,” while “We see no evidence that students responded In a statement, Sandmann said he was 
a ‘Build the Wall’ chant.” Phillips’ were “inconsistent.” with any offensive or racist statements of their confused by the whole incident and he smiled 

Here’s more about the WaPo lawsuit: The smears against the Covington Catholic own,” the investigators noted. “Some students only to let the other protesters know that he 
High School students began after a heavily stated that one of the chaperons reminded the would not be intimidated.

Attorneys for Sandmann filed the lawsuit edited video surfaced of them face to face with students that, if they engaged in a verbal “I am a faithful Christian and practicing 
Tuesday, accusing the Washington newspaper Phillips after the March for Life in January. exchange with the Black Israelites, they would Catholic, and I always try to live up to the 
of engaging in a “modern-day form of Longer footage of the incident later disproved receive detention when returning to school.” ideals my faith teaches me – to remain 
McCarthyism.” The lawsuit also blames CNN many of the claims against the pro-life Some abortion activists also accused the pro- respectful of others, and to take no action that 
and NBC, “among others,” for taking part in Kentucky students. However, the students and life students of making an offensive rape would lead to conflict or violence,” he said.
the smear, but it does not take direct legal their families received death threats because of comment, but the investigators said the jjj
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w h e r e  c r i m e  t e n d s  t o  b e  inner cities that is ten times higher 
concentrated. And while there are for blacks than for whites. None of 
rare exceptions, the most high- those killings triggered mass 
profile cases of so-called “police protests; they are deemed normal 

victory over the Wizards. “Us as NFL season. brutality” happened after young and beneath notice. The police, by 
Americans, no matter the skin color, And what was all that kneeling black men made themselves threats contrast … kill roughly 200 blacks a 
no matter the race, no matter who about in the first place? by refusing to comply with lawful year, most of them armed and 
you are, we all have to understand “I am not going to stand up to show orders. dangerous, out of about 40 million 
having equal rights … I’ve been pride in a flag for a country that In a column written several years police-civilian contacts a year.”
outspoken and well-spoken about oppresses black people and people before Kaepernick first took the The worst part? When insulated 
what’s going on at the helm here. of color,” said Kaepernick, who knee, economist Thomas Sowell “American royalty” demonize cops 
We’re never going to let one person wore socks depicting cops as pigs wrote a review of Heather Mac based on statistical fallacies, the 
dictate us Americans … Equality is during a game. “To me, this is bigger Donald’s 2002 book, “Are Cops consequences in real life get people 
all about understanding our rights, than football, and it would be selfish Racist?” killed.
understanding what we stand for and on my part to look the other way. Sowell used a facetious analogy “If carrying out their duties in the 

By Will Alexander how powerful we are as men, as There are bodies in the street and that demonstrated how racial way that gets the job done best is 
women, black or white,  or people [police] getting paid leave profiling statistics are so easily going to bring down on their heads a 

(Townhall) - LeBron James, Hispanic.” and getting away with murder.” manipulated: Since blacks are only chorus of media outrage that can 
worth over $400 million, is now in At the NBA All Star Weekend America oppresses black people, 11 percent of the population, the threaten their whole careers, many 
the “Equality” business. He released 2019 in Charlotte, James, Dwayne and police kill black people. That’s NBA must be racist because more cops tend to back off,” Sowell wrote. 
his $185 Nike LeBron 16 “Equality Wade and Kevin Durant celebrated what the kneeling was all about. The than half of those fined for “And who pays the price of their 
Pack” sneakers on MLK Day to add the NFL’s decision to settle Colin fiction of black oppression and misconduct while playing are black. backing off? Mainly those blacks 
to his lucrative collection of sports Kaepernick’s joint collusion police brutality gave birth to the Of course, this is absurd. Since the who are victims of the criminals in 
gear. grievance suit. Some speculate that Equality Business, where celebrities majority of NBA players are black, their midst.

The Nike LeBron the payout was in the get paid the big bucks while more Sowell wrote, the 11 percent statistic “These criminals go back to the 
15s got thunderous $60 to $80 million crime gets dumped on vulnerable means nothing. This is the grand black community – not the affluent, 
media applause in range. black neighborhoods. fallacy of racial profiling statistics. s u b u r b a n  a n d  o f t e n  g a t e d  
2017 after James wore “I hope it’s a helluva What sane person in America “It is based on blacks as a communities where journalists, 
one black sneaker and lot of money that could today doesn’t believe in equality? percentage of the population, rather judges, and politicians live.”
one white one to set not only him up but All the manicured celebrity outrage than blacks as a percentage of the By “contributing to the chorus of 
protest inequality set his family up, set his is based on a fallacy. people who do the kinds of things outrage” against the people who put 
during a Cavaliers game against the grandkids up for the rest of their LeBron and his cohorts are part of that cause police to stop people and their lives on the line to do the filthy 
Wizards in D.C. The shoes had the lives,” James said. “And I hope that a pampered club of disconnected, question them.” work of law enforcement, James, 
word “Equality” emblazoned in the word of what he did will live on rich, powerful people who are In a 2014 column in City Journal, Kaepernick and Nike – with their 
large letters on the back. The Nike throughout American history but wheedling us to see discrimination Mac Donald wrote that even if good intentions – unwittingly help 
LeBron 15 was the same shoe that also world history … I think it’s everywhere, in a day when it can police suddenly ended all killings of pave roads to social and political 
was custom-built with crocodile important to stick up for what you barely be found anywhere. LeBron civilians, it would have no effect on Hell.
skin and dipped in 24-karat gold to believe in, you know what I’m is passionate about a fight that was the risk of murder to blacks because LeBron’s lucrative “Equality” 
celebrate LeBron’s 30,000-point saying? I think with Kap. I stand won decades ago, crowned by the it comes overwhelmingly from other tentacles now stretch to every 
milestone. Price: $100,000. with Kap. I kneel with Kap.” election of America’s first black blacks. aggrieved group that would look 

“Obviously, we know where we “Kap’s” world history-making president … twice. “In 2013,” she wrote, “there were great in his Nike gear. So, it’s not 
are right now; we know who’s at the event, of course, was not his The core issue is not complicated. 6,261 black homicide victims in the likely he’d be receptive to “having a 
helm,” James said, referring to standing up, but his kneeling during Police are more active in certain U.S. – almost all killed by black conversation” that challenges his 
Trump after the Cavalier’s 106-99 the National Anthem in the 2016 black neighborhoods because that’s civilians – resulting in a death risk in false assumptions.                     jjj

claimed that our unalienable rights Franklin upon the signing of our from the government. Instead of enable us to pursue our happiness.
were naturally endowed to us by our U.S. Constitution as to whether we believing here in America that we It always ends the same, economic 
Creator, and these were life, liberty, had a republic or a monarchy. have a right to pursue our happiness, collapse, when socialists seek to 
and property. Of course, Thomas Franklin replied succinctly, “A we have these American progressive redistribute wealth, nationalize 
Jefferson studied Locke, but thanks republic, if you can keep it.” socialists who, once again, redefine economic production, expand the 
to the wise counsel of Benjamin Sadly, today, we do not study rights based upon their ideological welfare nanny-state of dependency, 
Franklin, our Declaration of American history, and certainly not agenda … and advance  soc ia l  
Independence chose the words, civics. They have been replaced by claim that they egalitarianism, and 
“life,” “liberty,” and “the pursuit of Social Studies, and other ideological will provide for it elevate secular  
happiness.” agenda-driven classes. Therefore, all. And just do not humanism, trusting 

By Allen West There are some who think that we have many young, and older, worry, we can in government and 
these guiding principles, defining people in America who have little simply take from not our Creator, 

(CNS News) - I must ask, how our individual rights, may seem understanding of the difference one group – what God. After all, it is 
many of you ever thought you would nebulous. And that is why Abraham between a republic and a democracy. French economist government that 
hear an American president, while Lincoln gave us a very clear and And so, we struggle and have Frederic Bastiat can deliver on you 
speaking at a State of the Union definitive understanding of the allowed ourselves to become c a l l e d  l e g a l  rights, which takes 
Address, assert that “America will word, “liberty.” He stated at the attracted to a philosophy of plunder in his us back to the 
never be a socialist country”? I tend Baltimore Sanitary Fair on April 18, governance and political ideology 1850s essay “The original challenge 
to believe that none of us would have 1864, “The world has never had a that is completely antithetical to Law” – and redistribute it to others. of John Locke’s theory of natural 
ever believed that would be a good definition of the word liberty, everything for which this country Just remember the Marxist principle rights versus divine rights theory of 
necessary statement to profess in our and the American people, just now, was established, namely individual from his “Critique on the Gotha monarchs.
constitutional republic. However, as are much in want of one. We all sovereignty over the institution of Program,” “From each according to And as I close, never forget that the 
Thomas Paine once quipped in his declare for liberty; but in using the government. his ability, to each according to their first major, important step for 
December 23, 1776 Revolutionary same word we do not all mean the The problem with socialism is that need.” And who gets to decide socialist dictatorship: disarm the 
W a r  p a m p h l e t ,  “ T h e  same thing. With some the word it is socialism. It does not matter if it whose ability and what is a need? people, making them subjects, not 
Crisis,”“THESE are the times that liberty may mean for each man to do is being touted by Karl Marx, Yes, the same folks that are now citizens. As we see in Venezuela, it is 
try men's souls. The summer soldier as he pleases with himself, and the Friderich Engels, Vladimir Lenin, gunning down innocent people who very easy to starve people and deny 
and the sunshine patriot will, in this product of his labor; while with Josef Stalin, Chairman Mao, Fidel subjugated to the rule of a socialist them food and medicine when you, 
crisis, shrink from the service of others the same word may mean for Castro, Che Guevara, Hugo Chavez, dictator, in Venezuela. the government, have all the 
their country; but he that stands by it some men to do as they please with Nicolas Maduro … or Bernie And for some very odd reason, our firepower.
now, deserves the love and thanks of other men, and the product of other Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio- little happy bunch of American Will America ever be a socialist 
man and woman.” men’s labor. Here are two, not only Cortez. It always starts and ends the progressive socialists are not saying country? Not as long as the Second 

And now it appears that we have different, but incompatable things, same way – in utter disaster. too much about this. No, they are Amendment exists. And funny, 
indeed come upon “THESE” times called by the same name—liberty. French political philosopher and very busy trying to keep our borders Nancy Pelosi recently talked about a 
once again. At the time, we had a And it follows that each of the things historian, Alexis de Tocqueville, open to any and all who will come. Democrat president using national 
new nation, struggling for its is, by the respective parties, called provided us the seminal difference, And why? Simple, so that they can emergency declaration to confront 
independence against a tyrannical by two different and incompatable and failure, of socialism in the early redistribute the wealth and resources gun violence. That is how it starts, 
monarchy, King George III of names—liberty and tyranny.” 1800s. He stated, “Democracy and of some, “ability,” to those coming the dog whistle call to render us 
England. The question at that time This brings us to where we are socialism have nothing in common here illegally, “needs.” And the defenseless.
was whether free men and women today in our America. Yes, we must but one word, equality. But notice result being these individuals will If you know American history, you 
could govern themselves, and not be ask ourselves are we summer the difference: while democracy always seek to keep progressive know that is exactly why brave 
subject to a ruler, far away. Was it soldiers and sunshine patriots, or seeks equality in liberty, socialism socialists in power, since they Americans took the field at 
possible that British political will we accept Benjamin Franklin’s seeks equality in restraint and guarantee happiness – government Lexington Green on April 19, 1775. 
philosopher, father of classical challenge of September 17, 1787? servitude.” superiority – instead of believing in Even then, they knew that the 
liberalism, John Locke got it right As the story is told, a Philadelphia Socialism begins with the glowing the indomitable entrepreneurial problem with socialism is that it is 
with his natural rights theory? Locke socialite named Mrs. Powell queried promises of infinite “free” things American spirit and the policies that socialism.                                  jjj
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unusual to hear about incidents in w r o n g d o i n g .  L i k e w i s e ,  b y  praying with friends in your living face of militarized police. In early 
which police shoot unarmed subjecting Americans to full-body room, installing solar panels on your America, citizens were considered 
individuals first and ask questions scans and license-plate readers roof, and raising chickens in your equals with law enforcement 
later, such as the 16-year-old without their knowledge or backyard, you’re no longer the officials. Authorities were rarely 
teenager who skipped school only to compliance and then storing the owner of your property. permitted to enter one’s home 
be shot by police after they mistook s c a n s  f o r  l a t e r  u s e ,  t h e  Americans no longer have a say without permission or in a deceitful 
him for a fleeing burglar. Then there government—in cahoots with the about what their children are manner. And it was not uncommon 
was the unarmed black man in Texas corporate state—has erected the exposed to in school. Incredibly, the for police officers to be held 

By John W. Whitehead “who was pursued and shot in the ultimate suspect society. In such an government continues to insist that personally liable for trespass when 
back of the neck by Austin Police… environment, we are all potentially parents essentially forfeit their they wrongfully invaded a citizen’s 
after failing to properly identify guilty of some wrongdoing or other. rights when they send their children home.  Unl ike  today,  ea r ly  
himself and leaving the scene of an Americans no longer have a Americans could resist arrest 
unrelated incident.” And who could right to self-defense. In the when a police officer tried to 
forget the 19-year-old Seattle wake of various shootings in restrain them without proper 
woman who was accidentally shot in recent years, “gun control” j u s t i f i c a t i o n  o r  a  
the leg by police after she refused to has become a resounding warrant—which the police 

(The Rutherford Institute) - s h o w  h e r  h a n d s ?  W h a t  i s  theme. Those advocating gun had to allow citizens to read 
These are dangerous times. increasingly common, however, is reform see the Second before  ar res t ing  them.  

Mind you, when I say that these are the news that the officers involved in Amendment’s right to bear (Daring to dispute a warrant 
dangerous times, it is not because of these incidents get off with little arms as applying only to with a police official today 
violent crime, which remains at an more than a slap on the hands. government officials. As a who is armed with high-tech 
all-time low, or because of Americans are little more than result, even Americans who military weapons and tasers 
terrorism, which is statistically rare, pocketbooks to fund the police state. legally own firearms are would be nothing short of 
or because our borders are being If there is any absolute maxim by being treated with suspicion suicidal.) As police forces 
invaded by armies, which data which the federal government seems and, in some cases, undue across the country continue to 
reports from the Department of to operate, it is that the American violence. In one case, a Texas be transformed into outposts 
Homeland Security refute. taxpayer always gets ripped off. man had his home subjected of the military, with police 

No, the real danger that we face This is true, whether you’re talking to a no-knock raid and was agencies acquiring military-
comes from none other than the U.S. about taxpayers being forced to fund shot in his bed after police, grade hardware in droves, 
government and the powers it has high-priced weaponry that will be attempting to deliver a Americans are finding their 
granted to its standing army to steal, used against us, endless wars that do routine search warrant, once-peaceful communities 
cheat, harass, detain, brutalize, little for our safety or our freedoms, learned that he was in legal transformed into military 
terrorize, torture and kill. or bloated government agencies possession of a firearm. In outposts, complete with 

The danger “we the people” face such as the National Security another incident, a Florida tanks, weaponry, and other 
comes from masked invaders on the Agency with its secret budgets, man who was licensed to equipment designed for the 
government payroll who crash covert agendas and clandestine carry a concealed firearm battlefield.
through our doors in the dark of activities. Rubbing salt in the found himself detained for Americans no longer have a 
night, shoot our dogs, and terrorize wound, even monetary awards in two hours during a routine right to bodily integrity. Court 
our families. lawsuits against government traffic stop in Maryland while the to a public school. This growing rulings undermining the Fourth 

T h i s  d a n g e r  c o m e s  f r o m  officials who are found guilty of arresting officer searched his tension over whether young people, Amendment and justifying invasive 
militarized henchmen on the wrongdoing are paid by the vehicle in vain for the man’s gun, especially those in the public strip searches have left us powerless 
government payroll who demand taxpayer. which he had left at home. schools, are essentially wards of the against police empowered to 
absolute obedience, instill abject Americans are no longer innocent I n c i d e n t a l l y ,  t h e  T r u m p  state, to do with as government forcefully draw our blood, strip 
fear, and shoot first and ask until proven guilty. We once Administration has done more to officials deem appropriate, in search us, and probe us intimately. 
questions later. operated under the assumption that crack down on Second Amendment de f i ance  o f  t he  ch i l d r en ' s  Accounts are on the rise of 

This danger comes from power- you were innocent until proven rights than anything the Obama constitutional rights and those of i n d i v i d u a l s — m e n  a n d  
hungry  bureaucra t s  on  the  guilty. Due in large part to rapid Administration ever managed. their parents, is reflected in the women—being subjected to what is 
government payroll who have little advances in technology and a Americans no longer have a right debate over sex education programs essentially government-sanctioned 
to no understanding of their heightened surveillance culture, the to private property. If government that expose young people to all rape by police in the course of 
constitutional limits. burden of proof has been shifted so agents can invade your home, break manner of sexual practices and “routine” traffic stops. Remember 

This danger comes from greedy that the right to be considered down your doors, kill your dog, terminology, zero tolerance policies the New Mexico man who was 
politicians and corporations for innocent until proven guilty has damage your furnishings and that strip students of any due process subjected to a 12-hour ordeal of anal 
whom profit trumps principle. been usurped by a new norm in terrorize your family, your property r i g h t s ,  l e t  a l o n e  p a r e n t a l  probes, X-rays, enemas, and finally 

You want to know about the state which all citizens are suspects. This is no longer private and secure—it involvement in school discipline, a colonoscopy—all because he 
of our union? It’s downright scary. is exemplified by police practices of belongs to the government.  and Common Core programs that allegedly rolled through a stop sign?

Consider for yourself. stopping and frisking people who Likewise, if government officials teach students to be test-takers Americans no longer have a right 
Americans have no protection are merely walking down the street can fine and arrest you for growing rather than critical thinkers. to the expectation of privacy. 

against police abuse. It is no longer and where there is no evidence of vegetables in your front yard, Americans are powerless in the Despite the staggering number of 
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COMMENTARY"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent 
about things that matter." --Martin Luther King, Jr.

These Are Dangerous Times, 
and the Government is to Blame

$$$$$$$$$$ Equality, Inc.

The Problem with Socialism is That it is Socialism

case the child was a 15 year-old girl they could not sue because experts the doctor’s presentation as any kind rejected that consensus, endorsing 
who never had any sexual identity would side with the ER physician, of advocacy for a particular course only gender affirmation.”
confusion prior to her parent’s who was following the “standard of of action and recalled Forcier Even more appalling than the 
divorce,” Cretella said. “The other care” guidelines. discussing different approaches to AAP’s one-sided approach to 
case involved 4-year-old triplet boys The third wave will be here soon, transgender youth, from waiting gender dysphoria is the fact, 
whose mother desperately wanted a according to Cretella, when schools it out to delaying onset of exposed by Cantor, that the 
girl. The mother was a psychologist trigger investigations into parents of puberty with hormone research used to justify 
herself and had cross-dressed one of children suffering from gender treatment, to active the policy “simply did 

By Margot Cleveland the boys for two years, insisting that dysphoria, by reporting children c o u n s e l i n g  a n d  not say what AAP 
it was his idea. In each of the seven “afraid to come out to their parents therapy when the claimed they did.” 
cases the guardian ad litems and as their authentic selves.” We can b e h a v i o r  i s  T h e  m a t e r i a l s  
judges removed the right to medical see this wave forming from the “consistent, insistent, provided attendees of 
consent and/or custody from the multitude of school protocols in the and persistent” with a the Rhode Island 
parent who objected to transition news, such as allowing students child who starts early Judicial Conference 
wi th  puber ty  b lockers  and  from K-12 to choose their gender and never stops. also included this one-
hormones.” identity. Forcier may not advocate sided perspective, which 

The end goal is the same, Cretella for any “particular course of treats “sex” as something 
THE SECOND WAVE said: “removal of a child based on action,” since her clinic “assigned at birth” as opposed to 

accusations of medical neglect.” applies, as she put it, “very b io logica l ly  de termined .  
We have since moved on to the individualized (not one-size- Handouts included a “What 

second wave, Cretella told The FOIA DOCUMENTS PROVIDE fits-all) care to each youth Every Attorney Representing 
(The Federalist) - Recently, the Federalist. “The second wave is EVIDENCE and family, in the context of Youth Needs to Know” flyer created 

Health and Human Services going on now, with emergency room achieving their goals and with their by the Gay and Lesbian Advocates 
committee of the South Dakota staff, therapists, or doctors reporting Documents recently obtained from safety, health and short- and long- and Defenders (GLAAD), which 
House killed a bill that would have parents to Child Protective Services the Rhode Island Family Court in term well-being in mind.” But her included directions such as “Don’t 
protected the right of parents to who refuse to affirm their child’s response to a FOIA request give perspective on children suffering assume someone’s gender identity,” 
refuse to consent to medical or false gender.” credence to Cretella’s warning. In from gender dysphoria is one-sided and “Make sure you know your 
psychological treatment for a child More recently, Cretella explains, late 2015—the year before Cretalla and holds that transgender children client’s preferred pronouns.”
suffering from gender dysphoria if she has heard from two sets of first began receiving calls from must receive opposite-sex health Another  GLAAD handout ,  
the treatment “would induce, parents who were accused of being concerned parents—the Rhode care. entitled “Rights of LGBTQ Youth in 
confirm, or promote the child’s “abusive parents” for refusing to Island Family Court’s Annual In fact, in a Washington Post Rhode Island,” proclaimed that 
belief that the child’s sex or gender consent to hormone treatments for Judicial Conference focused on interview, Forcier suggests that students “must have access to 
identity is different from the child’s their teen children. In one case, the transgendered children. The lead failing to provide opposite-sex information and resources about 
sex presented at birth.” Proposed parents sought treatment for their presenter at the judicial conference health care is unethical. “How LGBT issues and people, regardless 
House Bill 1205 also provided that son’s suicidal depression. Their son was Dr. Michelle Forcier. ethical is it to negate a person’s of objecting school officials or 
“no public authority or official of was adopted out of an abusive Forcier “is considered an expert on identity — to tell them you know parents.” It also said “transgender 
this state may take any adverse family, had a long history of transgender, queer and questioning them better than they do?” Forcier youth have the right to be identified 
action against a parent for exercising depression and anxiety, had been in youth” and is an associate professor asked rhetorically when responding by the name and pronouns that 
this right.” therapy in the past, was on of pediatrics at  the Brown to criticism of the transgender- accord with their gender identities” 

That such a simple affirmation of medications, and never had any sign University Alpert Medical School. affirming model. “How ethical is it and “be free from religious 
parental rights could not clear a of gender dysphoria. Forcier spoke to attendees at the to deny a person access to indoctrination that condemns or 
committee in this solidly red state Nevertheless, the emergency room judicial conference—dozens of state medication that is very safe, disparages their sexual orientation 
should terrify parents, as it lays bare physician at the children’s hospital, employees,  including Court  effective and proven to help persons or gender identity.”
transgender activists’ plan: use the after interviewing him alone, Appointed Special Advocates with gender nonforming/diverse Attendees of the Rhode Island 
government to force parents to diagnosed him as “definitely (CASA) workers, employees of the b r a i n / i d e n t i t y  a n d  b o d y  Family Court conference also 
affirm a false sex for their child, transgender because he insists that Department of Children, Youth, and experiences?” received copies of two chapters 
agree to hormone blockers, and he is and that [the parents’] lack of Families (DCYF), and judges—for from the book “Transgender Family 
accept a transition to their son or acceptance is causing his suicidal nearly an hour and a half. THE AAP STATEMENT Law.” These chapters made clear 
daughter’s preferred gender. If depression. He should be started on The Rhode Island deputy legal that affirmation and transition are 
parents refuse? Removal of the child puberty blockers and estrogen to counsel who responded to the FOIA Last fall, the American Academy the end goal for therapists, social 
from the family, due to alleged transition.” request confirmed that no audio or of Pediatrics (AAP) issued a policy workers, lawyers, and the courts. 
medical neglect. This was the first time the 14-year- video recording exists of the statement similarly recommending Parents affirming a false gender are 

We are already seeing the first two old boy had ever said such a thing, conference  or  of  Forc ier ’s  this “gender-affirming” approach called “supportive” parents, while 
waves of this strategy, according to Cretella noted, yet from this one ER presentation on transgender youth. and providing youth “access to those holding to their child’s 
Dr. Michelle Cretella, executive visit, his parents had to fight with the When asked about the focus of comprehensive gender-affirming biological sex are called the 
director of the American College of children’s hospital for months Forcier’s presentation, Judge and developmentally appropriate “resistant” parent. Even supportive 
Pediatricians.  The first wave began against allegations of being Sandra Lanni, who organized the health care.” But as Dr. James parents are cautioned to move 
in 2016 in the divorce and child “abusive and unsupportive” parents. conference at the request of the now- Cantor explained in his detailed slowly with any transition lest the 
custody setting, Cretella explained. The family finally found a therapist retired chief judge of the Rhode analysis of the AAP policy resistant parent seek and obtain 

“I first began hearing from who helped them set boundaries Island Family Court, said through a statement, “almost all clinics and custody.
distraught parents in this situation in with their son, and his complaints of spokesman that “I thought of it as: professional associations in the The CASA and DCYF employees 
2016 and in 2017, I heard from feeling trapped in the wrong body How do we as judges understand world use what’s called the watchful and judges who attended the Rhode 
seven families in as many different have stopped. Even with this these kids?” waiting approach to helping GD Island Family Court conference also 
states in this situation. In all but one outcome, attorneys told the parents Lanni added that she did not see children, [but] the AAP statement left with a handout of contacts who 

LGBT Activists Teaching Judges To Yank Kids 
From Parents Who Won’t Transgender Them

The views expressed herein are the author’s own.
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“As I look at America today, 
I am not afraid to say that I 
am afraid.” 

-Bertram Gross, Friendly Fascism: 
The New Face of Power in America
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Documents obtained 
f rom Rhode  Is land  
Family  Court  must  
concern any person who 
questions whether it’s a 
good idea to chemically 
and surgically mutilate 
children.



w h e r e  c r i m e  t e n d s  t o  b e  inner cities that is ten times higher 
concentrated. And while there are for blacks than for whites. None of 
rare exceptions, the most high- those killings triggered mass 
profile cases of so-called “police protests; they are deemed normal 

victory over the Wizards. “Us as NFL season. brutality” happened after young and beneath notice. The police, by 
Americans, no matter the skin color, And what was all that kneeling black men made themselves threats contrast … kill roughly 200 blacks a 
no matter the race, no matter who about in the first place? by refusing to comply with lawful year, most of them armed and 
you are, we all have to understand “I am not going to stand up to show orders. dangerous, out of about 40 million 
having equal rights … I’ve been pride in a flag for a country that In a column written several years police-civilian contacts a year.”
outspoken and well-spoken about oppresses black people and people before Kaepernick first took the The worst part? When insulated 
what’s going on at the helm here. of color,” said Kaepernick, who knee, economist Thomas Sowell “American royalty” demonize cops 
We’re never going to let one person wore socks depicting cops as pigs wrote a review of Heather Mac based on statistical fallacies, the 
dictate us Americans … Equality is during a game. “To me, this is bigger Donald’s 2002 book, “Are Cops consequences in real life get people 
all about understanding our rights, than football, and it would be selfish Racist?” killed.
understanding what we stand for and on my part to look the other way. Sowell used a facetious analogy “If carrying out their duties in the 

By Will Alexander how powerful we are as men, as There are bodies in the street and that demonstrated how racial way that gets the job done best is 
women, black or white,  or people [police] getting paid leave profiling statistics are so easily going to bring down on their heads a 

(Townhall) - LeBron James, Hispanic.” and getting away with murder.” manipulated: Since blacks are only chorus of media outrage that can 
worth over $400 million, is now in At the NBA All Star Weekend America oppresses black people, 11 percent of the population, the threaten their whole careers, many 
the “Equality” business. He released 2019 in Charlotte, James, Dwayne and police kill black people. That’s NBA must be racist because more cops tend to back off,” Sowell wrote. 
his $185 Nike LeBron 16 “Equality Wade and Kevin Durant celebrated what the kneeling was all about. The than half of those fined for “And who pays the price of their 
Pack” sneakers on MLK Day to add the NFL’s decision to settle Colin fiction of black oppression and misconduct while playing are black. backing off? Mainly those blacks 
to his lucrative collection of sports Kaepernick’s joint collusion police brutality gave birth to the Of course, this is absurd. Since the who are victims of the criminals in 
gear. grievance suit. Some speculate that Equality Business, where celebrities majority of NBA players are black, their midst.

The Nike LeBron the payout was in the get paid the big bucks while more Sowell wrote, the 11 percent statistic “These criminals go back to the 
15s got thunderous $60 to $80 million crime gets dumped on vulnerable means nothing. This is the grand black community – not the affluent, 
media applause in range. black neighborhoods. fallacy of racial profiling statistics. s u b u r b a n  a n d  o f t e n  g a t e d  
2017 after James wore “I hope it’s a helluva What sane person in America “It is based on blacks as a communities where journalists, 
one black sneaker and lot of money that could today doesn’t believe in equality? percentage of the population, rather judges, and politicians live.”
one white one to set not only him up but All the manicured celebrity outrage than blacks as a percentage of the By “contributing to the chorus of 
protest inequality set his family up, set his is based on a fallacy. people who do the kinds of things outrage” against the people who put 
during a Cavaliers game against the grandkids up for the rest of their LeBron and his cohorts are part of that cause police to stop people and their lives on the line to do the filthy 
Wizards in D.C. The shoes had the lives,” James said. “And I hope that a pampered club of disconnected, question them.” work of law enforcement, James, 
word “Equality” emblazoned in the word of what he did will live on rich, powerful people who are In a 2014 column in City Journal, Kaepernick and Nike – with their 
large letters on the back. The Nike throughout American history but wheedling us to see discrimination Mac Donald wrote that even if good intentions – unwittingly help 
LeBron 15 was the same shoe that also world history … I think it’s everywhere, in a day when it can police suddenly ended all killings of pave roads to social and political 
was custom-built with crocodile important to stick up for what you barely be found anywhere. LeBron civilians, it would have no effect on Hell.
skin and dipped in 24-karat gold to believe in, you know what I’m is passionate about a fight that was the risk of murder to blacks because LeBron’s lucrative “Equality” 
celebrate LeBron’s 30,000-point saying? I think with Kap. I stand won decades ago, crowned by the it comes overwhelmingly from other tentacles now stretch to every 
milestone. Price: $100,000. with Kap. I kneel with Kap.” election of America’s first black blacks. aggrieved group that would look 

“Obviously, we know where we “Kap’s” world history-making president … twice. “In 2013,” she wrote, “there were great in his Nike gear. So, it’s not 
are right now; we know who’s at the event, of course, was not his The core issue is not complicated. 6,261 black homicide victims in the likely he’d be receptive to “having a 
helm,” James said, referring to standing up, but his kneeling during Police are more active in certain U.S. – almost all killed by black conversation” that challenges his 
Trump after the Cavalier’s 106-99 the National Anthem in the 2016 black neighborhoods because that’s civilians – resulting in a death risk in false assumptions.                     jjj

claimed that our unalienable rights Franklin upon the signing of our from the government. Instead of enable us to pursue our happiness.
were naturally endowed to us by our U.S. Constitution as to whether we believing here in America that we It always ends the same, economic 
Creator, and these were life, liberty, had a republic or a monarchy. have a right to pursue our happiness, collapse, when socialists seek to 
and property. Of course, Thomas Franklin replied succinctly, “A we have these American progressive redistribute wealth, nationalize 
Jefferson studied Locke, but thanks republic, if you can keep it.” socialists who, once again, redefine economic production, expand the 
to the wise counsel of Benjamin Sadly, today, we do not study rights based upon their ideological welfare nanny-state of dependency, 
Franklin, our Declaration of American history, and certainly not agenda … and advance  soc ia l  
Independence chose the words, civics. They have been replaced by claim that they egalitarianism, and 
“life,” “liberty,” and “the pursuit of Social Studies, and other ideological will provide for it elevate secular  
happiness.” agenda-driven classes. Therefore, all. And just do not humanism, trusting 

By Allen West There are some who think that we have many young, and older, worry, we can in government and 
these guiding principles, defining people in America who have little simply take from not our Creator, 

(CNS News) - I must ask, how our individual rights, may seem understanding of the difference one group – what God. After all, it is 
many of you ever thought you would nebulous. And that is why Abraham between a republic and a democracy. French economist government that 
hear an American president, while Lincoln gave us a very clear and And so, we struggle and have Frederic Bastiat can deliver on you 
speaking at a State of the Union definitive understanding of the allowed ourselves to become c a l l e d  l e g a l  rights, which takes 
Address, assert that “America will word, “liberty.” He stated at the attracted to a philosophy of plunder in his us back to the 
never be a socialist country”? I tend Baltimore Sanitary Fair on April 18, governance and political ideology 1850s essay “The original challenge 
to believe that none of us would have 1864, “The world has never had a that is completely antithetical to Law” – and redistribute it to others. of John Locke’s theory of natural 
ever believed that would be a good definition of the word liberty, everything for which this country Just remember the Marxist principle rights versus divine rights theory of 
necessary statement to profess in our and the American people, just now, was established, namely individual from his “Critique on the Gotha monarchs.
constitutional republic. However, as are much in want of one. We all sovereignty over the institution of Program,” “From each according to And as I close, never forget that the 
Thomas Paine once quipped in his declare for liberty; but in using the government. his ability, to each according to their first major, important step for 
December 23, 1776 Revolutionary same word we do not all mean the The problem with socialism is that need.” And who gets to decide socialist dictatorship: disarm the 
W a r  p a m p h l e t ,  “ T h e  same thing. With some the word it is socialism. It does not matter if it whose ability and what is a need? people, making them subjects, not 
Crisis,”“THESE are the times that liberty may mean for each man to do is being touted by Karl Marx, Yes, the same folks that are now citizens. As we see in Venezuela, it is 
try men's souls. The summer soldier as he pleases with himself, and the Friderich Engels, Vladimir Lenin, gunning down innocent people who very easy to starve people and deny 
and the sunshine patriot will, in this product of his labor; while with Josef Stalin, Chairman Mao, Fidel subjugated to the rule of a socialist them food and medicine when you, 
crisis, shrink from the service of others the same word may mean for Castro, Che Guevara, Hugo Chavez, dictator, in Venezuela. the government, have all the 
their country; but he that stands by it some men to do as they please with Nicolas Maduro … or Bernie And for some very odd reason, our firepower.
now, deserves the love and thanks of other men, and the product of other Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio- little happy bunch of American Will America ever be a socialist 
man and woman.” men’s labor. Here are two, not only Cortez. It always starts and ends the progressive socialists are not saying country? Not as long as the Second 

And now it appears that we have different, but incompatable things, same way – in utter disaster. too much about this. No, they are Amendment exists. And funny, 
indeed come upon “THESE” times called by the same name—liberty. French political philosopher and very busy trying to keep our borders Nancy Pelosi recently talked about a 
once again. At the time, we had a And it follows that each of the things historian, Alexis de Tocqueville, open to any and all who will come. Democrat president using national 
new nation, struggling for its is, by the respective parties, called provided us the seminal difference, And why? Simple, so that they can emergency declaration to confront 
independence against a tyrannical by two different and incompatable and failure, of socialism in the early redistribute the wealth and resources gun violence. That is how it starts, 
monarchy, King George III of names—liberty and tyranny.” 1800s. He stated, “Democracy and of some, “ability,” to those coming the dog whistle call to render us 
England. The question at that time This brings us to where we are socialism have nothing in common here illegally, “needs.” And the defenseless.
was whether free men and women today in our America. Yes, we must but one word, equality. But notice result being these individuals will If you know American history, you 
could govern themselves, and not be ask ourselves are we summer the difference: while democracy always seek to keep progressive know that is exactly why brave 
subject to a ruler, far away. Was it soldiers and sunshine patriots, or seeks equality in liberty, socialism socialists in power, since they Americans took the field at 
possible that British political will we accept Benjamin Franklin’s seeks equality in restraint and guarantee happiness – government Lexington Green on April 19, 1775. 
philosopher, father of classical challenge of September 17, 1787? servitude.” superiority – instead of believing in Even then, they knew that the 
liberalism, John Locke got it right As the story is told, a Philadelphia Socialism begins with the glowing the indomitable entrepreneurial problem with socialism is that it is 
with his natural rights theory? Locke socialite named Mrs. Powell queried promises of infinite “free” things American spirit and the policies that socialism.                                  jjj
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unusual to hear about incidents in w r o n g d o i n g .  L i k e w i s e ,  b y  praying with friends in your living face of militarized police. In early 
which police shoot unarmed subjecting Americans to full-body room, installing solar panels on your America, citizens were considered 
individuals first and ask questions scans and license-plate readers roof, and raising chickens in your equals with law enforcement 
later, such as the 16-year-old without their knowledge or backyard, you’re no longer the officials. Authorities were rarely 
teenager who skipped school only to compliance and then storing the owner of your property. permitted to enter one’s home 
be shot by police after they mistook s c a n s  f o r  l a t e r  u s e ,  t h e  Americans no longer have a say without permission or in a deceitful 
him for a fleeing burglar. Then there government—in cahoots with the about what their children are manner. And it was not uncommon 
was the unarmed black man in Texas corporate state—has erected the exposed to in school. Incredibly, the for police officers to be held 

By John W. Whitehead “who was pursued and shot in the ultimate suspect society. In such an government continues to insist that personally liable for trespass when 
back of the neck by Austin Police… environment, we are all potentially parents essentially forfeit their they wrongfully invaded a citizen’s 
after failing to properly identify guilty of some wrongdoing or other. rights when they send their children home.  Unl ike  today,  ea r ly  
himself and leaving the scene of an Americans no longer have a Americans could resist arrest 
unrelated incident.” And who could right to self-defense. In the when a police officer tried to 
forget the 19-year-old Seattle wake of various shootings in restrain them without proper 
woman who was accidentally shot in recent years, “gun control” j u s t i f i c a t i o n  o r  a  
the leg by police after she refused to has become a resounding warrant—which the police 

(The Rutherford Institute) - s h o w  h e r  h a n d s ?  W h a t  i s  theme. Those advocating gun had to allow citizens to read 
These are dangerous times. increasingly common, however, is reform see the Second before  ar res t ing  them.  

Mind you, when I say that these are the news that the officers involved in Amendment’s right to bear (Daring to dispute a warrant 
dangerous times, it is not because of these incidents get off with little arms as applying only to with a police official today 
violent crime, which remains at an more than a slap on the hands. government officials. As a who is armed with high-tech 
all-time low, or because of Americans are little more than result, even Americans who military weapons and tasers 
terrorism, which is statistically rare, pocketbooks to fund the police state. legally own firearms are would be nothing short of 
or because our borders are being If there is any absolute maxim by being treated with suspicion suicidal.) As police forces 
invaded by armies, which data which the federal government seems and, in some cases, undue across the country continue to 
reports from the Department of to operate, it is that the American violence. In one case, a Texas be transformed into outposts 
Homeland Security refute. taxpayer always gets ripped off. man had his home subjected of the military, with police 

No, the real danger that we face This is true, whether you’re talking to a no-knock raid and was agencies acquiring military-
comes from none other than the U.S. about taxpayers being forced to fund shot in his bed after police, grade hardware in droves, 
government and the powers it has high-priced weaponry that will be attempting to deliver a Americans are finding their 
granted to its standing army to steal, used against us, endless wars that do routine search warrant, once-peaceful communities 
cheat, harass, detain, brutalize, little for our safety or our freedoms, learned that he was in legal transformed into military 
terrorize, torture and kill. or bloated government agencies possession of a firearm. In outposts, complete with 

The danger “we the people” face such as the National Security another incident, a Florida tanks, weaponry, and other 
comes from masked invaders on the Agency with its secret budgets, man who was licensed to equipment designed for the 
government payroll who crash covert agendas and clandestine carry a concealed firearm battlefield.
through our doors in the dark of activities. Rubbing salt in the found himself detained for Americans no longer have a 
night, shoot our dogs, and terrorize wound, even monetary awards in two hours during a routine right to bodily integrity. Court 
our families. lawsuits against government traffic stop in Maryland while the to a public school. This growing rulings undermining the Fourth 

T h i s  d a n g e r  c o m e s  f r o m  officials who are found guilty of arresting officer searched his tension over whether young people, Amendment and justifying invasive 
militarized henchmen on the wrongdoing are paid by the vehicle in vain for the man’s gun, especially those in the public strip searches have left us powerless 
government payroll who demand taxpayer. which he had left at home. schools, are essentially wards of the against police empowered to 
absolute obedience, instill abject Americans are no longer innocent I n c i d e n t a l l y ,  t h e  T r u m p  state, to do with as government forcefully draw our blood, strip 
fear, and shoot first and ask until proven guilty. We once Administration has done more to officials deem appropriate, in search us, and probe us intimately. 
questions later. operated under the assumption that crack down on Second Amendment de f i ance  o f  t he  ch i l d r en ' s  Accounts are on the rise of 

This danger comes from power- you were innocent until proven rights than anything the Obama constitutional rights and those of i n d i v i d u a l s — m e n  a n d  
hungry  bureaucra t s  on  the  guilty. Due in large part to rapid Administration ever managed. their parents, is reflected in the women—being subjected to what is 
government payroll who have little advances in technology and a Americans no longer have a right debate over sex education programs essentially government-sanctioned 
to no understanding of their heightened surveillance culture, the to private property. If government that expose young people to all rape by police in the course of 
constitutional limits. burden of proof has been shifted so agents can invade your home, break manner of sexual practices and “routine” traffic stops. Remember 

This danger comes from greedy that the right to be considered down your doors, kill your dog, terminology, zero tolerance policies the New Mexico man who was 
politicians and corporations for innocent until proven guilty has damage your furnishings and that strip students of any due process subjected to a 12-hour ordeal of anal 
whom profit trumps principle. been usurped by a new norm in terrorize your family, your property r i g h t s ,  l e t  a l o n e  p a r e n t a l  probes, X-rays, enemas, and finally 

You want to know about the state which all citizens are suspects. This is no longer private and secure—it involvement in school discipline, a colonoscopy—all because he 
of our union? It’s downright scary. is exemplified by police practices of belongs to the government.  and Common Core programs that allegedly rolled through a stop sign?

Consider for yourself. stopping and frisking people who Likewise, if government officials teach students to be test-takers Americans no longer have a right 
Americans have no protection are merely walking down the street can fine and arrest you for growing rather than critical thinkers. to the expectation of privacy. 

against police abuse. It is no longer and where there is no evidence of vegetables in your front yard, Americans are powerless in the Despite the staggering number of 
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COMMENTARY"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent 
about things that matter." --Martin Luther King, Jr.

These Are Dangerous Times, 
and the Government is to Blame

$$$$$$$$$$ Equality, Inc.

The Problem with Socialism is That it is Socialism

case the child was a 15 year-old girl they could not sue because experts the doctor’s presentation as any kind rejected that consensus, endorsing 
who never had any sexual identity would side with the ER physician, of advocacy for a particular course only gender affirmation.”
confusion prior to her parent’s who was following the “standard of of action and recalled Forcier Even more appalling than the 
divorce,” Cretella said. “The other care” guidelines. discussing different approaches to AAP’s one-sided approach to 
case involved 4-year-old triplet boys The third wave will be here soon, transgender youth, from waiting gender dysphoria is the fact, 
whose mother desperately wanted a according to Cretella, when schools it out to delaying onset of exposed by Cantor, that the 
girl. The mother was a psychologist trigger investigations into parents of puberty with hormone research used to justify 
herself and had cross-dressed one of children suffering from gender treatment, to active the policy “simply did 

By Margot Cleveland the boys for two years, insisting that dysphoria, by reporting children c o u n s e l i n g  a n d  not say what AAP 
it was his idea. In each of the seven “afraid to come out to their parents therapy when the claimed they did.” 
cases the guardian ad litems and as their authentic selves.” We can b e h a v i o r  i s  T h e  m a t e r i a l s  
judges removed the right to medical see this wave forming from the “consistent, insistent, provided attendees of 
consent and/or custody from the multitude of school protocols in the and persistent” with a the Rhode Island 
parent who objected to transition news, such as allowing students child who starts early Judicial Conference 
wi th  puber ty  b lockers  and  from K-12 to choose their gender and never stops. also included this one-
hormones.” identity. Forcier may not advocate sided perspective, which 

The end goal is the same, Cretella for any “particular course of treats “sex” as something 
THE SECOND WAVE said: “removal of a child based on action,” since her clinic “assigned at birth” as opposed to 

accusations of medical neglect.” applies, as she put it, “very b io logica l ly  de termined .  
We have since moved on to the individualized (not one-size- Handouts included a “What 

second wave, Cretella told The FOIA DOCUMENTS PROVIDE fits-all) care to each youth Every Attorney Representing 
(The Federalist) - Recently, the Federalist. “The second wave is EVIDENCE and family, in the context of Youth Needs to Know” flyer created 

Health and Human Services going on now, with emergency room achieving their goals and with their by the Gay and Lesbian Advocates 
committee of the South Dakota staff, therapists, or doctors reporting Documents recently obtained from safety, health and short- and long- and Defenders (GLAAD), which 
House killed a bill that would have parents to Child Protective Services the Rhode Island Family Court in term well-being in mind.” But her included directions such as “Don’t 
protected the right of parents to who refuse to affirm their child’s response to a FOIA request give perspective on children suffering assume someone’s gender identity,” 
refuse to consent to medical or false gender.” credence to Cretella’s warning. In from gender dysphoria is one-sided and “Make sure you know your 
psychological treatment for a child More recently, Cretella explains, late 2015—the year before Cretalla and holds that transgender children client’s preferred pronouns.”
suffering from gender dysphoria if she has heard from two sets of first began receiving calls from must receive opposite-sex health Another  GLAAD handout ,  
the treatment “would induce, parents who were accused of being concerned parents—the Rhode care. entitled “Rights of LGBTQ Youth in 
confirm, or promote the child’s “abusive parents” for refusing to Island Family Court’s Annual In fact, in a Washington Post Rhode Island,” proclaimed that 
belief that the child’s sex or gender consent to hormone treatments for Judicial Conference focused on interview, Forcier suggests that students “must have access to 
identity is different from the child’s their teen children. In one case, the transgendered children. The lead failing to provide opposite-sex information and resources about 
sex presented at birth.” Proposed parents sought treatment for their presenter at the judicial conference health care is unethical. “How LGBT issues and people, regardless 
House Bill 1205 also provided that son’s suicidal depression. Their son was Dr. Michelle Forcier. ethical is it to negate a person’s of objecting school officials or 
“no public authority or official of was adopted out of an abusive Forcier “is considered an expert on identity — to tell them you know parents.” It also said “transgender 
this state may take any adverse family, had a long history of transgender, queer and questioning them better than they do?” Forcier youth have the right to be identified 
action against a parent for exercising depression and anxiety, had been in youth” and is an associate professor asked rhetorically when responding by the name and pronouns that 
this right.” therapy in the past, was on of pediatrics at  the Brown to criticism of the transgender- accord with their gender identities” 

That such a simple affirmation of medications, and never had any sign University Alpert Medical School. affirming model. “How ethical is it and “be free from religious 
parental rights could not clear a of gender dysphoria. Forcier spoke to attendees at the to deny a person access to indoctrination that condemns or 
committee in this solidly red state Nevertheless, the emergency room judicial conference—dozens of state medication that is very safe, disparages their sexual orientation 
should terrify parents, as it lays bare physician at the children’s hospital, employees,  including Court  effective and proven to help persons or gender identity.”
transgender activists’ plan: use the after interviewing him alone, Appointed Special Advocates with gender nonforming/diverse Attendees of the Rhode Island 
government to force parents to diagnosed him as “definitely (CASA) workers, employees of the b r a i n / i d e n t i t y  a n d  b o d y  Family Court conference also 
affirm a false sex for their child, transgender because he insists that Department of Children, Youth, and experiences?” received copies of two chapters 
agree to hormone blockers, and he is and that [the parents’] lack of Families (DCYF), and judges—for from the book “Transgender Family 
accept a transition to their son or acceptance is causing his suicidal nearly an hour and a half. THE AAP STATEMENT Law.” These chapters made clear 
daughter’s preferred gender. If depression. He should be started on The Rhode Island deputy legal that affirmation and transition are 
parents refuse? Removal of the child puberty blockers and estrogen to counsel who responded to the FOIA Last fall, the American Academy the end goal for therapists, social 
from the family, due to alleged transition.” request confirmed that no audio or of Pediatrics (AAP) issued a policy workers, lawyers, and the courts. 
medical neglect. This was the first time the 14-year- video recording exists of the statement similarly recommending Parents affirming a false gender are 

We are already seeing the first two old boy had ever said such a thing, conference  or  of  Forc ier ’s  this “gender-affirming” approach called “supportive” parents, while 
waves of this strategy, according to Cretella noted, yet from this one ER presentation on transgender youth. and providing youth “access to those holding to their child’s 
Dr. Michelle Cretella, executive visit, his parents had to fight with the When asked about the focus of comprehensive gender-affirming biological sex are called the 
director of the American College of children’s hospital for months Forcier’s presentation, Judge and developmentally appropriate “resistant” parent. Even supportive 
Pediatricians.  The first wave began against allegations of being Sandra Lanni, who organized the health care.” But as Dr. James parents are cautioned to move 
in 2016 in the divorce and child “abusive and unsupportive” parents. conference at the request of the now- Cantor explained in his detailed slowly with any transition lest the 
custody setting, Cretella explained. The family finally found a therapist retired chief judge of the Rhode analysis of the AAP policy resistant parent seek and obtain 

“I first began hearing from who helped them set boundaries Island Family Court, said through a statement, “almost all clinics and custody.
distraught parents in this situation in with their son, and his complaints of spokesman that “I thought of it as: professional associations in the The CASA and DCYF employees 
2016 and in 2017, I heard from feeling trapped in the wrong body How do we as judges understand world use what’s called the watchful and judges who attended the Rhode 
seven families in as many different have stopped. Even with this these kids?” waiting approach to helping GD Island Family Court conference also 
states in this situation. In all but one outcome, attorneys told the parents Lanni added that she did not see children, [but] the AAP statement left with a handout of contacts who 

LGBT Activists Teaching Judges To Yank Kids 
From Parents Who Won’t Transgender Them

The views expressed herein are the author’s own.
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“As I look at America today, 
I am not afraid to say that I 
am afraid.” 

-Bertram Gross, Friendly Fascism: 
The New Face of Power in America
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Documents obtained 
f rom Rhode  Is land  
Family  Court  must  
concern any person who 
questions whether it’s a 
good idea to chemically 
and surgically mutilate 
children.
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most assets are tied up in the divorce and work.” When pressed further, Chris said Casey work for so long. The allegation used against reinvestment to stay competitive in the market 
awarded to Leslie by Judge Vitolins.” Casey won’t even talk to him about the divorce. He Casey was hearsay because it was not stated place. “Without working capital” as Casey 
continued, “even if I could come up with the said, “Casey told me early on that he would directly to Leslie, nor was it definitively explained, “the businesses will shut down.” 
collateral, I’d be so strapped financially that never use his kids as a tool for the divorce.” confirmed by Casey. Casey did say, “if that Judge Vitolins' understanding of the law in this 
there wouldn’t be enough working capital to Chris continued, “My own blood is the witness said I said it, then I probably did.” He case deviates from reality about as much as her 
remain in business.” absolute problem… I’m really thankful that I then followed up with a hypothetical question ability to understand that businesses, 

Casey's second option, which he believes to saw it and was able to move on.” Chis was very to this writer, “Have you ever said anything especially like Casey’s, do not run without 
be the most equitable for all involved is for concerned about his younger brother and the that wasn’t literally meant while you are costs. Casey made a great point when he said, 
Leslie to accept a very generous offer of $1.8 impact Leslie has on him. upset?” Considering how “investing that money so business can adapt 
million. Casey explained, “this is the only Chris said, “this roller Judge Vitolins has ruled and grow and not spending it is the difference 
offer that I can possibly recover from, and I coaster of a ride he’s against Casey every step between being a successful businessman and a 
mean possibly recover from. My CPA thought (younger brother) gonna of the way, and how much failure.”
I was crazy for even offering that amount. It go on, you have to be so money Casey has been Casey further described the necessity of 
won’t be easy for me to absorb these costs and mentally strong or it just, forced to pay thus far, I purchasing new equipment to allow the 
still be profitable with the company.” it eats you up. Dude it is couldn’t help but feel bad businesses to stay open and competitive. “It’s 

The last option, and the least favorable gnarly.”  Chris claimed for him that a statement really not rocket science” said Casey. CR 
according to Casey is a forced bankruptcy. “If he’d witnessed Leslie he may have made, but Fabrication, one of the companies in dispute, 
the current order is left in place,” Casey said, threaten Casey either doesn’t remember, could relies on much more intricate factors for 
“we will all lose significantly more than if we physically or mentally on be used against him so survival. Casey continued, “I’ve been putting 
can reach an agreement.” Nothing puts many different occasions. much so, that the Judge off ordering a new machine that costs over 
emphasis on losing more money than the I couldn’t help but feel even used it against him $200k because of this divorce. If business 
Attorneys' fees accrued by both Casey and bad for Chris. If anyone is in her opinion letter. Even profits are counted as my monthly wage, I 
Leslie Mott thus far. The court would have you to be believed, I would if Casey made that won’t be able to keep operating. I’ll be forced 
believe that Casey should pay Leslie’s consider Chris to be that statement as alleged, it to pay so much that I can’t fund future jobs. It’s 
attorney’s fees because she gave up her career person. Chris lived with would seem to be a that simple.” 
to raise their kids while he built up the both Leslie and Casey his statement taken out of Another cost of doing business for Casey is 
business. Although Leslie did help raise the entire childhood and is now an adult.  context, at most, especially considering that funding orders before receiving payment, 
kids, Leslie and Casey chose that path. It was a Before ending my interview, Chris also 44-year-old Casey Mott has NEVER been which is standard practice according to him. 
conscious choice. Leslie could have easily claimed he’d recently heard from reliable convicted of a crime. He said, “Boeing, which accounts for nearly 
pursued a career instead. The Mott’s could sources that Leslie was now cheating on her 70% of the funds received by CR Fabrication 
have chosen day care and other family new boyfriend, Dan Wescott. He said, “She COURT ORDER FORCES could cease doing business with me if I can’t 
resources to help with the kids. Regardless, doesn’t always go to the gym, when she, ‘goes BANKRUPTCY? fund their orders up front and receive payment 
Casey has been ordered to pay ALL of Leslie’s to the gym.’” upon completion.” Funding orders before 
attorney fees which is now estimated at over After listening to Chris’ horrific statements In all, Casey doesn’t get the land the receiving payment takes working capital. 
$150k. According to Casey, “even though I’m about his own mother, I asked, ‘has the court businesses sit on, estimated at around 1.7-2.5 Casey said, “giving Leslie over $20k per 
ordered to pay, Leslie and I both pay in the end. heard these statements?’ That’s when Chris million. Casey doesn’t get the home which he month is not only insanity, it is suicide for the 
It all amounts to less money we get to split” went off on the “expert” who was chosen by lived in, valued at over $330k. Again, this is businesses. Combined, we didn’t spend that 
while the attorneys argue. Leslie’s attorneys to question him and to help the same home that Leslie admittedly hasn’t amount on ourselves per month during our 

The Oregon Court of Appeals has repeatedly determine custody of his younger brother. lived in for one and a half years as she’s been marriage. Now I’m supposed to give that 
overturned such “Attorney fee awards,” Leslie’s attorneys chose Dr. Linda Luther- staying with her new boyfriend, Dan Wescott. amount to Leslie each month? Through 
however, the appellate process is very costly to Starbird. It should be noted that Casey Casey was also court-ordered to pay Leslie professional testimony and evidence 
all litigants. reportedly objected, but Judge Vitolins shut over $12k per month to rent the buildings provided, we only use around $12,500.00 per 

him down, allowing Starbird to be the expert. where the businesses are located. Casey was month, combined, in our personal lives.” 
LESLIE LOSES HER ELDEST SON According to Chris, Starbird never asked him ordered to pay for a property management Casey believes the excess of over $20k per 

about his mother, step-father (Casey) or company through the duration of his “forced month he’s ordered to pay Leslie, combined 
Leslie’s biological son, Chris, who is now brother. Instead, Chris said Dr. Starbird only lease” which he’s ordered to pay for 6 years. with the back log of working capital needed to 

23-years-old has disowned Leslie partly talked to him one time, for “maybe 10 minutes Casey was also ordered to pay spousal support update machinery, etc., will force his 
because of this divorce. Chris now lives with by phone.” Although he stated he’s never read at $7k per month, for 8 years. Casey is court- businesses to go bankrupt. “There’s hundreds 
Casey at the business address, even though it, Chris believes Dr. Starbird’s report is full of ordered to pay child support (which he never of thousands needed to update machinery 
their primary home sits empty while Leslie lies. If Starbird did her job correctly, then Chris opposed) per Oregon administrative rules. which I haven’t spent due to the ongoing legal 
stays with her new boyfriend. Casey and Chris believes his brother would be with him and Casey was ordered to maintain and pay all battle for over 2 years now,” according to 
have not lived in their primary home or had Casey more often. Having experience insurance costs (which he never opposed) for Casey.
access to their personal belongings for almost reporting on high-conflict his youngest son, including  
two years because of Judge Vitolins. cases, I decided to look into life insurance for both JUDGE VITOLINS PUTS OTHER 

Chris further voiced why he’s disowned his Starbird. If she was as bad as himself and his son. He was FAMILIES IN LIMBO
mother. He stated his mom traveled around the Chris explained, there would further ordered to make 
U.S. with him while he raced dirt bikes until certainly be others who she’s Leslie the beneficiary. Casey The court also failed to realize the costs of a 
the age of 16. He was sponsored and expected wronged. Then it happened. was ordered to give Leslie potential CR Fabrication closure. Casey, who 
to go pro, before a career changing injury. Calls and emails were sent to three of their four retirement built CR Fabrication with the help of his 
Chris was markedly upset while recalling this writer that were derived accounts. Leslie was given employees faces the potential of losing them 
traveling with his mother years ago. Chris from a previous article custody of their youngest all. On average, 20 employees rely on CR 
discovered, while out of town with his mother, written about the Mott vs son, including claiming the Fabrication as a means of income. That means 
that she was having an affair with his Mott case. Some who child for tax purposes. Casey twenty families are employed by and 
“mechanic.” According to Chris, one of his reached out used choice was court ordered to pay all dependent upon CR Fabrication’s success in 
team members saw Leslie’s travel trailer while words while describing Dr. of Leslie’s attorney’s fees. As order to survive. If CR Fabrication fails, then 
only she and the mechanic were inside Linda Luther-Starbird. None if it couldn’t get any worse, 20 families are jobless. 
“rocking back and forth.” “Moans” were also of those who contacted this Judge Vitolins drove the 
reported as being heard. writer had anything good to dagger further into Casey’s JUDGE VITOLINS’ BIAS CLOUDS 

Several individuals who didn't want their last s a y  a b o u t  h e r .  S t i l l  back, ordering Casey to pay JUDGEMENT
names used, also offered interesting questioning the validity of these statements, I an “equalizing judgment” of over $547k. If he 
information about Leslie Mott. Geoff, who looked up Dr. Linda Luther-Starbird online. does not pay by June 1, 2019, the judgment In her opinion letter, Judge Vitolins showed 
was part of Chris’ team, shared strong will start accruing 9% per annum interest. herself to be very bias. She used hearsay 
information pertaining to Leslie's reported Online Reviews of Dr. Luther-Starbird: As Casey explained, “this case was never statements against Casey that were unrelated 
infidelity. Steve and Dave were also about getting myself out of paying for what I to assets. Proving bias, Judge Vitolins stated in 
interesting contacts pertaining to Leslie’s • (ONE STAR RATING) should.” In fact, he clearly said he wants to her opinion letter that, “My final decision is 
reported infidelity while “helping to raise” - Cmcatee in Molalla , OR - 07/06/2018 help as much as possible. He’s offered $1.8 much closer to Wife’s position at trial than it 
Chris instead of pursuing her career, as “Do not let this woman into your life! Linda million which he finds nearly impossible to was Husband’s.” This is important to note 
described by Judge Vitolins’ opinion letter. Starbird can be bought! The first parent to pay pay at this point while also keeping CR because custody of their only minor child was 

Chris fought to recover from his career- her will have a great custody report. She has Fabrication and CLM Industries open for resolved shortly before trial, leaving only the 
altering injury, eventually getting his shot in the degree to make the important rulings but is business. He wants to move forward in a way division of assets to litigate. 
the pro ranks at age 17. This time, Leslie was completely biased. My boys and I call her the that allows all involved to begin to rebuild. Further proving Judge Vitolins bias was 
not traveling with Chris. He was no longer devil lady! It is very sad that she can determine Sadly, Casey is court ordered to pay so many testimony offered about a loan that Leslie gave 
interested in having her reportedly a child's future.” expenses, it would make a normal person’s her new boyfriend while she was reportedly 
promiscuous actions around him while he head spin. unable to work. With Casey forced to pay for 
competed. • (ONE STAR REVIEW) nearly all of Leslie’s expenses, one can only 

Chris continued, “when I was younger, I “Beware!!! She’s a convicted felon. In 2008 OFFERS TO SETTLE CONTINUE wonder how Leslie was able to give her new 
thought Casey was the bad guy because that’s she was charged with 19 counts of tax evasion boyfriend a loan for thousands of dollars 
what she (Leslie) always told me. As I got and forgery in Colorado. Somehow she Casey recently had his attorney, James without being held accountable by Judge 
older, I realized it was never Casey.” Leslie slipped through the cracks and got her license Leuenberger, send Leslie a letter through her Vitolins. Issues like these really drive home 
threatened to divorce Casey more than once in Oregon.” attorneys, Joel Kent and Kyle Piro. It was in Judge Vitolins' inability to be fair and 
according to Chris, also threatening to take this letter where Casey again attempted to impartial. 
everything, including the kids. According to • (ONE STAR REVIEW) settle for an amount that will allow him to Causing more concern, Judge Vitolins had at 
Chris, it was always Casey who refrained from “Biased, one sided, did not do her job, possibly stay in business. Casey received a least one meeting with legal counsel, wherein 
arguing in front of Chris and his brother. concluded her report without even speaking or response that left little hope. Knowing there is it was alleged that Casey had “slashed” the 

Thinking Chris may be influenced by Casey, collecting evidence from both parties little to no way out, Casey provided one more opposing attorney’s tires. This was done 
I pressed harder with my line of questioning. I equally!! She will rip your heart out and spit attempt to settle. He offered to give almost shortly before Judge Vitolins ruled against 
asked him if he ever witnessed Casey getting out the pieces and her totally incorrect report everything to Leslie. His recent offer gives all Casey in which she upheld a restraining order 
physical with Leslie. Chris quickly responded, stands against you in a court of law!! Plus you businesses and the land to Leslie. He only and temporary spousal support. This 
“oh God no! I witnessed her getting physical have to pay her for this!!” wants the few personal possessions that were unfounded allegation was reportedly taken as 
with him all the time. She would get angry and awarded to him and $700k – and he walks truth by Judge Vitolins, especially considering 
she would swing, and he would duck. The only • (ONE STAR REVIEW) away f rom every th ing .  This  offer  her next ruling was in favor of Leslie. 
time I ever witnessed anything from Casey is “Dr jailbird was convicted for forgery and overwhelmingly favors Leslie and further According to Casey, “Judge Vitolins, nor 
when he would raise his voice at her for lying.” tax evasion in 2008. She is a crooked woman supports Casey’s analysis that the business Leslie’s attorney ever provided me an 
Chris admitted that Casey drank sometimes to ...It’s not every day an average Joe gets the will cease to exist, leaving nothing to split if opportunity to refute these completely false 
cope with Leslie. Chris also stated, which is best of psychologist.” the order stands as is.  claims of slashing his tire. I would never slash 
supported by court documents, that Casey has someone’s tires, nor would any of my friends, 
been sober going on two years.“She would yell RULING ACCORDING TO JUDGE VITOLINS’ EGREGIOUS as alleged.” This is simply another example of 
at him to hit her,” according to Chris. “Now ASSOCIATION ERRORS Judge Vitolins bias.   
that I’m old enough I go ‘wow,’ she was trying Near the end of trial, Casey was verbally 
to make him hit her so she could go to the The court estimated Casey’s income at over accosted by Leslie’s attorney, Mr. Kent. Casey Judge Vitolins used hearsay statements 
police and she could take everything…” $75k per month. Using the same three years was accused of having hired the US~Observer against Casey Mott. There are several people 

Chris also stated that Leslie kept him from that Judge Vitolins used, Casey’s average Newspaper. After answering that he had not, associated with the Mott case who believe 
his biological father during his childhood monthly income as reported to the IRS was he was accosted again under suspicion that he Leslie could have been employed all along 
based upon lies, just like she tried to do with $8,066.00 - FAR from $75k. Judge Vitolins had lied. The only reason Leslie’s attorneys instead of being unemployed for almost two 
Casey. Chris said, “before the divorce, I sat in counted adjusted gross income from the likely knew about the US~Observer was years.  Her testimony at trial was that she 
the office with her. Basically, what she told me corporations as Casey’s wages. Judge Vitolins because we had previously published an couldn’t work, as she was in fear of her life. 
was, if she could kill Casey, she would.” Chris exact words in her opinion letter were, article regarding this case and Judge Vitolins. Her credit card receipts arguably paint a 
said he was deeply bothered by this statement. “Husband’s gross monthly wage is $75,982.” That article clearly stated Casey would not talk different picture as she spent several hundreds 

Chris said he knows that Leslie is using his of dollars at liquor stores during that period. That figure is the driving point for Casey to to us, as he thought it would be used against 
younger brother against Casey, something that Judge Daina Vitolins “opinion letter” would pursue further negotiations as it is “not him. Nonetheless, Mr. Kent felt the need to 
Chris is adamant that he will not let happen. have you believe that Casey threatened accurate.” The court failed to understand that inquire further. Casey has openly talked to us 
Chris continued, “She tried for years to turn Leslie’s life (to a mutual friend while the corporation’s income and Casey’s are since the end of trial. As he sees it, “what does 
me against Casey (step-father) and it won’t intoxicated), which is why Leslie couldn’t much different as the corporation requires he have to lose at this point?” Further, he wants 

Continued from page 1 • Anecdotal Science ...

either. Bite-mark comparisons, blood-splatter 
analysis and transfer DNA are just a few types 
of scientific evidence now being questioned. 
Experts and their application of data in issued 
reports often varies. Basically, one expert for 
the prosecution and one expert for the defense 
could issue conflicting analysis and testimony 
based upon the same data. So, who is right? 
How does a layperson make an informed 
decision based upon information they have 
little to no knowledge of?  

Preventing a wrongful conviction is not the 
only factor causing concern. Taxpayer concern 
is also growing as large amounts of cash are 

equal. Admissible evidence in one state may being paid to those who were once wrongfully 
differ from others. convicted due to the use of “Junk Science.” 

The fight to secure a conviction for Preventing a wrongful conviction is always 
prosecutors starts when criminal charges are the best method, but how does that happen? 
levied against a defendant.  Rightfully so, the How is a juror expected to know the difference 
evidence used to file criminal charges between accurate and junk science when some 
immediately becomes scrutinized by both courts allow the use of faulty science at trial? 
prosecutors and defense attorneys alike. When This is partially why the term, “beyond a When millions of dollars are paid to the The burden of proof does not fall on the 
compared to other types of evidence, reasonable doubt” is provided to jurors as a wrongfully convicted, wrongful convictions defendant to prove their innocence; it is the 
anecdotal evidence is generally regarded as means of determining guilt or innocence.   become a national dilemma. Not only do the government who must prove guilt - beyond a 
limited in value due to a number of potential All one needs to understand the impact innocent and their families feel the impact – all “reasonable” doubt. Just because a defendant 
weaknesses, unlike empirical evidence. anecdotal science has had on justice is to of us do. When schools, roadways, and many looks, acts, talks or otherwise seems different 
Empirical evidence is information that verifies conduct a google search. Court cases being other important taxpayer funded necessities than you, it doesn't mean they are likely to be 
the truth, often regarded by courts as 'highly ruled on and reported verify the travesty of don't receive adequate funding, everything guilty. As a news organization that helps those 
credible.' Could misapplied science be the justice that plagues our “highest incarceration matters. Although there are no known who are innocent, the US~Observer believes 
cause of  many unknown wrongful  rate per-capita” United States. For those who numbers for total amounts paid to those that in addition to questioning the 
convictions? Recent and increasing court have never been charged with a crime, you wrongfully convicted by both State and anecdotal/scientific evidence, one must 
decisions would indicate that yes, misapplied may shock yourself to learn that the status quo, Federal Courts, many believe the amounts question why a prosecution would withhold 
science has caused innocent men and women “land of the free” is a facade. Anecdotal paid stretch into the billions. Causing more any evidence from a jury. If the government 
to be wrongfully convicted. evidence should be highly criticized by all, concern is the amount of people wrongfully hides or redacts evidence, you must ask 

Scientific evidence with long standing especially a juror.  Remember, you or a loved convicted who have yet to taste freedom. yourself why? If a juror's job is to determine 
admissibility in criminal courts now heavily one could be the very person being judged one One thing is certain; question everything guilt, how can that be accomplished when they 
scrutinized is not specific to one certain type, day! when it comes to criminal trial proceedings. don't weigh all of the evidence?                 jjj

Continued from page 1 • Judge Daina Vitolins Ruins Lives

The US~Observer is proud to announce the release of  Dr. Kathy Marshack’s latest book: 

When Empathy Fails: How to stop those hell-bent on destroying you.

People get along when they empathize with one another. However, there are those in our society who operate without empathy. They are the 
people who victimize others; who lie, and cheat, and steal. They are the one’s who take without regard, and live as if  they are the end all.

Kathy Marshack, Ph.D. knows first-hand the power these types of  individuals can have in our lives, and in When Empathy Fails she tells her 
riveting true story. Marshack also shares hard-learned lessons on how you can protect yourself  from people who literally care less about you. 
Furthermore, she introduces the Empathy Dysfunction (EmD) Scale to help you identify people who have a dysfunctional lack of  empathy so 
you can shield yourself  from the destruction they leave in their wake.

It takes more than courage to stop unscrupulous people in their tracks; the ultimate protection is to increase your own empathy. If  you’ve 
been hurt just once or maybe too many times to count, by a person with EmD, apply the warrior training offered in Marshack’s book and 
reclaim the beautiful life you are meant to live. 

You can get your copy of  When Empathy Fails on paperback or Kindle. Just go to www.kmarshack.com!

When Empathy Fails is a US~Observer publication.

Kathy Marshack

Relief. Both Plaintiffs are disabled as are 
numerous other property owners who have HISTORY
complained to the US~Observer. There are 
numerous other property owners from According to Plaintiffs, “the Klamath 
Klamath Falls Forest Estate Unit 1 on Bly Recreation Association was created to provide 
Mountain who have been deprived water, a mutual benefit to the owners of property within 
majority of whom are disabled. Some are Klamath Falls Forest Estates. It is difficult for 
Veterans as well.property owners to acquire water in the area as 

The lawsuit, filed by Attorney Michael the average cost to drill a new well exceeds 
Franell of Medford, OR. claims that both $50,000.00 and there is a significant chance 
Plaintiffs have wrongfully been deprived a the well will not produce any water.
water key to the community well.“One of the benefits the Klamath Recreation 

The suit goes on to claim the following: association offered, was they own at least two 
“Defendants on April 29, 2018, assaulted Mr. parcels that contain a community well. 
Garcia, slamming him to the ground, hitting Property owners in the Klamath Forest Estates 
him and kicking him. Dennis Gibbs, the Road have the ability to acquire a water key to obtain 
Commissioner for the Klamath Falls Estates water from the community well. The benefit 
Unit No. 1, on June 24, 2018, hit Mr. Garcia’s was originally available to any property owner 
walking cane out from under him. He stated to owning property within the Klamath Falls 

Mr. Garcia that you are faking your disability. …Plaintiff Don Public records received show Vaughan was convicted of Forest Estates, Unit 1 boundaries.”
Ricard, has had to drive more than 30 miles, one way, three to Furnishing Alcohol To A Person Under 21 Years. Plaintiffs and witnesses have described to our investigators 
four times per week since Plaintiff purchased the property Our information also shows that other board members have how certain individuals gained control of the Board of 

within the Klamath Falls Forest Estates been charged in the past with Assault and Battery w/ a Deadly Directors and began changing the name of 
Unit 1 in order to obtain water.” Weapon, Spousal Abuse, making criminal threats, numerous the association as well as the rules 

The lawsuit further states, “Don Ricard misdemeanors, civil judgements, etc.  governing property owners.  The 
asked James Vaughan what it would take US~Observer has received allegations that 
to get a water key and Vaughan told him Editor’s Note: Anyone with information on the abuses that certain board members are actually 
that he would never get a water key ... have occurred on Bly Mountain in Klamath County, Oregon making money off the water at Bly 
Members of the board have made can call the US~Observer at 541-474-7885 or email Mountain by depriving many property 
statements to Mr. Ricard that editor@usobserver.com.owners as they sell/provide water to the 
he had better watch his back. The US~Observer needs to know which numerous marijuana growers that operate 
People up in that area end up public officials in Klamath County have there.  
dead” and that he “just needs been aiding and abetting those conducting The abused property owners have 
to go find somewhere else to the abuse on Bly Mountain. We are well continually filed complaints and they have 
live.” aware that all three Commissioners, Donnie repeatedly been either ignored or thwarted 

The suit continues, “Board Boyd, Kelly Minty Morris and Derrick by Klamath County Commissions, the 
Member, Cynthia Wilson, DeGroot know what is going on regarding Klamath County Sheriff’s Office and other 
filed a stalking order against property owners being deprived water and public officials. One witness told us, 
Mr. Ricard and the court they have done absolutely nothing to stop it. “There have been some deputies who 
found the stalking order did Have any of them attempted to work with or wanted to help us but shortly after they 
not meet the requirements for protect board members of the KFFEHOA?take our complaints, they have been shut 
a stalking order. This cost Mr. Who holds Title to the many hundreds of down by someone higher-up.” Other 
Ricard both in time and parcels on Bly Mountain that are not witnesses have brought their complaints to 

expense in defending against the stalking order. occupied? Who is the individual(s) who the Klamath County Commissioners and ended up “becoming 
Defendant, Sam Marquez, has filed a falsified holds Title to the two parcels where the bigger targets of the abuse.”
assault charge against Plaintiff Reuben Garcia. “community wells” are located? Or, which Months ago, property owners contacted the US~Observer and 
Defendant James Vaughan filed a falsified stalking order individual controls the entity that holds Title? we began our investigation. We soon concluded that there was 
against Plaintiff, Reuben Garcia for the purpose of harassing We already know Klamath County has filed tax foreclosures abuse occurring – it just isn’t okay to deprive a property owner 
him.” After the “false charge” had cost Garcia much time and on numerous parcels. Do they sell these properties under the of water! The KFFEHOA Board Members who stand accused 
expense, not to mention extreme mental stress, the charge was guise of water being available? of leveling that abuse are James Vaughan, Michelle Vaughan, 
dismissed by Klamath County District Attorney Evelyn How many parcels does William Tropp, who does business Eric Goritz, Sam Marquez and Cynthia Wilson. It was clear that 
Costello. The US~Observer commends Costello for seeking under the name “Billy Land,” own? Are sellers of parcels on the property owners needed to file suit to stop it.
justice. Bly Mountain liable for properties they sell that are later During our investigation we have received many varied 

The lawsuit concludes by asking the court to “enjoin denied water? complaints. Not only were the Board of Directors withholding 
Defendants from continuing to deny Plaintiffs access to the How many pot growers have rented or purchased property keys to the community wells, they were also allegedly filing 
water available to members of the KFFEHOA.” that has been supplied with plenty of water? Have the false complaints with authorities, starting fires on property 

KFFEHOA board members been receiving kick-backs? owners land and much more. 
BOARD MEMBER CRIMINAL CHARGES? Did thousands of dollars go missing from the KFFEHOA 

bank account? Did the KFFEHOA board members deny PROPERTY OWNERS FILE LAWSUIT
The US~Observer has received information that board property owners access to the KFFEHOA books?

member James Vaughan has been charged in the past with The US~Observer will have answers to the above and much Property Owners Don Ricard and Reuben Garcia have filed a 
“Sodomy In The First Degree, Unlawful Sexual Penetration In more in the near future!                                                    one-million-dollar lawsuit claiming the torts of Discrimination, 
The First Degree” and multiple other sexual abuse charges. jjjIntentional Infliction of Emotional Distress and Injunctive 
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Leslie Mott

Dr. Linda Luther-Starbird

Dennis Gibbs & James Vaughan

Front to back: Eric Goritz, Michelle 
Vaughan, Cynthia Wison, Sam Marquez

DA Evelyn Costello

Sam Marquez (center), Cynthia Wilson (right)

“It’s the Best Day of My Life”: 
Texas Man Convicted on 

“Junk Science” Declared Innocent
--Texas Monthly, Dec. 2018

Trial by Fire: Junk Science
Sent Dad to Prison for 

Killing Wife, Kids
--NBC, June 2014

System ignores science in
the pursuit of convictions

--NBC, January 2019

Bad forensic science is putting 
innocent people in prison

--L.A. Times, January 2019

How corruption in 
forensic science is harming 
the criminal justice system
--The Conversation, January 2019

A special investigation reveals 
a disastrous flaw affecting 

thousands of criminal convictions
--The Nation, February 2018

Read all the articles related to these headlines in the online version of this article at usobserver.com

Headlines That Highlight Junk Science
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most assets are tied up in the divorce and work.” When pressed further, Chris said Casey work for so long. The allegation used against reinvestment to stay competitive in the market 
awarded to Leslie by Judge Vitolins.” Casey won’t even talk to him about the divorce. He Casey was hearsay because it was not stated place. “Without working capital” as Casey 
continued, “even if I could come up with the said, “Casey told me early on that he would directly to Leslie, nor was it definitively explained, “the businesses will shut down.” 
collateral, I’d be so strapped financially that never use his kids as a tool for the divorce.” confirmed by Casey. Casey did say, “if that Judge Vitolins' understanding of the law in this 
there wouldn’t be enough working capital to Chris continued, “My own blood is the witness said I said it, then I probably did.” He case deviates from reality about as much as her 
remain in business.” absolute problem… I’m really thankful that I then followed up with a hypothetical question ability to understand that businesses, 

Casey's second option, which he believes to saw it and was able to move on.” Chis was very to this writer, “Have you ever said anything especially like Casey’s, do not run without 
be the most equitable for all involved is for concerned about his younger brother and the that wasn’t literally meant while you are costs. Casey made a great point when he said, 
Leslie to accept a very generous offer of $1.8 impact Leslie has on him. upset?” Considering how “investing that money so business can adapt 
million. Casey explained, “this is the only Chris said, “this roller Judge Vitolins has ruled and grow and not spending it is the difference 
offer that I can possibly recover from, and I coaster of a ride he’s against Casey every step between being a successful businessman and a 
mean possibly recover from. My CPA thought (younger brother) gonna of the way, and how much failure.”
I was crazy for even offering that amount. It go on, you have to be so money Casey has been Casey further described the necessity of 
won’t be easy for me to absorb these costs and mentally strong or it just, forced to pay thus far, I purchasing new equipment to allow the 
still be profitable with the company.” it eats you up. Dude it is couldn’t help but feel bad businesses to stay open and competitive. “It’s 

The last option, and the least favorable gnarly.”  Chris claimed for him that a statement really not rocket science” said Casey. CR 
according to Casey is a forced bankruptcy. “If he’d witnessed Leslie he may have made, but Fabrication, one of the companies in dispute, 
the current order is left in place,” Casey said, threaten Casey either doesn’t remember, could relies on much more intricate factors for 
“we will all lose significantly more than if we physically or mentally on be used against him so survival. Casey continued, “I’ve been putting 
can reach an agreement.” Nothing puts many different occasions. much so, that the Judge off ordering a new machine that costs over 
emphasis on losing more money than the I couldn’t help but feel even used it against him $200k because of this divorce. If business 
Attorneys' fees accrued by both Casey and bad for Chris. If anyone is in her opinion letter. Even profits are counted as my monthly wage, I 
Leslie Mott thus far. The court would have you to be believed, I would if Casey made that won’t be able to keep operating. I’ll be forced 
believe that Casey should pay Leslie’s consider Chris to be that statement as alleged, it to pay so much that I can’t fund future jobs. It’s 
attorney’s fees because she gave up her career person. Chris lived with would seem to be a that simple.” 
to raise their kids while he built up the both Leslie and Casey his statement taken out of Another cost of doing business for Casey is 
business. Although Leslie did help raise the entire childhood and is now an adult.  context, at most, especially considering that funding orders before receiving payment, 
kids, Leslie and Casey chose that path. It was a Before ending my interview, Chris also 44-year-old Casey Mott has NEVER been which is standard practice according to him. 
conscious choice. Leslie could have easily claimed he’d recently heard from reliable convicted of a crime. He said, “Boeing, which accounts for nearly 
pursued a career instead. The Mott’s could sources that Leslie was now cheating on her 70% of the funds received by CR Fabrication 
have chosen day care and other family new boyfriend, Dan Wescott. He said, “She COURT ORDER FORCES could cease doing business with me if I can’t 
resources to help with the kids. Regardless, doesn’t always go to the gym, when she, ‘goes BANKRUPTCY? fund their orders up front and receive payment 
Casey has been ordered to pay ALL of Leslie’s to the gym.’” upon completion.” Funding orders before 
attorney fees which is now estimated at over After listening to Chris’ horrific statements In all, Casey doesn’t get the land the receiving payment takes working capital. 
$150k. According to Casey, “even though I’m about his own mother, I asked, ‘has the court businesses sit on, estimated at around 1.7-2.5 Casey said, “giving Leslie over $20k per 
ordered to pay, Leslie and I both pay in the end. heard these statements?’ That’s when Chris million. Casey doesn’t get the home which he month is not only insanity, it is suicide for the 
It all amounts to less money we get to split” went off on the “expert” who was chosen by lived in, valued at over $330k. Again, this is businesses. Combined, we didn’t spend that 
while the attorneys argue. Leslie’s attorneys to question him and to help the same home that Leslie admittedly hasn’t amount on ourselves per month during our 

The Oregon Court of Appeals has repeatedly determine custody of his younger brother. lived in for one and a half years as she’s been marriage. Now I’m supposed to give that 
overturned such “Attorney fee awards,” Leslie’s attorneys chose Dr. Linda Luther- staying with her new boyfriend, Dan Wescott. amount to Leslie each month? Through 
however, the appellate process is very costly to Starbird. It should be noted that Casey Casey was also court-ordered to pay Leslie professional testimony and evidence 
all litigants. reportedly objected, but Judge Vitolins shut over $12k per month to rent the buildings provided, we only use around $12,500.00 per 

him down, allowing Starbird to be the expert. where the businesses are located. Casey was month, combined, in our personal lives.” 
LESLIE LOSES HER ELDEST SON According to Chris, Starbird never asked him ordered to pay for a property management Casey believes the excess of over $20k per 

about his mother, step-father (Casey) or company through the duration of his “forced month he’s ordered to pay Leslie, combined 
Leslie’s biological son, Chris, who is now brother. Instead, Chris said Dr. Starbird only lease” which he’s ordered to pay for 6 years. with the back log of working capital needed to 

23-years-old has disowned Leslie partly talked to him one time, for “maybe 10 minutes Casey was also ordered to pay spousal support update machinery, etc., will force his 
because of this divorce. Chris now lives with by phone.” Although he stated he’s never read at $7k per month, for 8 years. Casey is court- businesses to go bankrupt. “There’s hundreds 
Casey at the business address, even though it, Chris believes Dr. Starbird’s report is full of ordered to pay child support (which he never of thousands needed to update machinery 
their primary home sits empty while Leslie lies. If Starbird did her job correctly, then Chris opposed) per Oregon administrative rules. which I haven’t spent due to the ongoing legal 
stays with her new boyfriend. Casey and Chris believes his brother would be with him and Casey was ordered to maintain and pay all battle for over 2 years now,” according to 
have not lived in their primary home or had Casey more often. Having experience insurance costs (which he never opposed) for Casey.
access to their personal belongings for almost reporting on high-conflict his youngest son, including  
two years because of Judge Vitolins. cases, I decided to look into life insurance for both JUDGE VITOLINS PUTS OTHER 

Chris further voiced why he’s disowned his Starbird. If she was as bad as himself and his son. He was FAMILIES IN LIMBO
mother. He stated his mom traveled around the Chris explained, there would further ordered to make 
U.S. with him while he raced dirt bikes until certainly be others who she’s Leslie the beneficiary. Casey The court also failed to realize the costs of a 
the age of 16. He was sponsored and expected wronged. Then it happened. was ordered to give Leslie potential CR Fabrication closure. Casey, who 
to go pro, before a career changing injury. Calls and emails were sent to three of their four retirement built CR Fabrication with the help of his 
Chris was markedly upset while recalling this writer that were derived accounts. Leslie was given employees faces the potential of losing them 
traveling with his mother years ago. Chris from a previous article custody of their youngest all. On average, 20 employees rely on CR 
discovered, while out of town with his mother, written about the Mott vs son, including claiming the Fabrication as a means of income. That means 
that she was having an affair with his Mott case. Some who child for tax purposes. Casey twenty families are employed by and 
“mechanic.” According to Chris, one of his reached out used choice was court ordered to pay all dependent upon CR Fabrication’s success in 
team members saw Leslie’s travel trailer while words while describing Dr. of Leslie’s attorney’s fees. As order to survive. If CR Fabrication fails, then 
only she and the mechanic were inside Linda Luther-Starbird. None if it couldn’t get any worse, 20 families are jobless. 
“rocking back and forth.” “Moans” were also of those who contacted this Judge Vitolins drove the 
reported as being heard. writer had anything good to dagger further into Casey’s JUDGE VITOLINS’ BIAS CLOUDS 

Several individuals who didn't want their last s a y  a b o u t  h e r .  S t i l l  back, ordering Casey to pay JUDGEMENT
names used, also offered interesting questioning the validity of these statements, I an “equalizing judgment” of over $547k. If he 
information about Leslie Mott. Geoff, who looked up Dr. Linda Luther-Starbird online. does not pay by June 1, 2019, the judgment In her opinion letter, Judge Vitolins showed 
was part of Chris’ team, shared strong will start accruing 9% per annum interest. herself to be very bias. She used hearsay 
information pertaining to Leslie's reported Online Reviews of Dr. Luther-Starbird: As Casey explained, “this case was never statements against Casey that were unrelated 
infidelity. Steve and Dave were also about getting myself out of paying for what I to assets. Proving bias, Judge Vitolins stated in 
interesting contacts pertaining to Leslie’s • (ONE STAR RATING) should.” In fact, he clearly said he wants to her opinion letter that, “My final decision is 
reported infidelity while “helping to raise” - Cmcatee in Molalla , OR - 07/06/2018 help as much as possible. He’s offered $1.8 much closer to Wife’s position at trial than it 
Chris instead of pursuing her career, as “Do not let this woman into your life! Linda million which he finds nearly impossible to was Husband’s.” This is important to note 
described by Judge Vitolins’ opinion letter. Starbird can be bought! The first parent to pay pay at this point while also keeping CR because custody of their only minor child was 

Chris fought to recover from his career- her will have a great custody report. She has Fabrication and CLM Industries open for resolved shortly before trial, leaving only the 
altering injury, eventually getting his shot in the degree to make the important rulings but is business. He wants to move forward in a way division of assets to litigate. 
the pro ranks at age 17. This time, Leslie was completely biased. My boys and I call her the that allows all involved to begin to rebuild. Further proving Judge Vitolins bias was 
not traveling with Chris. He was no longer devil lady! It is very sad that she can determine Sadly, Casey is court ordered to pay so many testimony offered about a loan that Leslie gave 
interested in having her reportedly a child's future.” expenses, it would make a normal person’s her new boyfriend while she was reportedly 
promiscuous actions around him while he head spin. unable to work. With Casey forced to pay for 
competed. • (ONE STAR REVIEW) nearly all of Leslie’s expenses, one can only 

Chris continued, “when I was younger, I “Beware!!! She’s a convicted felon. In 2008 OFFERS TO SETTLE CONTINUE wonder how Leslie was able to give her new 
thought Casey was the bad guy because that’s she was charged with 19 counts of tax evasion boyfriend a loan for thousands of dollars 
what she (Leslie) always told me. As I got and forgery in Colorado. Somehow she Casey recently had his attorney, James without being held accountable by Judge 
older, I realized it was never Casey.” Leslie slipped through the cracks and got her license Leuenberger, send Leslie a letter through her Vitolins. Issues like these really drive home 
threatened to divorce Casey more than once in Oregon.” attorneys, Joel Kent and Kyle Piro. It was in Judge Vitolins' inability to be fair and 
according to Chris, also threatening to take this letter where Casey again attempted to impartial. 
everything, including the kids. According to • (ONE STAR REVIEW) settle for an amount that will allow him to Causing more concern, Judge Vitolins had at 
Chris, it was always Casey who refrained from “Biased, one sided, did not do her job, possibly stay in business. Casey received a least one meeting with legal counsel, wherein 
arguing in front of Chris and his brother. concluded her report without even speaking or response that left little hope. Knowing there is it was alleged that Casey had “slashed” the 

Thinking Chris may be influenced by Casey, collecting evidence from both parties little to no way out, Casey provided one more opposing attorney’s tires. This was done 
I pressed harder with my line of questioning. I equally!! She will rip your heart out and spit attempt to settle. He offered to give almost shortly before Judge Vitolins ruled against 
asked him if he ever witnessed Casey getting out the pieces and her totally incorrect report everything to Leslie. His recent offer gives all Casey in which she upheld a restraining order 
physical with Leslie. Chris quickly responded, stands against you in a court of law!! Plus you businesses and the land to Leslie. He only and temporary spousal support. This 
“oh God no! I witnessed her getting physical have to pay her for this!!” wants the few personal possessions that were unfounded allegation was reportedly taken as 
with him all the time. She would get angry and awarded to him and $700k – and he walks truth by Judge Vitolins, especially considering 
she would swing, and he would duck. The only • (ONE STAR REVIEW) away f rom every th ing .  This  offer  her next ruling was in favor of Leslie. 
time I ever witnessed anything from Casey is “Dr jailbird was convicted for forgery and overwhelmingly favors Leslie and further According to Casey, “Judge Vitolins, nor 
when he would raise his voice at her for lying.” tax evasion in 2008. She is a crooked woman supports Casey’s analysis that the business Leslie’s attorney ever provided me an 
Chris admitted that Casey drank sometimes to ...It’s not every day an average Joe gets the will cease to exist, leaving nothing to split if opportunity to refute these completely false 
cope with Leslie. Chris also stated, which is best of psychologist.” the order stands as is.  claims of slashing his tire. I would never slash 
supported by court documents, that Casey has someone’s tires, nor would any of my friends, 
been sober going on two years.“She would yell RULING ACCORDING TO JUDGE VITOLINS’ EGREGIOUS as alleged.” This is simply another example of 
at him to hit her,” according to Chris. “Now ASSOCIATION ERRORS Judge Vitolins bias.   
that I’m old enough I go ‘wow,’ she was trying Near the end of trial, Casey was verbally 
to make him hit her so she could go to the The court estimated Casey’s income at over accosted by Leslie’s attorney, Mr. Kent. Casey Judge Vitolins used hearsay statements 
police and she could take everything…” $75k per month. Using the same three years was accused of having hired the US~Observer against Casey Mott. There are several people 

Chris also stated that Leslie kept him from that Judge Vitolins used, Casey’s average Newspaper. After answering that he had not, associated with the Mott case who believe 
his biological father during his childhood monthly income as reported to the IRS was he was accosted again under suspicion that he Leslie could have been employed all along 
based upon lies, just like she tried to do with $8,066.00 - FAR from $75k. Judge Vitolins had lied. The only reason Leslie’s attorneys instead of being unemployed for almost two 
Casey. Chris said, “before the divorce, I sat in counted adjusted gross income from the likely knew about the US~Observer was years.  Her testimony at trial was that she 
the office with her. Basically, what she told me corporations as Casey’s wages. Judge Vitolins because we had previously published an couldn’t work, as she was in fear of her life. 
was, if she could kill Casey, she would.” Chris exact words in her opinion letter were, article regarding this case and Judge Vitolins. Her credit card receipts arguably paint a 
said he was deeply bothered by this statement. “Husband’s gross monthly wage is $75,982.” That article clearly stated Casey would not talk different picture as she spent several hundreds 

Chris said he knows that Leslie is using his of dollars at liquor stores during that period. That figure is the driving point for Casey to to us, as he thought it would be used against 
younger brother against Casey, something that Judge Daina Vitolins “opinion letter” would pursue further negotiations as it is “not him. Nonetheless, Mr. Kent felt the need to 
Chris is adamant that he will not let happen. have you believe that Casey threatened accurate.” The court failed to understand that inquire further. Casey has openly talked to us 
Chris continued, “She tried for years to turn Leslie’s life (to a mutual friend while the corporation’s income and Casey’s are since the end of trial. As he sees it, “what does 
me against Casey (step-father) and it won’t intoxicated), which is why Leslie couldn’t much different as the corporation requires he have to lose at this point?” Further, he wants 

Continued from page 1 • Anecdotal Science ...

either. Bite-mark comparisons, blood-splatter 
analysis and transfer DNA are just a few types 
of scientific evidence now being questioned. 
Experts and their application of data in issued 
reports often varies. Basically, one expert for 
the prosecution and one expert for the defense 
could issue conflicting analysis and testimony 
based upon the same data. So, who is right? 
How does a layperson make an informed 
decision based upon information they have 
little to no knowledge of?  

Preventing a wrongful conviction is not the 
only factor causing concern. Taxpayer concern 
is also growing as large amounts of cash are 

equal. Admissible evidence in one state may being paid to those who were once wrongfully 
differ from others. convicted due to the use of “Junk Science.” 

The fight to secure a conviction for Preventing a wrongful conviction is always 
prosecutors starts when criminal charges are the best method, but how does that happen? 
levied against a defendant.  Rightfully so, the How is a juror expected to know the difference 
evidence used to file criminal charges between accurate and junk science when some 
immediately becomes scrutinized by both courts allow the use of faulty science at trial? 
prosecutors and defense attorneys alike. When This is partially why the term, “beyond a When millions of dollars are paid to the The burden of proof does not fall on the 
compared to other types of evidence, reasonable doubt” is provided to jurors as a wrongfully convicted, wrongful convictions defendant to prove their innocence; it is the 
anecdotal evidence is generally regarded as means of determining guilt or innocence.   become a national dilemma. Not only do the government who must prove guilt - beyond a 
limited in value due to a number of potential All one needs to understand the impact innocent and their families feel the impact – all “reasonable” doubt. Just because a defendant 
weaknesses, unlike empirical evidence. anecdotal science has had on justice is to of us do. When schools, roadways, and many looks, acts, talks or otherwise seems different 
Empirical evidence is information that verifies conduct a google search. Court cases being other important taxpayer funded necessities than you, it doesn't mean they are likely to be 
the truth, often regarded by courts as 'highly ruled on and reported verify the travesty of don't receive adequate funding, everything guilty. As a news organization that helps those 
credible.' Could misapplied science be the justice that plagues our “highest incarceration matters. Although there are no known who are innocent, the US~Observer believes 
cause of  many unknown wrongful  rate per-capita” United States. For those who numbers for total amounts paid to those that in addition to questioning the 
convictions? Recent and increasing court have never been charged with a crime, you wrongfully convicted by both State and anecdotal/scientific evidence, one must 
decisions would indicate that yes, misapplied may shock yourself to learn that the status quo, Federal Courts, many believe the amounts question why a prosecution would withhold 
science has caused innocent men and women “land of the free” is a facade. Anecdotal paid stretch into the billions. Causing more any evidence from a jury. If the government 
to be wrongfully convicted. evidence should be highly criticized by all, concern is the amount of people wrongfully hides or redacts evidence, you must ask 

Scientific evidence with long standing especially a juror.  Remember, you or a loved convicted who have yet to taste freedom. yourself why? If a juror's job is to determine 
admissibility in criminal courts now heavily one could be the very person being judged one One thing is certain; question everything guilt, how can that be accomplished when they 
scrutinized is not specific to one certain type, day! when it comes to criminal trial proceedings. don't weigh all of the evidence?                 jjj

Continued from page 1 • Judge Daina Vitolins Ruins Lives

The US~Observer is proud to announce the release of  Dr. Kathy Marshack’s latest book: 

When Empathy Fails: How to stop those hell-bent on destroying you.

People get along when they empathize with one another. However, there are those in our society who operate without empathy. They are the 
people who victimize others; who lie, and cheat, and steal. They are the one’s who take without regard, and live as if  they are the end all.

Kathy Marshack, Ph.D. knows first-hand the power these types of  individuals can have in our lives, and in When Empathy Fails she tells her 
riveting true story. Marshack also shares hard-learned lessons on how you can protect yourself  from people who literally care less about you. 
Furthermore, she introduces the Empathy Dysfunction (EmD) Scale to help you identify people who have a dysfunctional lack of  empathy so 
you can shield yourself  from the destruction they leave in their wake.

It takes more than courage to stop unscrupulous people in their tracks; the ultimate protection is to increase your own empathy. If  you’ve 
been hurt just once or maybe too many times to count, by a person with EmD, apply the warrior training offered in Marshack’s book and 
reclaim the beautiful life you are meant to live. 

You can get your copy of  When Empathy Fails on paperback or Kindle. Just go to www.kmarshack.com!

When Empathy Fails is a US~Observer publication.

Kathy Marshack

Relief. Both Plaintiffs are disabled as are 
numerous other property owners who have HISTORY
complained to the US~Observer. There are 
numerous other property owners from According to Plaintiffs, “the Klamath 
Klamath Falls Forest Estate Unit 1 on Bly Recreation Association was created to provide 
Mountain who have been deprived water, a mutual benefit to the owners of property within 
majority of whom are disabled. Some are Klamath Falls Forest Estates. It is difficult for 
Veterans as well.property owners to acquire water in the area as 

The lawsuit, filed by Attorney Michael the average cost to drill a new well exceeds 
Franell of Medford, OR. claims that both $50,000.00 and there is a significant chance 
Plaintiffs have wrongfully been deprived a the well will not produce any water.
water key to the community well.“One of the benefits the Klamath Recreation 

The suit goes on to claim the following: association offered, was they own at least two 
“Defendants on April 29, 2018, assaulted Mr. parcels that contain a community well. 
Garcia, slamming him to the ground, hitting Property owners in the Klamath Forest Estates 
him and kicking him. Dennis Gibbs, the Road have the ability to acquire a water key to obtain 
Commissioner for the Klamath Falls Estates water from the community well. The benefit 
Unit No. 1, on June 24, 2018, hit Mr. Garcia’s was originally available to any property owner 
walking cane out from under him. He stated to owning property within the Klamath Falls 

Mr. Garcia that you are faking your disability. …Plaintiff Don Public records received show Vaughan was convicted of Forest Estates, Unit 1 boundaries.”
Ricard, has had to drive more than 30 miles, one way, three to Furnishing Alcohol To A Person Under 21 Years. Plaintiffs and witnesses have described to our investigators 
four times per week since Plaintiff purchased the property Our information also shows that other board members have how certain individuals gained control of the Board of 

within the Klamath Falls Forest Estates been charged in the past with Assault and Battery w/ a Deadly Directors and began changing the name of 
Unit 1 in order to obtain water.” Weapon, Spousal Abuse, making criminal threats, numerous the association as well as the rules 

The lawsuit further states, “Don Ricard misdemeanors, civil judgements, etc.  governing property owners.  The 
asked James Vaughan what it would take US~Observer has received allegations that 
to get a water key and Vaughan told him Editor’s Note: Anyone with information on the abuses that certain board members are actually 
that he would never get a water key ... have occurred on Bly Mountain in Klamath County, Oregon making money off the water at Bly 
Members of the board have made can call the US~Observer at 541-474-7885 or email Mountain by depriving many property 
statements to Mr. Ricard that editor@usobserver.com.owners as they sell/provide water to the 
he had better watch his back. The US~Observer needs to know which numerous marijuana growers that operate 
People up in that area end up public officials in Klamath County have there.  
dead” and that he “just needs been aiding and abetting those conducting The abused property owners have 
to go find somewhere else to the abuse on Bly Mountain. We are well continually filed complaints and they have 
live.” aware that all three Commissioners, Donnie repeatedly been either ignored or thwarted 

The suit continues, “Board Boyd, Kelly Minty Morris and Derrick by Klamath County Commissions, the 
Member, Cynthia Wilson, DeGroot know what is going on regarding Klamath County Sheriff’s Office and other 
filed a stalking order against property owners being deprived water and public officials. One witness told us, 
Mr. Ricard and the court they have done absolutely nothing to stop it. “There have been some deputies who 
found the stalking order did Have any of them attempted to work with or wanted to help us but shortly after they 
not meet the requirements for protect board members of the KFFEHOA?take our complaints, they have been shut 
a stalking order. This cost Mr. Who holds Title to the many hundreds of down by someone higher-up.” Other 
Ricard both in time and parcels on Bly Mountain that are not witnesses have brought their complaints to 

expense in defending against the stalking order. occupied? Who is the individual(s) who the Klamath County Commissioners and ended up “becoming 
Defendant, Sam Marquez, has filed a falsified holds Title to the two parcels where the bigger targets of the abuse.”
assault charge against Plaintiff Reuben Garcia. “community wells” are located? Or, which Months ago, property owners contacted the US~Observer and 
Defendant James Vaughan filed a falsified stalking order individual controls the entity that holds Title? we began our investigation. We soon concluded that there was 
against Plaintiff, Reuben Garcia for the purpose of harassing We already know Klamath County has filed tax foreclosures abuse occurring – it just isn’t okay to deprive a property owner 
him.” After the “false charge” had cost Garcia much time and on numerous parcels. Do they sell these properties under the of water! The KFFEHOA Board Members who stand accused 
expense, not to mention extreme mental stress, the charge was guise of water being available? of leveling that abuse are James Vaughan, Michelle Vaughan, 
dismissed by Klamath County District Attorney Evelyn How many parcels does William Tropp, who does business Eric Goritz, Sam Marquez and Cynthia Wilson. It was clear that 
Costello. The US~Observer commends Costello for seeking under the name “Billy Land,” own? Are sellers of parcels on the property owners needed to file suit to stop it.
justice. Bly Mountain liable for properties they sell that are later During our investigation we have received many varied 

The lawsuit concludes by asking the court to “enjoin denied water? complaints. Not only were the Board of Directors withholding 
Defendants from continuing to deny Plaintiffs access to the How many pot growers have rented or purchased property keys to the community wells, they were also allegedly filing 
water available to members of the KFFEHOA.” that has been supplied with plenty of water? Have the false complaints with authorities, starting fires on property 

KFFEHOA board members been receiving kick-backs? owners land and much more. 
BOARD MEMBER CRIMINAL CHARGES? Did thousands of dollars go missing from the KFFEHOA 

bank account? Did the KFFEHOA board members deny PROPERTY OWNERS FILE LAWSUIT
The US~Observer has received information that board property owners access to the KFFEHOA books?

member James Vaughan has been charged in the past with The US~Observer will have answers to the above and much Property Owners Don Ricard and Reuben Garcia have filed a 
“Sodomy In The First Degree, Unlawful Sexual Penetration In more in the near future!                                                    one-million-dollar lawsuit claiming the torts of Discrimination, 
The First Degree” and multiple other sexual abuse charges. jjjIntentional Infliction of Emotional Distress and Injunctive 
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Leslie Mott

Dr. Linda Luther-Starbird

Dennis Gibbs & James Vaughan

Front to back: Eric Goritz, Michelle 
Vaughan, Cynthia Wison, Sam Marquez

DA Evelyn Costello

Sam Marquez (center), Cynthia Wilson (right)

“It’s the Best Day of My Life”: 
Texas Man Convicted on 

“Junk Science” Declared Innocent
--Texas Monthly, Dec. 2018

Trial by Fire: Junk Science
Sent Dad to Prison for 

Killing Wife, Kids
--NBC, June 2014

System ignores science in
the pursuit of convictions

--NBC, January 2019

Bad forensic science is putting 
innocent people in prison

--L.A. Times, January 2019

How corruption in 
forensic science is harming 
the criminal justice system
--The Conversation, January 2019

A special investigation reveals 
a disastrous flaw affecting 

thousands of criminal convictions
--The Nation, February 2018

Read all the articles related to these headlines in the online version of this article at usobserver.com

Headlines That Highlight Junk Science



they have yet to address the alleged fraud that led unusually detailed knowledge of the events not written by Sgt. Hamlin, included elaborate 
to Smith’s wrongful conviction.  Vancouver leading up to and during the altercation between explanations meant to smooth over some of the 
Police Detective Sandra Aldridge Smith and his wife, and included inconsistencies that had already surfaced.
built the State’s case against in depth commentary on Mr. and While Detective Aldridge built a cohesive 
Garrett Smith on a foundation of Mrs. Smith's marital relationship drama in three parts allegedly to enter 
“Kabuki Theater”. and financial history.  fraudulently into record as the corroborating 

There is no better way to In an audio-taped defense testimony of three separate law enforcement 
manufacture a criminal case interview, Officer Yong stated that officers, the alleged fabrications created a bumpy 
narrative and ensure an airtight she had minimal communication road during witness interviews, pre-trial 
prosecution than to submit with Smith’s wife and step- hearings and at trial. Sgt. Hamlin and Officer 
multiple police reports under the daughter the night of the incident. Yong were not able to accurately testify to what 
names of other officers, each one In the same interview, had been written on their behalf by 
substantiating the claims made by Yong was unable to Kabuki  performer,  Detect ive 
the lead detective. That is i d e n t i f y  w h i c h  Aldridge. The Prosecuting Attorney 
reportedly what was done in pictures she had taken, called Aldridge back to the stand 7 
Smith’s case.  According to documents stated someone else attached the times during trial –more than any 
discovered through recent public records pictures to the report, did not know other witness for prosecution or 
disclosure, Detective Aldridge continues to which other officers responded to the defense—to “rehabilitate” testimony 
utilize the same alleged pattern and practice of Smith home, and identified the wrong made by her colleagues and other 
misconduct today. bedroom as the scene of the alleged State’s witnesses that conflicted with 

Vancouver Police Officer Ly crime. the narrative Aldridge reportedly 
Rotha Yong was first to arrive at the By 9 AM on June 3rd, created. 
Smith home at 11:27 PM on June approx imate ly  t en  Detective Aldridge’s alleged 
2nd, 2013.  According to case hours after the alleged impersona t ion  o f  o the r  l aw 
records, Yong was heavily involved crime occurred, and less enforcement officers is just one in a 
in  loca t ing ,  a r res t ing  and  than two hours after list of problems with the State’s case 
transporting Smith to jail in the being assigned to the case, against John Garrett Smith that raises serious 
early morning hours of June 3rd, Detective Aldridge was at the jail ethical questions.  It may be common practice for 
and was not cleared from Clark conducting an unrecorded, pre- officers to write police reports for other officers.  
County  Ja i l  booking unt i l  arraignment interrogation of However, the example here demonstrates an 
approximately 3 AM. Garrett Smith despite Smith escalation of alleged dishonesty that, if founded, 

When Officer Yong returned to inquiring twice about his right to would qualify as subornation of perjury and 
the precinct, she submitted a half- have an attorney present. Aldridge fraud upon the court. This alleged bad act, and 
page, handwritten statement of chronicled her conclusions from others committed by Detective Sandra 
probable cause for the arrest of John Garrett that interview, including her determination of Aldridge—including alleged perjury, alleged 
Smith before finishing her shift and heading Smith’s absolute guilt, in a 13-page police report witness intimidation, and alleged fabrication of 
home. Hours later, when Detective Aldridge as a companion piece to the 6-page report evidence—effectively and allegedly deprived 
reported to work, she was assigned to investigate attributed to Officer Yong. John Garrett Smith of his right to a fair trial.
the Smith case. Aldridge claims then to have The third in the trilogy of finely-woven- Editor’s Note: Anyone with information on 
reviewed a 6-page single-spaced police report together narrative reports was submitted weeks Detective Sandra Aldridge or other aspects of 
submitted by Officer Yong complete with crime later in the name of Aldridge’s immediate the John Garrett Smith case is urged to contact 
scene photos taken at several locations the supervisor, Sgt. Andy Hamlin. The 7-page the US~Observer by calling 541-474-7885 or 
previous night. The report demonstrated an single-spaced additional report, credited to but via an email to editor@usobserver.com.      jjj
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Continued from page 11 • Judge Daina Vitolins Ruins Lives

everyone to know the truth. Casey point during trial, Piro picked his the sake of their only minor child, 
also asked that we publish Judge nose then rolled what appeared to who has many years left before 
Vitolins opinion so there’s be a booger on the tips of his fingers reaching adulthood.
NOTHING taken out of context. while staring at it.
(You can read her opinion in the on- According to the Head of Editor’s Note:  While reading 
line version of this article at I n v e s t i g a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  this article I found myself shaking 
usobserver.com.) US~Observer, Edward Snook, my head in disbelief. Daina 

Despite Casey’s efforts to do the “This isn’t the first time Vitolins has Vitolins should never serve in any 
right thing, especially concerning ruined lives. When she was a public office. In fact, Vitolins 
costs, he’s been ruled against every prosecutor in Crook County, she should be removed from the bench 
step of the way. Proving he is attempted to send numerous for her insane ruling on this case!
concerned with costs, Casey told innocent individuals to prison. She The US~Observer would highly 
one of his attorneys to stay home has absolutely no conscience recommend that anyone in Crook 
and not attend the recent trial which whatsoever; she is a despicable County, Oregon recuse Vitolins if 
would have cost him an additional human being and she is the very they are unfortunate enough to get 
$50k. Leslie, on the other hand, had reason that people distrust and often this ignorant, biased and crooked 
two attorneys present. Both of despise the legal system today.” judge. A person must recuse a 
which Casey is paying for. Attorney judge before the appointed judge 
Joel Kent conducted all litigation, A SAD REALITY  makes a ruling in their case.
with attorney Kyle Piro shuffling Citizens of Crook County or 
paperwork on the side. Kent and It’s no wonder several reports broken family court household wherever Vitolins sits as a judge 
Piro have yet to produce a bill since attribute millennials toward the looks like? As for Casey and Leslie, c a n  c o n s i d e r  t h e m s e l v e s  
trial, which they should have done DECLINE in divorces across the and their children, it is this writer’s forewarned! 
long ago, according to court U.S. Millennials, by and large are a hope that Leslie can settle, move She might be a nice lady in public 
documents. I’m anxious to see if product of the heightened 50% on, and work to get along with but as a judge she ruins innocent 
Piro charged his regular hourly fee divorce rates of the 90’s. Perhaps Casey and her son Chris. If for lives.                
as I couldn’t help but notice at one they know all too well what a nothing else, Leslie should do so for jjj

Detective Sandra Aldridge

Officer Ly Rotha Yong

Sgt. Andy Hamlin
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“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the 
security of a free state, the right of the people to 

keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed.”
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Articles and
Opinions

To the Editor letters for 
publication are encouraged – 
they must be typed, a maximum 
of 400 words or less in length. 
Please submit photographs or 
artwork. Contact Editor for 
permission to submit in-depth 
articles up to 1,750 words, plus 
graphics. Opposition opinions 
are welcome.

Always provide a computer 
disk or  E-mail  address .  
Accepted CD, PC or Mac 
format. Please save all text files 
in text only format.

E-mail

editor@usobserver.com

Please No Faxes they may lead 
to  er rors .  US~Observer  
reserves the right to edit for 
c l a r i t y  a n d  f o r  s p a c e  
requirements.

Opinions expressed in Letters 
to the Editor, guest editorials 
a n d  s u b m i t t e d  a r t i c l e s  
represent the opinions of the 
authors and are not necessarily 
those of US~Observer or its 
advertisers.

The goal of US~Observer is to 
ensure “due process” and 
“equal protection under the 
law.”

Citizens who have founded 
and support it believe in the Bill 
of Rights and Article 1, Section 
1, of the Oregon Constitution 
which states:

“We declare that all men, 
when they form a social 
compact are equal in 
right; that all power is 
inherent in the people, 
and all free governments 
are founded on their 
authority and instituted 
for their peace, safety, and 
happiness and they have 
at all times a right to alter, 
reform, or abolish the 
government in such a 
manner they think proper. 
This enumeration of 
rights and privileges shall 
not be construed to impair 
or deny others retained by 
the people.” 

On the Internet:

www.usobserver.com

Get involved & send 

YOUR comments or 

concerns to the 

Editor

editor@usobserver.com
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Continued from page 1 • Wrongfully Accused of Homicide ...

By Tim Ball and Tom Harris

Americans used to call an outbreak of cold 
air from Canada an “Alberta Clipper.” It's also 
the name for a low-pressure system track. 
Now, in an attempt to promote the hypothesis 
that humans are causing dangerous climate 
change, they call it a “polar vortex.” Global 
warming supposedly causes these vortices to 
break away from their normal positions around 
the poles and move to more southerly latitude, 
bringing frigid Arctic conditions to the 
northern United States. cold Arctic air and accompanying blizzards are 

This idea is completely wrong but well documented in folklore and scientific 
conveniently masks the illogic climate reports. Historian and meteorologist David 
activists face since real-world observations Ludlum documented them in dozens of books, 
contradict their claim: we are seeing more cold including Early American Winters, 1604-1820 
outbreaks despite the belief that we are in a and Early American Winters II, 1821-1870.
period of warming.  Our understanding of cold outbreaks began 

Dr. John Holdren, a former science advisor to when World War II pilots discovered the Jet 
President Barack Obama, created the polar Stream that flows around the Poles in both 
vortex term and pronounced its supposed Hemispheres. Pilots returning from bombing 
global warming connection from his pulpit at raids against the Japanese found their trips 
The White House. This is the same Holdren home much quicker than their outbound trip 
who proposed compulsory abortions and mass when they flew within the Jet Stream, a fast-
sterilizations. He argued that abortions could moving river of air that flows from west to east 
occur under the existing Constitution, saying, at about 10 km altitude. 

It has been concluded that compulsory The Jet Stream coincides with the boundary 
population-control laws, even including laws between the dome of cold air sitting over the 
requiring compulsory abortion, could be poles and the warm tropical air in between. As 
sustained under the existing Constitution if the the Jet Stream moves through the atmosphere, 
population crisis became sufficiently severe to large waves develop called Rossby Waves. 
endanger the society. There are two major patterns which occur 

Holdren denied still holding these views over time. Zonal Waves are low amplitude, that 
during his Senate approval hearings for his is, their north/south range covers just a few 
position as Obama’s science czar, but his degrees of latitude. Weather associated with 
stance was so extreme that it cannot simply be this pattern has predominantly northwest 
swept under the carpet. Besides the fact that he winds in winter and southwest in summer. 
was completely wrong on this too—there is no Temperatures and precipitation vary, but the 
population crisis—it illustrates Holdren’s variation is small. General weather conditions 
ability to distort reality to bolster his agenda, a change every 4 to 6 weeks as the waves migrate 
skill honed throughout his career. Notice how from west to east. 
he controls all the parameters. He concludes Meridional Waves are high amplitude waves 
that compulsory laws “could be sustained,” pushing much more toward and away from the 
and he decides when a crisis is sufficiently Pole. This results in precisely what we are 
severe. seeing now—frigid Arctic air moving south to 

This approach parallels how environmental normally warmer latitudes and warm tropical 
extremists identify problems and demand air pushing into polar latitudes. Associated 
solutions even when the problems don’t exist. weather includes winds predominantly from 
Invariably, they take normal events and the north and south with greater extremes of 
identify them as abnormal and, then promote temperature and precipitation. These Waves 
solutions that fulfill their global governance migrate from west to east as well, but often 
agenda. It works because people don’t know more slowly than Zonal Waves, so weather 
what is normal. In Agenda 21, the United patterns tend to persist for longer periods. This 
Nations’ global control plan, they provide creates problems because any prolonged and 
justification for acting without significant persistent pattern is hard on flora and fauna, 
evidence. In Principle 15, we can see a clause including humans. 
eerily reminiscent of Holdren’s proposal: Over the centuries, there are periods of 

In order to protect the environment, the predominantly Zonal or Meridional Waves. 
precautionary approach shall be widely Meridional Waves mark a global change from 
applied by States according to their warm to cold. Right now the world is cooling, a 
capabilities. Where there are threats of serious trend that began in 1998. Despite the hysteria 
or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific of alarmists, the global temperature dropped 
certainty shall not be used as a reason for 0.56°C between February 2016 and February 
postponing cost-effective measures to prevent 2018 and dropped further still in 2018. This 
environmental degradation. makes a mockery of the claim that a 0.6°C 

This is the standard environmentalist’s warming in 120 years was proof of 
fallback precautionary principle: we should catastrophic human-caused warming. 
act anyway, just in case. Like Holdren, they The polar vortex/global warming myth is just 
determine the problem and control all the one example of how effective the propaganda 
decisions. machine is in taking the normal and creating 

The easiest way to get people to think the illusion that it is abnormal. It shows once 
something that is normal is a new problem is to again why the human-caused global 
create a new name for it. That is what Holdren warming/climate change scam is the biggest 
did with the polar vortex. Yet, outbreaks of fake news story in history.                         jjj

Polar Vortex: A Propaganda 
Creation to Make Normal 

Weather Appear Abnormal

would support children suffering from gender administer puberty blockers. [Department of Human Services] DHS workers 
dysphoria and a list of medical providers Forcier replied: “Yeah, there’s no precedent but in Delaware, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. 
compiled by Youth Pride, a local LGBTQ youth you can again work with the child protection DHS workers will go and say you’re creating an 
center. None of the materials provided, however, team for medical neglect. Work with one unsafe environment for your child. And we need 
mentioned support available from the American parent…at least to get things started. And again, to have that stop.…unfortunately staying in that 
Col lege  of  Pedia t r ic ians  or  doctors  you can do some education. We did education home environment is going to result in a child’s 
recommended by that national pediatricians’ with judges in Rhode Island. So we spent a half suicide.
organization. day with family court judges, basically telling 

Unlike the AAP, the American College of them this is what gender and transgender is…and Attempts to locate the material provided in 
Pediatricians rejects affirmation of a false sex it’s been deeply helpful with DCYF and our trans these training sessions through FOIA requests to 
and believes “ethics alone demands an end to the population.” De laware  and  Pennsy lvan i a  p roved  
use of pubertal suppression with GnRH agonists, Dr. Johanna Olson-Kennedy, a California unsuccessful––no documents were located in the 
cross-sex hormones, and sex reassignment physician who specializes in transgendering search for training materials on transgender 
surgeries in children and adolescents.”  The youth, concurred. “We work really hard to bring youth and no communications with, or about, the 
American College of Pediatricians also both parents in and bring them both on board,” three presenters (Burke, Oransky, and McGrew) 
recommends an immediate cessation of these Olson-Kennedy told the questioner, “so it’s not were found. But whatever training these 
interventions and instead maintains that health my first line to go to court to get somebody what individuals provided seemingly worked because 
care services should be anchored to the physical they need.  But it is my second line and I will do DHS will apparently claim non-affirmation of a 
reality of an individual’s biological sex. it.” child suffering from gender dysphoria is medical 

Another session at the end of the USPATH neglect justifying the child’s removal from the 
ALL PART OF A PATTERN conference exposed the breadth of this approach, home.

when presenters Elizabeth Burke, Matthew With transgender activists indoctrinating 
While the one-sided transgender information Oransky, and Sarah McGrew discussed handling CASA and child-protective services workers 

provided to the CASA and DCYF employees and parents who weren’t on board with “gender (and potentially judges) on what LGBT activists 
judges may seem an isolated occurrence, parents care.”: maintain is the only standard of care for children 
need to recognize that such outreach is with gender dysphoria, it will not be long before 
intentional. While the public relations And the final piece on suicidality is family non- these troubled children will be removed as a 
spokesman for the Rhode Island Family Courts acceptance. This is where you have a family who matter of course from loving parents whose only 
saw Forcier’s presentation as providing is saying, no, no, no…and then you realize that crime is believing there is a better way than lying 
“exposure” to the topic of transgender youth, actually the family is contributing to some of that about their children’s true sex, shooting them up 
which he explained is typical of the Family negativity at home. So the family is creating a with drugs, rendering them sterile, and 
Court’s annual fall conferences, several of the toxic environment. And that’s where we have let eventually mutilating them.
FOIA documents provided called the the young person know the potential That is unless everyday Americans can come 
presentation a “training session” and a survey ramifications of calling DHS and saying that this together and stand bravely for the children and 
specifically asked whether attendees had learned is an unsafe environment. And that we’ve given against the pressures of political correctness and 
“best practices.” the family every chance. To learn, to grow. And the spiteful accusations of bigotry. But as 

Forcier’s comments during a question and they’re continuing to be part of the problem. So Thursday’s failed legislation in South Dakota 
answer portion of the national conference for the thankfully this was an important time when I makes clear, time is running out.
United States Professional Association for realized it was worthwhile in starting the clinic at 
Transgender Health (USPATH), held a little children’s hospital to have lots of meetings with Margot Cleveland is a senior contributor to 
more than a year after her presentation to the the lawyers in risk management. To be able to The Federalist. Cleveland served nearly 25 
Rhode Island Family Courts, provides further say, ‘alright. I have the ethicist, I have the lawyer, years as a permanent law clerk to a federal 
insight into the aim of Forcier’s training session. I have the guru from risk management, I’m appellate judge and is a former full-time faculty 
As first reported by 4thWaveNow, “a community gonna sit down and say, I need to describe a case member and current adjunct instructor at the 
of parents & others concerned about the to you and make sure this is actually parents college of business at the University of Notre 
medicalization of gender-atypical youth rapid- being negligent in the healthcare needs of their Dame. The views expressed here are those of 
onset gender dysphoria,” a clinical psychologist child. Cleveland in her private capacity.  
from a Missouri gender clinic asked whether Thankfully we’ve had a lot of support in that 

jjjthere was precedent for forcing parents to realm.  Because of the trainings we’ve done with 

(ZeroHedge.com) - What better way to 
put the fun back into prom night than 
banning limos, party buses or luxury 
vehicles?

At least, this was the thought process of 
one New Jersey high school, which has 
implemented a new policy to ban such 
vehicles on prom night as way to deal with 
social inequality. How, exactly, does that 
work? We have no idea.

According to a report on NJ 101.5, 
Lakeland Regional  High School  
superintendent Hugh E. Beattie claimed 
that the new policy is about safety and 
"equity". He doesn't want students who 
can't afford a "snazzy ride" to feel left out. 
Calling it a "group decision made by the 
Administrative Team", he says the only 
way to now arrive at the school's prom - 
being held at the Rockleigh Country Club - 
is to take a chaperoned school bus at a cost 
of $15 per person.

That should really ramp up the enjoyment 
factor of the 45 minute ride students will 
have to endure on prom night, when it 
comes around on June 4. 

Beattie said:
"The decision was made based on the 

concern over the safety of all our students 
and in providing equity for all students so 
that they all could enjoy a shared 'prom 
experience' despite socio-economic status, 
and based on the success that other 
districts have demonstrated utilizing this 
practice. The district wants to ensure that 
all students have the equal opportunity to 
share in a positive, safe and memorable 
school prom experience."

The "success of other districts" includes 
Freehold School District, who has bussed 
its students to its junior prom for 20 years - 
because the event usually takes place on a 
cruise boat. 

In other words, the district wants prom to 
be memorable, unless your idea of 
memorable is flexing your newfound 
independence and driver's license to roll up 
to the prom in mom or dad's BMW. 

And, surprise: the idea was met with 
"howls of complaints" from students and 
parents, who claim that renting a limo is 
part of prom tradition. One student claimed 
the limo ride was "the best part of the 
night." Of course it is; it's much tougher to 
hide your booze on a school-chartered bus. 

New Jersey School Boards Association 
spokeswoman Janey Bramford backed up 
the school, saying:

"As a prom is a school-sponsored 
function, a school district has the authority 
to make rules concerning the event."

We hope the kids boycott the event and 
start their own "function", where they are 
free to arrive and depart in any method they 
choose.                                                jjj

School Bans Limos,
Party Buses, Luxury 

Cars from Prom 
to Promote “Equity”

Continued from page 9 • LGBT Activists Teaching Judges To Yank Kids From Parents ...

Continued from page 8 • These Are Dangerous Times, and the Government is to Blame

revelations about government spying on have appointed themselves courts of order, government to do the right thing, despite the 
Americans’ phone calls, Facebook posts, concerned primarily with advancing the government’s repeated failures in this 
Twitter tweets, Google searches, emails, government’s agenda, no matter how unjust or department.
bookstore and grocery purchases, bank illegal. In the second camp are those who not only 
statements, commuter toll records, etc., I haven’t even touched on the corporate state, don’t trust the government but think the 
Congress, the president and the courts have the military industrial complex, SWAT team government is out to get them.
done little to nothing to counteract these raids, invasive surveillance technology, zero In the third camp are those who see 
abuses. Instead, they seem determined to to le rance  po l ic ies  in  the  schools ,  government neither as an angel nor a devil, but 
accustom us to life in this electronic overcriminalization, or privatized prisons, to merely as an entity that needs to be controlled, 
concentration camp. name just a few, but what I have touched on or as Thomas Jefferson phrased it, bound 

Americans no longer have a representative should be enough to show that the landscape of “down from mischief with the chains of the 
government. We have moved beyond the era of our  freedoms has already changed Constitution.”
representative government and entered a new dramatically from what it once was and will no Then there’s the fourth camp, comprised of 
age, let’s call it the age of authoritarianism. doubt continue to deteriorate unless individuals who pay little to no attention to the 
History may show that from this point forward, Americans can find a way to wrest back workings of government. Easily entertained, 
we will have left behind any semblance of control of their government and reclaim their easily distracted, easily led, these are the ones 
constitutional government and entered into a freedoms. who make the government’s job far easier than 
militaristic state where all citizens are suspects There can be no denying that the world is it should be.
and security trumps freedom. Even with its indeed a dangerous place, but what you won’t It is easy to be diverted, distracted and 
constantly shifting terrain, this topsy-turvy hear in any State of the Union address—what amused by the antics of politicians, the pomp 
travesty of law and government has become the president and his cohorts fail to and circumstance of awards shows, athletic 
America’s new normal. It is not overstating acknowledge—is that it’s the government that events, and entertainment news, and the feel-
matters to say that Congress, which has done poses the gravest threat to our freedoms and good evangelism that passes for religion today.
its best to keep their unhappy constituents at a way of life, and no amount of politicking, What is far more difficult to face up to is the 
distance, may well be the most self-serving, parsing or pandering will change that. rea l i ty  of  l i fe  in  Amer ica ,  where  
semi-corrupt institution in America. So what do we do about this dangerous state unemployment, poverty, inequality, injustice 

Americans can no longer rely on the courts to of our union? and violence by government agents are 
mete out justice. The U.S. Supreme Court was How do we go about reclaiming our increasingly norms.
intended to be an institution established to freedoms and reining in our runaway As I make clear in my book Battlefield 
intervene and protect the people against the government? America: The War on the American People, the 
government and its agents when they overstep Essentially, there are four camps of thought powers-that-be want us to remain divided, 
their bounds. Yet through their deference to among the citizenry when it comes to holding alienated from each other based on our politics, 
police power, preference for security over the government accountable. Which camp you our bank accounts, our religion, our race and 
freedom, and evisceration of our most basic fall into says a lot about your view of our value systems. Yet as George Orwell 
rights for the sake of order and expediency, the government—or, at least, your view of observed, “The real division is not between 
justices of the Supreme Court have become the whichever administration happens to be in conservatives and revolutionaries but 
architects of the American police state in power at the time. between authoritarians and libertarians.”                                            
which we now live, while the lower courts In the first camp are those who trust the jjj

Casey Mott with his Mother, Janice



they have yet to address the alleged fraud that led unusually detailed knowledge of the events not written by Sgt. Hamlin, included elaborate 
to Smith’s wrongful conviction.  Vancouver leading up to and during the altercation between explanations meant to smooth over some of the 
Police Detective Sandra Aldridge Smith and his wife, and included inconsistencies that had already surfaced.
built the State’s case against in depth commentary on Mr. and While Detective Aldridge built a cohesive 
Garrett Smith on a foundation of Mrs. Smith's marital relationship drama in three parts allegedly to enter 
“Kabuki Theater”. and financial history.  fraudulently into record as the corroborating 

There is no better way to In an audio-taped defense testimony of three separate law enforcement 
manufacture a criminal case interview, Officer Yong stated that officers, the alleged fabrications created a bumpy 
narrative and ensure an airtight she had minimal communication road during witness interviews, pre-trial 
prosecution than to submit with Smith’s wife and step- hearings and at trial. Sgt. Hamlin and Officer 
multiple police reports under the daughter the night of the incident. Yong were not able to accurately testify to what 
names of other officers, each one In the same interview, had been written on their behalf by 
substantiating the claims made by Yong was unable to Kabuki  performer,  Detect ive 
the lead detective. That is i d e n t i f y  w h i c h  Aldridge. The Prosecuting Attorney 
reportedly what was done in pictures she had taken, called Aldridge back to the stand 7 
Smith’s case.  According to documents stated someone else attached the times during trial –more than any 
discovered through recent public records pictures to the report, did not know other witness for prosecution or 
disclosure, Detective Aldridge continues to which other officers responded to the defense—to “rehabilitate” testimony 
utilize the same alleged pattern and practice of Smith home, and identified the wrong made by her colleagues and other 
misconduct today. bedroom as the scene of the alleged State’s witnesses that conflicted with 

Vancouver Police Officer Ly crime. the narrative Aldridge reportedly 
Rotha Yong was first to arrive at the By 9 AM on June 3rd, created. 
Smith home at 11:27 PM on June approx imate ly  t en  Detective Aldridge’s alleged 
2nd, 2013.  According to case hours after the alleged impersona t ion  o f  o the r  l aw 
records, Yong was heavily involved crime occurred, and less enforcement officers is just one in a 
in  loca t ing ,  a r res t ing  and  than two hours after list of problems with the State’s case 
transporting Smith to jail in the being assigned to the case, against John Garrett Smith that raises serious 
early morning hours of June 3rd, Detective Aldridge was at the jail ethical questions.  It may be common practice for 
and was not cleared from Clark conducting an unrecorded, pre- officers to write police reports for other officers.  
County  Ja i l  booking unt i l  arraignment interrogation of However, the example here demonstrates an 
approximately 3 AM. Garrett Smith despite Smith escalation of alleged dishonesty that, if founded, 

When Officer Yong returned to inquiring twice about his right to would qualify as subornation of perjury and 
the precinct, she submitted a half- have an attorney present. Aldridge fraud upon the court. This alleged bad act, and 
page, handwritten statement of chronicled her conclusions from others committed by Detective Sandra 
probable cause for the arrest of John Garrett that interview, including her determination of Aldridge—including alleged perjury, alleged 
Smith before finishing her shift and heading Smith’s absolute guilt, in a 13-page police report witness intimidation, and alleged fabrication of 
home. Hours later, when Detective Aldridge as a companion piece to the 6-page report evidence—effectively and allegedly deprived 
reported to work, she was assigned to investigate attributed to Officer Yong. John Garrett Smith of his right to a fair trial.
the Smith case. Aldridge claims then to have The third in the trilogy of finely-woven- Editor’s Note: Anyone with information on 
reviewed a 6-page single-spaced police report together narrative reports was submitted weeks Detective Sandra Aldridge or other aspects of 
submitted by Officer Yong complete with crime later in the name of Aldridge’s immediate the John Garrett Smith case is urged to contact 
scene photos taken at several locations the supervisor, Sgt. Andy Hamlin. The 7-page the US~Observer by calling 541-474-7885 or 
previous night. The report demonstrated an single-spaced additional report, credited to but via an email to editor@usobserver.com.      jjj

Continued from page 1 • The Prosecution of John Garrett Smith: Trial By Kabuki Theater

Continued from page 11 • Judge Daina Vitolins Ruins Lives

everyone to know the truth. Casey point during trial, Piro picked his the sake of their only minor child, 
also asked that we publish Judge nose then rolled what appeared to who has many years left before 
Vitolins opinion so there’s be a booger on the tips of his fingers reaching adulthood.
NOTHING taken out of context. while staring at it.
(You can read her opinion in the on- According to the Head of Editor’s Note:  While reading 
line version of this article at I n v e s t i g a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  this article I found myself shaking 
usobserver.com.) US~Observer, Edward Snook, my head in disbelief. Daina 

Despite Casey’s efforts to do the “This isn’t the first time Vitolins has Vitolins should never serve in any 
right thing, especially concerning ruined lives. When she was a public office. In fact, Vitolins 
costs, he’s been ruled against every prosecutor in Crook County, she should be removed from the bench 
step of the way. Proving he is attempted to send numerous for her insane ruling on this case!
concerned with costs, Casey told innocent individuals to prison. She The US~Observer would highly 
one of his attorneys to stay home has absolutely no conscience recommend that anyone in Crook 
and not attend the recent trial which whatsoever; she is a despicable County, Oregon recuse Vitolins if 
would have cost him an additional human being and she is the very they are unfortunate enough to get 
$50k. Leslie, on the other hand, had reason that people distrust and often this ignorant, biased and crooked 
two attorneys present. Both of despise the legal system today.” judge. A person must recuse a 
which Casey is paying for. Attorney judge before the appointed judge 
Joel Kent conducted all litigation, A SAD REALITY  makes a ruling in their case.
with attorney Kyle Piro shuffling Citizens of Crook County or 
paperwork on the side. Kent and It’s no wonder several reports broken family court household wherever Vitolins sits as a judge 
Piro have yet to produce a bill since attribute millennials toward the looks like? As for Casey and Leslie, c a n  c o n s i d e r  t h e m s e l v e s  
trial, which they should have done DECLINE in divorces across the and their children, it is this writer’s forewarned! 
long ago, according to court U.S. Millennials, by and large are a hope that Leslie can settle, move She might be a nice lady in public 
documents. I’m anxious to see if product of the heightened 50% on, and work to get along with but as a judge she ruins innocent 
Piro charged his regular hourly fee divorce rates of the 90’s. Perhaps Casey and her son Chris. If for lives.                
as I couldn’t help but notice at one they know all too well what a nothing else, Leslie should do so for jjj
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Continued from page 1 • Wrongfully Accused of Homicide ...

By Tim Ball and Tom Harris

Americans used to call an outbreak of cold 
air from Canada an “Alberta Clipper.” It's also 
the name for a low-pressure system track. 
Now, in an attempt to promote the hypothesis 
that humans are causing dangerous climate 
change, they call it a “polar vortex.” Global 
warming supposedly causes these vortices to 
break away from their normal positions around 
the poles and move to more southerly latitude, 
bringing frigid Arctic conditions to the 
northern United States. cold Arctic air and accompanying blizzards are 

This idea is completely wrong but well documented in folklore and scientific 
conveniently masks the illogic climate reports. Historian and meteorologist David 
activists face since real-world observations Ludlum documented them in dozens of books, 
contradict their claim: we are seeing more cold including Early American Winters, 1604-1820 
outbreaks despite the belief that we are in a and Early American Winters II, 1821-1870.
period of warming.  Our understanding of cold outbreaks began 

Dr. John Holdren, a former science advisor to when World War II pilots discovered the Jet 
President Barack Obama, created the polar Stream that flows around the Poles in both 
vortex term and pronounced its supposed Hemispheres. Pilots returning from bombing 
global warming connection from his pulpit at raids against the Japanese found their trips 
The White House. This is the same Holdren home much quicker than their outbound trip 
who proposed compulsory abortions and mass when they flew within the Jet Stream, a fast-
sterilizations. He argued that abortions could moving river of air that flows from west to east 
occur under the existing Constitution, saying, at about 10 km altitude. 

It has been concluded that compulsory The Jet Stream coincides with the boundary 
population-control laws, even including laws between the dome of cold air sitting over the 
requiring compulsory abortion, could be poles and the warm tropical air in between. As 
sustained under the existing Constitution if the the Jet Stream moves through the atmosphere, 
population crisis became sufficiently severe to large waves develop called Rossby Waves. 
endanger the society. There are two major patterns which occur 

Holdren denied still holding these views over time. Zonal Waves are low amplitude, that 
during his Senate approval hearings for his is, their north/south range covers just a few 
position as Obama’s science czar, but his degrees of latitude. Weather associated with 
stance was so extreme that it cannot simply be this pattern has predominantly northwest 
swept under the carpet. Besides the fact that he winds in winter and southwest in summer. 
was completely wrong on this too—there is no Temperatures and precipitation vary, but the 
population crisis—it illustrates Holdren’s variation is small. General weather conditions 
ability to distort reality to bolster his agenda, a change every 4 to 6 weeks as the waves migrate 
skill honed throughout his career. Notice how from west to east. 
he controls all the parameters. He concludes Meridional Waves are high amplitude waves 
that compulsory laws “could be sustained,” pushing much more toward and away from the 
and he decides when a crisis is sufficiently Pole. This results in precisely what we are 
severe. seeing now—frigid Arctic air moving south to 

This approach parallels how environmental normally warmer latitudes and warm tropical 
extremists identify problems and demand air pushing into polar latitudes. Associated 
solutions even when the problems don’t exist. weather includes winds predominantly from 
Invariably, they take normal events and the north and south with greater extremes of 
identify them as abnormal and, then promote temperature and precipitation. These Waves 
solutions that fulfill their global governance migrate from west to east as well, but often 
agenda. It works because people don’t know more slowly than Zonal Waves, so weather 
what is normal. In Agenda 21, the United patterns tend to persist for longer periods. This 
Nations’ global control plan, they provide creates problems because any prolonged and 
justification for acting without significant persistent pattern is hard on flora and fauna, 
evidence. In Principle 15, we can see a clause including humans. 
eerily reminiscent of Holdren’s proposal: Over the centuries, there are periods of 

In order to protect the environment, the predominantly Zonal or Meridional Waves. 
precautionary approach shall be widely Meridional Waves mark a global change from 
applied by States according to their warm to cold. Right now the world is cooling, a 
capabilities. Where there are threats of serious trend that began in 1998. Despite the hysteria 
or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific of alarmists, the global temperature dropped 
certainty shall not be used as a reason for 0.56°C between February 2016 and February 
postponing cost-effective measures to prevent 2018 and dropped further still in 2018. This 
environmental degradation. makes a mockery of the claim that a 0.6°C 

This is the standard environmentalist’s warming in 120 years was proof of 
fallback precautionary principle: we should catastrophic human-caused warming. 
act anyway, just in case. Like Holdren, they The polar vortex/global warming myth is just 
determine the problem and control all the one example of how effective the propaganda 
decisions. machine is in taking the normal and creating 

The easiest way to get people to think the illusion that it is abnormal. It shows once 
something that is normal is a new problem is to again why the human-caused global 
create a new name for it. That is what Holdren warming/climate change scam is the biggest 
did with the polar vortex. Yet, outbreaks of fake news story in history.                         jjj

Polar Vortex: A Propaganda 
Creation to Make Normal 

Weather Appear Abnormal

would support children suffering from gender administer puberty blockers. [Department of Human Services] DHS workers 
dysphoria and a list of medical providers Forcier replied: “Yeah, there’s no precedent but in Delaware, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. 
compiled by Youth Pride, a local LGBTQ youth you can again work with the child protection DHS workers will go and say you’re creating an 
center. None of the materials provided, however, team for medical neglect. Work with one unsafe environment for your child. And we need 
mentioned support available from the American parent…at least to get things started. And again, to have that stop.…unfortunately staying in that 
Col lege  of  Pedia t r ic ians  or  doctors  you can do some education. We did education home environment is going to result in a child’s 
recommended by that national pediatricians’ with judges in Rhode Island. So we spent a half suicide.
organization. day with family court judges, basically telling 

Unlike the AAP, the American College of them this is what gender and transgender is…and Attempts to locate the material provided in 
Pediatricians rejects affirmation of a false sex it’s been deeply helpful with DCYF and our trans these training sessions through FOIA requests to 
and believes “ethics alone demands an end to the population.” De laware  and  Pennsy lvan i a  p roved  
use of pubertal suppression with GnRH agonists, Dr. Johanna Olson-Kennedy, a California unsuccessful––no documents were located in the 
cross-sex hormones, and sex reassignment physician who specializes in transgendering search for training materials on transgender 
surgeries in children and adolescents.”  The youth, concurred. “We work really hard to bring youth and no communications with, or about, the 
American College of Pediatricians also both parents in and bring them both on board,” three presenters (Burke, Oransky, and McGrew) 
recommends an immediate cessation of these Olson-Kennedy told the questioner, “so it’s not were found. But whatever training these 
interventions and instead maintains that health my first line to go to court to get somebody what individuals provided seemingly worked because 
care services should be anchored to the physical they need.  But it is my second line and I will do DHS will apparently claim non-affirmation of a 
reality of an individual’s biological sex. it.” child suffering from gender dysphoria is medical 

Another session at the end of the USPATH neglect justifying the child’s removal from the 
ALL PART OF A PATTERN conference exposed the breadth of this approach, home.

when presenters Elizabeth Burke, Matthew With transgender activists indoctrinating 
While the one-sided transgender information Oransky, and Sarah McGrew discussed handling CASA and child-protective services workers 

provided to the CASA and DCYF employees and parents who weren’t on board with “gender (and potentially judges) on what LGBT activists 
judges may seem an isolated occurrence, parents care.”: maintain is the only standard of care for children 
need to recognize that such outreach is with gender dysphoria, it will not be long before 
intentional. While the public relations And the final piece on suicidality is family non- these troubled children will be removed as a 
spokesman for the Rhode Island Family Courts acceptance. This is where you have a family who matter of course from loving parents whose only 
saw Forcier’s presentation as providing is saying, no, no, no…and then you realize that crime is believing there is a better way than lying 
“exposure” to the topic of transgender youth, actually the family is contributing to some of that about their children’s true sex, shooting them up 
which he explained is typical of the Family negativity at home. So the family is creating a with drugs, rendering them sterile, and 
Court’s annual fall conferences, several of the toxic environment. And that’s where we have let eventually mutilating them.
FOIA documents provided called the the young person know the potential That is unless everyday Americans can come 
presentation a “training session” and a survey ramifications of calling DHS and saying that this together and stand bravely for the children and 
specifically asked whether attendees had learned is an unsafe environment. And that we’ve given against the pressures of political correctness and 
“best practices.” the family every chance. To learn, to grow. And the spiteful accusations of bigotry. But as 

Forcier’s comments during a question and they’re continuing to be part of the problem. So Thursday’s failed legislation in South Dakota 
answer portion of the national conference for the thankfully this was an important time when I makes clear, time is running out.
United States Professional Association for realized it was worthwhile in starting the clinic at 
Transgender Health (USPATH), held a little children’s hospital to have lots of meetings with Margot Cleveland is a senior contributor to 
more than a year after her presentation to the the lawyers in risk management. To be able to The Federalist. Cleveland served nearly 25 
Rhode Island Family Courts, provides further say, ‘alright. I have the ethicist, I have the lawyer, years as a permanent law clerk to a federal 
insight into the aim of Forcier’s training session. I have the guru from risk management, I’m appellate judge and is a former full-time faculty 
As first reported by 4thWaveNow, “a community gonna sit down and say, I need to describe a case member and current adjunct instructor at the 
of parents & others concerned about the to you and make sure this is actually parents college of business at the University of Notre 
medicalization of gender-atypical youth rapid- being negligent in the healthcare needs of their Dame. The views expressed here are those of 
onset gender dysphoria,” a clinical psychologist child. Cleveland in her private capacity.  
from a Missouri gender clinic asked whether Thankfully we’ve had a lot of support in that 

jjjthere was precedent for forcing parents to realm.  Because of the trainings we’ve done with 

(ZeroHedge.com) - What better way to 
put the fun back into prom night than 
banning limos, party buses or luxury 
vehicles?

At least, this was the thought process of 
one New Jersey high school, which has 
implemented a new policy to ban such 
vehicles on prom night as way to deal with 
social inequality. How, exactly, does that 
work? We have no idea.

According to a report on NJ 101.5, 
Lakeland Regional  High School  
superintendent Hugh E. Beattie claimed 
that the new policy is about safety and 
"equity". He doesn't want students who 
can't afford a "snazzy ride" to feel left out. 
Calling it a "group decision made by the 
Administrative Team", he says the only 
way to now arrive at the school's prom - 
being held at the Rockleigh Country Club - 
is to take a chaperoned school bus at a cost 
of $15 per person.

That should really ramp up the enjoyment 
factor of the 45 minute ride students will 
have to endure on prom night, when it 
comes around on June 4. 

Beattie said:
"The decision was made based on the 

concern over the safety of all our students 
and in providing equity for all students so 
that they all could enjoy a shared 'prom 
experience' despite socio-economic status, 
and based on the success that other 
districts have demonstrated utilizing this 
practice. The district wants to ensure that 
all students have the equal opportunity to 
share in a positive, safe and memorable 
school prom experience."

The "success of other districts" includes 
Freehold School District, who has bussed 
its students to its junior prom for 20 years - 
because the event usually takes place on a 
cruise boat. 

In other words, the district wants prom to 
be memorable, unless your idea of 
memorable is flexing your newfound 
independence and driver's license to roll up 
to the prom in mom or dad's BMW. 

And, surprise: the idea was met with 
"howls of complaints" from students and 
parents, who claim that renting a limo is 
part of prom tradition. One student claimed 
the limo ride was "the best part of the 
night." Of course it is; it's much tougher to 
hide your booze on a school-chartered bus. 

New Jersey School Boards Association 
spokeswoman Janey Bramford backed up 
the school, saying:

"As a prom is a school-sponsored 
function, a school district has the authority 
to make rules concerning the event."

We hope the kids boycott the event and 
start their own "function", where they are 
free to arrive and depart in any method they 
choose.                                                jjj

School Bans Limos,
Party Buses, Luxury 

Cars from Prom 
to Promote “Equity”

Continued from page 9 • LGBT Activists Teaching Judges To Yank Kids From Parents ...

Continued from page 8 • These Are Dangerous Times, and the Government is to Blame

revelations about government spying on have appointed themselves courts of order, government to do the right thing, despite the 
Americans’ phone calls, Facebook posts, concerned primarily with advancing the government’s repeated failures in this 
Twitter tweets, Google searches, emails, government’s agenda, no matter how unjust or department.
bookstore and grocery purchases, bank illegal. In the second camp are those who not only 
statements, commuter toll records, etc., I haven’t even touched on the corporate state, don’t trust the government but think the 
Congress, the president and the courts have the military industrial complex, SWAT team government is out to get them.
done little to nothing to counteract these raids, invasive surveillance technology, zero In the third camp are those who see 
abuses. Instead, they seem determined to to le rance  po l ic ies  in  the  schools ,  government neither as an angel nor a devil, but 
accustom us to life in this electronic overcriminalization, or privatized prisons, to merely as an entity that needs to be controlled, 
concentration camp. name just a few, but what I have touched on or as Thomas Jefferson phrased it, bound 

Americans no longer have a representative should be enough to show that the landscape of “down from mischief with the chains of the 
government. We have moved beyond the era of our  freedoms has already changed Constitution.”
representative government and entered a new dramatically from what it once was and will no Then there’s the fourth camp, comprised of 
age, let’s call it the age of authoritarianism. doubt continue to deteriorate unless individuals who pay little to no attention to the 
History may show that from this point forward, Americans can find a way to wrest back workings of government. Easily entertained, 
we will have left behind any semblance of control of their government and reclaim their easily distracted, easily led, these are the ones 
constitutional government and entered into a freedoms. who make the government’s job far easier than 
militaristic state where all citizens are suspects There can be no denying that the world is it should be.
and security trumps freedom. Even with its indeed a dangerous place, but what you won’t It is easy to be diverted, distracted and 
constantly shifting terrain, this topsy-turvy hear in any State of the Union address—what amused by the antics of politicians, the pomp 
travesty of law and government has become the president and his cohorts fail to and circumstance of awards shows, athletic 
America’s new normal. It is not overstating acknowledge—is that it’s the government that events, and entertainment news, and the feel-
matters to say that Congress, which has done poses the gravest threat to our freedoms and good evangelism that passes for religion today.
its best to keep their unhappy constituents at a way of life, and no amount of politicking, What is far more difficult to face up to is the 
distance, may well be the most self-serving, parsing or pandering will change that. rea l i ty  of  l i fe  in  Amer ica ,  where  
semi-corrupt institution in America. So what do we do about this dangerous state unemployment, poverty, inequality, injustice 

Americans can no longer rely on the courts to of our union? and violence by government agents are 
mete out justice. The U.S. Supreme Court was How do we go about reclaiming our increasingly norms.
intended to be an institution established to freedoms and reining in our runaway As I make clear in my book Battlefield 
intervene and protect the people against the government? America: The War on the American People, the 
government and its agents when they overstep Essentially, there are four camps of thought powers-that-be want us to remain divided, 
their bounds. Yet through their deference to among the citizenry when it comes to holding alienated from each other based on our politics, 
police power, preference for security over the government accountable. Which camp you our bank accounts, our religion, our race and 
freedom, and evisceration of our most basic fall into says a lot about your view of our value systems. Yet as George Orwell 
rights for the sake of order and expediency, the government—or, at least, your view of observed, “The real division is not between 
justices of the Supreme Court have become the whichever administration happens to be in conservatives and revolutionaries but 
architects of the American police state in power at the time. between authoritarians and libertarians.”                                            
which we now live, while the lower courts In the first camp are those who trust the jjj

Casey Mott with his Mother, Janice
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By US~Observer Staff When prosecutors fi le 
charges they send press 

Many people wonder how a releases to the media. We do 
newspaper can help a person the exact same thing that 
facing criminal charges, or prosecutors do except we 
those who are being faced with publ i sh  absolu te  fac ts ,  
being victimized in a civil obtained by conducting our 
issue. thorough investigation; they 

People find it difficult to often rush to judgment and 
understand that maybe their release lies to the jury pool. 
first stop when they are falsely They do this because it works 
accused, charged or abused and ensures them a conviction. 
should be the US~Observer. We do this because it works 

So... Why the US~Observer? and ensures the innocent 
The answer is quite simple. We person a dropped charge or an 
win your case. acquittal.

When an innocent person is Again, at the end of the day 
charged with a crime, or taken the prosecutor either drops the 
advantage of civilly, the false charge(s) or their 
US~Observer conducts a reputation and career are 
thorough investigation. We demolished and they lose at 
obtain evidence that attorneys trial. They lose because we 
and licensed investigators were able to obtain crucial 
cannot obtain because of the evidence that no one else 
many licensing rules they must could.
follow. We have no rules. 
When an innocent person’s CIVIL CASES
life, freedom or property are in 
jeopardy, we expeditiously get We handle civil cases in 
to the truth and facts, no matter much the same manner as our 
what it takes. criminal cases. If someone has 

stolen from you, whether it be 
CRIMINAL CASES your money, property, child or 

other, we give that person, 
Concerning false criminal agency or other the chance to 

charges, when we have return your property. Often, 
acquired conclusive evidence they comply because they 
of innocence we go to the cannot stand exposure – 
elected prosecutor responsible exposure can lead to possible 
for filing those false charges, criminal charges and huge 
and give him/her the evidence. civil damages payouts. Before 
Then, we demand that they long, they all either do the right 
drop the false charges they thing and comply or they are 
have filed. If they refuse, we ruined – ruined by the truth and 
take them into our court – the facts.
court of public opinion. Here, If you are in trouble, don't 
the two things they are roll the dice with just an 
protective of, or are always attorney.
c o n c e r n e d  w i t h ,  t h e i r  
reputation and career, become CRIMES UNANSWERED
vulnerable. 

When we publish about them Given the US~Observer’s 
and the specific abuse they track record of defeating false 
have leveled at an innocent criminal charges, it stands to 
person the game changes. reason that the US~Observer is 
Publicly, they must face their definitely the “Go To” when 
friends, family and community someone is getting away with a 
–  o u r  c o u r t  i s  w h e r e  crime or dishonest action. 
accountability begins. Do you know someone who 

The prosecutor soon finds should be in prison? Did they 
that the one and only thing that harm you? Steal from you? 
he/she fears is exposure. When Abuse you or someone you 
they are faced with losing their know?
career and/or reputation they Did the justice system turn a 
usually do the right thing and b l i n d  e y e ?  We r e  t h e y  
dismiss the false charges. If seemingly above the law?
they don’t we escalate our Contact the US~Observer – 
exposure until they are forced We will help ensure justice is 
to accept the truth – the facts! served! 

Keep in mind that as we jjj

escalate our efforts publicly, 
Go to usobserver.com for 

any possible future jury pool is 
r e f e r e n c e s .  C a l l  becoming aware of the false 
541-474-7885 i f  you charge(s) as they read the facts 
need help.on the front page of a national 

newspaper. jjj

If You're in Trouble, We Help

exchange for a reduced sentence. Mandatory minimum sentence is 10 years and fines no less prosecutor did not have to prove he was selling sentences for drug crimes now opposes 
minimums swell federal and state prison than $10,000. or trafficking, the charge was solely based mandatory minimum sentences because they 
populations and lead to shameful racial upon the quantity in his possession. My son, are “antithetical to achieving justice in 
disparities and they have not made us safer. Example #3: who had been clean for over a year, went in individual cases”. The House assistant 

Mandatory drug sentencing for first time New York is known for their Rockefeller front of a judge in Idaho and was sentenced to minority Leader in Idaho Ilana Rubel and 
offenders is brutal. A person with no prior Drug Laws. These are a set of mandatory prison on what the state calls Retained Representative Bryan Zollinger recently 
criminal history who is arrested with minimum sentencing laws developed Jurisdiction. He is now sitting in a housing reported that “The drug offenders currently 
possession of anything over a specific amount specifically to target the drug trade (which has unit, locked down for 23 hours per day until locked up under mandatory minimums are 
is guaranteed to be charged with trafficking not worked). They impose strict minimum the state can find a treatment bed for him. The hardly the most hardened criminals in society 
based solely on weight and depending on the sentences for drug-related offenses. course he is required to complete at a prison — 83 percent have no violent history, and 91 
state these amounts vary. Mandatory Possession of 500 mg. to 0.125 oz. of cocaine facility in Idaho is a twelve hour Cognitive percent are first-time “traffickers.” 
minimum sentencing laws force a judge to requires 2.5 years in prison. Behavioral Course (CBI) that the State Idaho has recently gone back to the 
hand down a minimum prison sentence. These extends out over 22 weeks. The taxpayer is legislature to request $500 million dollars for a 
mandatory minimum sentences are set by The point of this article is to demonstrate that saddled with paying for his incarceration at a new prison. If mandatory minimums were 
Congress and States, not judges. Judges first time drug offenders and low level drug rate of $54 per day.  removed there would be no need for new 
cannot lower these sentences, even for possession mandatory minimum sentences The notorious drug kingpin “El Chapo” facilities because first time offenders would be 
extenuating circumstances that would have no place at the Federal or State level. Guzman has been on trial for 6 months with in our communities working and contributing 
otherwise lessen the punishment. These laws enlarge incarceration rates to over 10,000 pages of evidence and hours of to society. The 150 inmates currently being 

levels that are unsustainable. Policy makers recordings from informants to try and convict housed out of state in Texas could be brought 
Example #1: must recognize that punitive laws simply do him of a crime, yet a prosecutor in a mandatory back where they have family support. The 
Texas law assigns penalties based solely on not work and tax payers can no longer continue minimum state does not have the same burden prisons in the United States wouldn’t be 

weight. In this state, possessing less than 1 to finance massive prison facilities based upon of proof requirement for first time drug bursting at the seams and people who have 
gram of cocaine is a felony with up to 2 years antiquated laws. offenders.  Wasn’t the original intent to use become addicts due to the prescription 
in prison and a fine of up to $10,000. Anything This is personal. My son, a twenty seven year mandatory minimums against “kingpins” and medication epidemic would have a chance at 
from 1 – 4 grams is a 2nd degree felony with old college graduate with no criminal history, “middle-level dealers,” not the minor true recovery.
punishment ranging from 2 to 20 years in should be the poster child for drug reform and offenders to whom they are been applied? The 
prison and a fine of up to $10,000. the removal of mandatory minimums in this justice system is distorted by removing from Soni Starr has been employed as an IT 

country. He was given 36 prescriptions in four judges the power to decide the proper sentence project manager and/or business analyst for 
Example #2: years by licensed medical professionals for based upon all factors that led to the arrest. over 20 years. As a mother of two grown men 
Idaho Law assigns penalties based solely on football injuries to keep him on the football I am not the only one rallying for the removal (one who is currently incarcerated), Soni is 

weight. In this state possessing anything over 2 field playing. After graduation he could no of mandatory minimums. The Assistant passionate about justice reform in the United 
grams results in an automatic felony charge of longer obtain pills so he switched to a cheaper Counsel to the House Judiciary Committee States. Look for Soni's new book to be released 
trafficking and carries a mandatory 3 years in option, heroin. When he was arrested while Eric E. Sterling who served for ten years from soon titled: Mad as Hell, A Mom’s Journey. 
prison and fines not less than $10,000. If the sleeping in a parking lot with just over 2 grams 1979 to 1989, and originally helped Congress Soni hopes the book will inspire others to stand 
quantity is 7 grams up the mandatory he was charged with drug trafficking. The create the federal mandatory minimum up and be heard.                                      jjj

By Joan Biskupic go to the New Orleans- must show 'at least that the 
based 5th US Circuit challenged classification 

(CNN) Washington - A federal judge Court of Appeals before it s e r v e s  i m p o r t a n t  
who ruled the Selective Service would reach the Supreme governmental objectives 
System's men-only registration Court. and that the discriminatory 
unconstitutional late Friday rejected It’s uncertain whether it means employed are 
the reasoning of a 1981 Supreme Court would reach that level. substantially related to the 
decision, opting for the recent women's The Selective Service achievement of those 
rights rationale of Justice Ruth Bader System had urged Miller objectives.'"
Ginsburg and the contemporary court. to reject the case, largely He acknowledged the 

US District Court Judge Gray Miller, because the National governmental objective of 
based in Houston, spurned the Commission on Military, raising and supporting 
government ' s  a rgument  about  National, and Public armies but did not accept 
excluding women, based partly on their Service, appointed by arguments that requiring 
interest and readiness for combat, by Congress, is now studying women to register might 
declaring, "this argument smacks of the male-only policy. affect female enlistment 
archaic and overbroad generalizations Irrespective of the fate of the case on "by increasing the perception that 
about women's preferences." appeal, National Coalition for Men v. women will be forced to serve in 

Miller said that while "historical Selective Service System recalls combat roles."
restrictions on women in the military practice and precedent of another era. "At its core, [the Selective Service 
m a y  h a v e  j u s t i f i e d  p a s t  The government agency relied System] argument rests on the 
discrimination," men and women now heavily on a 1981 Supreme Court a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t  w o m e n  a r e  
have many similar roles. decision, Rostker v. Goldberg, that said significantly more combat-averse than 

"If there ever was a time to discuss the women could be excluded from the men," Miller wrote, adding that no 
place of women in the Armed Services, draft because they were not "similarly evidence was offered to support that 
that time has passed," he wrote. Miller situated" with men for draft purposes. claim, which he deemed "an ancient 
said the Selective Service had not That decision highlighted the fact that canard" about women.
shown that the male-only registration women could not serve in combat. "Further,  under Rostker,  the 
requirement was "substantially related "In the nearly four decades since dispositive issue is whether men and 
to Congress's objective of raising and R o s t k e r ,  h o w e v e r ,  w o m e n ' s  women are similarly situated in regard 
supporting armies." opportunities in the military have to the draft," Miller wrote. "Thus, the 

Congress eliminated the draft in the expanded dramatically," Miller relevant question is not what 
early 1970s, but all men ages 18-25 are observed. "In 2013, the Department of proportion of women are physically 
required by law to provide basic Defense officially lifted the ban on eligible for combat -- it may well be that 
personal information to the Selective women in combat." only a small percentage of women 
Service System. He cited Ginsburg's majority meets the physical standards for 

The judge's decision, favoring a opinions in equal rights cases since combat positions."
group known as National Coalition for then for greater scrutiny on the military But Miller added, a similarly small 
Men and two men of registration age, policy, the 1996 US v. Virginia and percentage of men may also be eligible 
would have no immediate effect. It did 2017 Sessions v. Morales-Santana. for combat, which would offer no 
not block the government's current "Typically, the defender of legislation reason to discriminate against women. 
policy. Any appeal by the agency would that differentiates on the basis of gender jjj
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(KSNT) TOPEKA, KS - 
Experts are concerned about a 
deadly disease spreading in 
the United States. 

Chronic wasting disease, 
known as the "zombie deer 
disease," is an illness that 
infects the brain, spine and of  deer  meat .  Michael  
tissue of deer, elk and moose. Osterholm, director of the 

According to the CDC, the Center for Infectious Disease 
disease gets its start infecting Research and Policy at the 
prion proteins in the brain, and University of Minnesota, told 
is passed through contact with state lawmakers this past 
contaminated body fluids and week that he's concerned that 
tissue. might happen soon.

Afflicted animals show "It is probable that human 
symptoms such as emaciation cases of chronic wasting 
from forgetting to eat,  disease associated with 
excessive drooling and c o n s u m p t i o n  w i t h  
stumbling. contaminated meat will be 

There are no treatments or documented in the years 
vaccines for CWD, and the ahead," he told the Minnesota 
disease is fatal. legislature last week. "It’s 

The CDC has raised the possible the number of human 
alarm about the potential for cases will be substantial, and 
CWD to infect humans, as a will not be isolated events."
July 2017 study has shown There is no known case of 
monkeys who ate infected CWD in a person.
deer meat contracted the However, the CDC has 
disease. warned the public to test 

NBC News reported many venison or elk meat for CWD 
experts are worried that the before eating it from areas 
disease could transfer to with documented infections.
humans through consumption jjj

Federal judge rules male-only
draft is unconstitutional
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Experts fear 
‘zombie deer disease’ 

spreading in US 
could infect humans

By TCR Staff 26 to 35, about one in every seven women 
had been arrested at least once by age 26.

(The Crime Report) - Americans Moreover, Smith found that black men 
under the age of 26 are much more likely were more likely to have been arrested 
to be arrested than Americans born in during their youth than white men (33 
previous decades, with the increase in percent for blacks compared with 23 
arrest rates occurring most rapidly among percent for whites), but the probability of 
white Americans and women, according being arrested was converging over time 
to a new study by the Rand Corporation. between the races.

A u t h o r  J a m e s  P  S m i t h ,  t h e  “Increased enforcement is likely a 
Distinguished Chair in Labor Markets critical driver of this trend,” Smith wrote 
and Demographic Studies at the RAND in his report. “This evidence suggests that 
Corporation, argues the rising rate of the growing criminalization of American 

youth is increasingly 
affecting all races and 
genders.”

Smith collected data 
f r o m  a  s u r v e y  o f  
pa r t i c ipan t s  i n  the  
national Panel Study of 
Income Dynamics, which 
has gathered information 
for 50 years about 5,000 
American families and 
35,000 individuals living 
in those families

Significantly, Smith 
found that being arrested 
f o r  a  c r i m e  w a s  

arrests and convictions are associated associated with a 3.5 percentage point 
with lower probabilities of being married, drop in the likelihood of being married, 
fewer weeks worked, lower hourly with multiple arrests further lowering the 
wages, and lower family incomes during likelihood of marriage.
Americans adulthood. People arrested only once during 

Data showed that people between ages childhood had about $6,000 less in annual 
26 and 35 were 3.6 times more likely to earning as adults, with the earnings even 
have been arrested as compared to those lower (about $13,000 less) if someone 
who were at least 66 years old. About one- had multiple arrests during childhood. 
third of the men between the age of 26 and People with violence or drug arrests 
35 had been arrested during their youth, averaged about $11,000 less in annual 
2.6 times the rate of those 66 and older. earnings.

However, women experienced an even “It is imperative that we better 
more rapid relative increase in arrests, document the relative role played by 
according to the findings. criminal activity and enforcement 

Among those aged 66 and older, arrests because the trends have long-term 
before age 26 occurred among only one in consequences both for individuals and 
100 participants. But among those aged our society,” Smith concluded.          jjj

Young Americans More Likely 
to be Arrested than Previous 

Generations: Study
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(LatinLive) - According 
to El Universal, Mexican 
researcher Eva Ramón 
Gallegos and a team of 
c o l l a b o r a t o r s  f r o m  
M e x i c o  N a t i o n a l  
Polytechnic Institute 
(IPN) have discovered a 
w a y  t o  c o m p l e t e l y  
eradicate HPV. Current statistics report 

G a l l e g o s  u s e d  that 79 million Americans 
photodynamic therapy, a have HPV, with 14 million 
n o n - i n v a s i v e  l i g h t  new infections each year.
technique which has been HPV i s  espec ia l ly  
used to treat cancerous dangerous for women, as 
t umors ,  t he  s econd  it can lead to cervical 
leading cause of death cancer, which, if left 
among Mexican women. untreated, can cause 

Gallegos has treated infertility and death.
hundreds of patients with El Universal lists her 
photodynamic therapy collaborators: Marco 
over the last twenty years, A n t o n i o  A m o r o s o  
studying its effects. Now, Hernández, Ángel Laguna 
she has successfully used Cancino, Dora Estela 
this therapy to eradicate Jovel Galdamez, Bárbara 
HPV in 100% of patients C a r r i ó n  S o l a n o ,  
who present without Guada lupe  Balderas  
malignant legions, and Martínez, Eduarda Parra 
64.3% of women with pre- Rossana, Inés Castellanos 
cancerous lesions. Oliveros, Rosa Linda 

Her discovery will have Be l lo  Le iva ,  Mar í a  
a huge impact, as most Eugenia Melo Petrone, 
sexually active people Gumaro Narciso Morales 
will have at least one HPV and Petrona Jiménez 
infection in their lives. Martínez.                 jjj

Mexican scientist
cures the Human 
Papilloma Virus

Eva Gallegos & team

By Nicholas Iovino

(Courthouse News) San Francisco, 
CA - Pacific Gas and Electric warned 
investors Thursday, February 28th, that 
it expects to lose $10.5 billion after its 
power lines and equipment were 
identified as a probable cause of the 
2018 Camp Fire, which destroyed 
thousands of homes and killed 85 
people.

The announcement comes one day 
after the Wall Street Journal revealed 
PG&E delayed safety work on the Caribou- buildings in Napa, Solano and Yuba counties in 
Palermo transmission line for at least five years. October 2017.
The location of that line was identified as a likely The additional $11.5 billion recorded Thursday 
cause of the Camp Fire by the California brings PG&E’s total wildfire-related liability 
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, or Cal charges to $14 billion. The company has 
Fire. previously acknowledged that its total wildfire 

PG&E detected a problem with its Caribou- liabilities could exceed $30 billion. That figure 
Palermo line at about 6:15 a.m. on Nov. 8, 2018, was cited as the primary driver behind the 
the day the Camp Fire started. After the line was company’s decision to declare bankruptcy in 
de-energized, a utility worker spotted a fire near January.
the transmission line tower at around 6:30 a.m. and In its February 28th filing, PG&E said it has 
called 911, according to PG&E’s Securities and completed more than two-thirds of its enhanced 
Exchange Commission filing. inspections for 5,500 miles of transmission lines 

Later that day, an aerial patrol found “a and 50,000 transmission structures in high fire-
suspension insulator supporting a transposition risk areas. The company expects to finish the 
jumper had separated from an arm” on the tower. remaining inspections by the end of March. 
The company later found a broken C-hook Additionally, PG&E said it would conduct 
attached to the insulator that had disconnected enhanced inspections of 685,000 distribution 
from the tower arm, according to its filing. poles across more than 25,000 miles of lines 

Additionally, the company reported finding between February and May.
damage to a pole and equipment for its “Big Bend PG&E’s interim CEO John Simon said the 
1101 12kV Circuit” in a location that Cal Fire also company recognizes more must be done to address 
identified as a potential ignition point for the Camp the threat of wildfires in order to keep its 
Fire. customers and communities safe.

“Although the cause of the 2018 Camp Fire is “We are taking action now on important safety 
still under investigation, based on the information and maintenance measures identified through our 
currently known to the company and reported to accelerated and enhanced safety inspections and 
the California Public Utilities Commission will continue to keep our regulators, customers 
(CPUC) and other agencies, the company believes and investors informed of our efforts,” Simon said 
it is probable that its equipment will be determined in a statement.
to be an ignition point of the 2018 Camp Fire,” PG&E’s acknowledgment that its equipment 
PG&E stated in its filing. may have caused the Camp Fire comes as state 

The company also said it was recording another regulators and a federal judge are scrutinizing the 
$1 billion charge related to the 2017 North Bay company’s $2.3 billion wildfire prevention plan.
fires, on top of $2.5 billion previously reported. The CPUC is expected to approve a final version 
The $1 billion charge relates to the Atlas and of PG&E’s wildfire prevention plan by the end of 
Cascade fires, which charred a combined 61,600 May.
acres and damaged or destroyed more than 1,000 jjj

Utility Admits Its Equipment 
Likely Started Deadly Camp Fire
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By US~Observer Staff When prosecutors fi le 
charges they send press 

Many people wonder how a releases to the media. We do 
newspaper can help a person the exact same thing that 
facing criminal charges, or prosecutors do except we 
those who are being faced with publ i sh  absolu te  fac ts ,  
being victimized in a civil obtained by conducting our 
issue. thorough investigation; they 

People find it difficult to often rush to judgment and 
understand that maybe their release lies to the jury pool. 
first stop when they are falsely They do this because it works 
accused, charged or abused and ensures them a conviction. 
should be the US~Observer. We do this because it works 

So... Why the US~Observer? and ensures the innocent 
The answer is quite simple. We person a dropped charge or an 
win your case. acquittal.

When an innocent person is Again, at the end of the day 
charged with a crime, or taken the prosecutor either drops the 
advantage of civilly, the false charge(s) or their 
US~Observer conducts a reputation and career are 
thorough investigation. We demolished and they lose at 
obtain evidence that attorneys trial. They lose because we 
and licensed investigators were able to obtain crucial 
cannot obtain because of the evidence that no one else 
many licensing rules they must could.
follow. We have no rules. 
When an innocent person’s CIVIL CASES
life, freedom or property are in 
jeopardy, we expeditiously get We handle civil cases in 
to the truth and facts, no matter much the same manner as our 
what it takes. criminal cases. If someone has 

stolen from you, whether it be 
CRIMINAL CASES your money, property, child or 

other, we give that person, 
Concerning false criminal agency or other the chance to 

charges, when we have return your property. Often, 
acquired conclusive evidence they comply because they 
of innocence we go to the cannot stand exposure – 
elected prosecutor responsible exposure can lead to possible 
for filing those false charges, criminal charges and huge 
and give him/her the evidence. civil damages payouts. Before 
Then, we demand that they long, they all either do the right 
drop the false charges they thing and comply or they are 
have filed. If they refuse, we ruined – ruined by the truth and 
take them into our court – the facts.
court of public opinion. Here, If you are in trouble, don't 
the two things they are roll the dice with just an 
protective of, or are always attorney.
c o n c e r n e d  w i t h ,  t h e i r  
reputation and career, become CRIMES UNANSWERED
vulnerable. 

When we publish about them Given the US~Observer’s 
and the specific abuse they track record of defeating false 
have leveled at an innocent criminal charges, it stands to 
person the game changes. reason that the US~Observer is 
Publicly, they must face their definitely the “Go To” when 
friends, family and community someone is getting away with a 
–  o u r  c o u r t  i s  w h e r e  crime or dishonest action. 
accountability begins. Do you know someone who 

The prosecutor soon finds should be in prison? Did they 
that the one and only thing that harm you? Steal from you? 
he/she fears is exposure. When Abuse you or someone you 
they are faced with losing their know?
career and/or reputation they Did the justice system turn a 
usually do the right thing and b l i n d  e y e ?  We r e  t h e y  
dismiss the false charges. If seemingly above the law?
they don’t we escalate our Contact the US~Observer – 
exposure until they are forced We will help ensure justice is 
to accept the truth – the facts! served! 

Keep in mind that as we jjj

escalate our efforts publicly, 
Go to usobserver.com for 

any possible future jury pool is 
r e f e r e n c e s .  C a l l  becoming aware of the false 
541-474-7885 i f  you charge(s) as they read the facts 
need help.on the front page of a national 

newspaper. jjj

If You're in Trouble, We Help

exchange for a reduced sentence. Mandatory minimum sentence is 10 years and fines no less prosecutor did not have to prove he was selling sentences for drug crimes now opposes 
minimums swell federal and state prison than $10,000. or trafficking, the charge was solely based mandatory minimum sentences because they 
populations and lead to shameful racial upon the quantity in his possession. My son, are “antithetical to achieving justice in 
disparities and they have not made us safer. Example #3: who had been clean for over a year, went in individual cases”. The House assistant 

Mandatory drug sentencing for first time New York is known for their Rockefeller front of a judge in Idaho and was sentenced to minority Leader in Idaho Ilana Rubel and 
offenders is brutal. A person with no prior Drug Laws. These are a set of mandatory prison on what the state calls Retained Representative Bryan Zollinger recently 
criminal history who is arrested with minimum sentencing laws developed Jurisdiction. He is now sitting in a housing reported that “The drug offenders currently 
possession of anything over a specific amount specifically to target the drug trade (which has unit, locked down for 23 hours per day until locked up under mandatory minimums are 
is guaranteed to be charged with trafficking not worked). They impose strict minimum the state can find a treatment bed for him. The hardly the most hardened criminals in society 
based solely on weight and depending on the sentences for drug-related offenses. course he is required to complete at a prison — 83 percent have no violent history, and 91 
state these amounts vary. Mandatory Possession of 500 mg. to 0.125 oz. of cocaine facility in Idaho is a twelve hour Cognitive percent are first-time “traffickers.” 
minimum sentencing laws force a judge to requires 2.5 years in prison. Behavioral Course (CBI) that the State Idaho has recently gone back to the 
hand down a minimum prison sentence. These extends out over 22 weeks. The taxpayer is legislature to request $500 million dollars for a 
mandatory minimum sentences are set by The point of this article is to demonstrate that saddled with paying for his incarceration at a new prison. If mandatory minimums were 
Congress and States, not judges. Judges first time drug offenders and low level drug rate of $54 per day.  removed there would be no need for new 
cannot lower these sentences, even for possession mandatory minimum sentences The notorious drug kingpin “El Chapo” facilities because first time offenders would be 
extenuating circumstances that would have no place at the Federal or State level. Guzman has been on trial for 6 months with in our communities working and contributing 
otherwise lessen the punishment. These laws enlarge incarceration rates to over 10,000 pages of evidence and hours of to society. The 150 inmates currently being 

levels that are unsustainable. Policy makers recordings from informants to try and convict housed out of state in Texas could be brought 
Example #1: must recognize that punitive laws simply do him of a crime, yet a prosecutor in a mandatory back where they have family support. The 
Texas law assigns penalties based solely on not work and tax payers can no longer continue minimum state does not have the same burden prisons in the United States wouldn’t be 

weight. In this state, possessing less than 1 to finance massive prison facilities based upon of proof requirement for first time drug bursting at the seams and people who have 
gram of cocaine is a felony with up to 2 years antiquated laws. offenders.  Wasn’t the original intent to use become addicts due to the prescription 
in prison and a fine of up to $10,000. Anything This is personal. My son, a twenty seven year mandatory minimums against “kingpins” and medication epidemic would have a chance at 
from 1 – 4 grams is a 2nd degree felony with old college graduate with no criminal history, “middle-level dealers,” not the minor true recovery.
punishment ranging from 2 to 20 years in should be the poster child for drug reform and offenders to whom they are been applied? The 
prison and a fine of up to $10,000. the removal of mandatory minimums in this justice system is distorted by removing from Soni Starr has been employed as an IT 

country. He was given 36 prescriptions in four judges the power to decide the proper sentence project manager and/or business analyst for 
Example #2: years by licensed medical professionals for based upon all factors that led to the arrest. over 20 years. As a mother of two grown men 
Idaho Law assigns penalties based solely on football injuries to keep him on the football I am not the only one rallying for the removal (one who is currently incarcerated), Soni is 

weight. In this state possessing anything over 2 field playing. After graduation he could no of mandatory minimums. The Assistant passionate about justice reform in the United 
grams results in an automatic felony charge of longer obtain pills so he switched to a cheaper Counsel to the House Judiciary Committee States. Look for Soni's new book to be released 
trafficking and carries a mandatory 3 years in option, heroin. When he was arrested while Eric E. Sterling who served for ten years from soon titled: Mad as Hell, A Mom’s Journey. 
prison and fines not less than $10,000. If the sleeping in a parking lot with just over 2 grams 1979 to 1989, and originally helped Congress Soni hopes the book will inspire others to stand 
quantity is 7 grams up the mandatory he was charged with drug trafficking. The create the federal mandatory minimum up and be heard.                                      jjj

By Joan Biskupic go to the New Orleans- must show 'at least that the 
based 5th US Circuit challenged classification 

(CNN) Washington - A federal judge Court of Appeals before it s e r v e s  i m p o r t a n t  
who ruled the Selective Service would reach the Supreme governmental objectives 
System's men-only registration Court. and that the discriminatory 
unconstitutional late Friday rejected It’s uncertain whether it means employed are 
the reasoning of a 1981 Supreme Court would reach that level. substantially related to the 
decision, opting for the recent women's The Selective Service achievement of those 
rights rationale of Justice Ruth Bader System had urged Miller objectives.'"
Ginsburg and the contemporary court. to reject the case, largely He acknowledged the 

US District Court Judge Gray Miller, because the National governmental objective of 
based in Houston, spurned the Commission on Military, raising and supporting 
government ' s  a rgument  about  National, and Public armies but did not accept 
excluding women, based partly on their Service, appointed by arguments that requiring 
interest and readiness for combat, by Congress, is now studying women to register might 
declaring, "this argument smacks of the male-only policy. affect female enlistment 
archaic and overbroad generalizations Irrespective of the fate of the case on "by increasing the perception that 
about women's preferences." appeal, National Coalition for Men v. women will be forced to serve in 

Miller said that while "historical Selective Service System recalls combat roles."
restrictions on women in the military practice and precedent of another era. "At its core, [the Selective Service 
m a y  h a v e  j u s t i f i e d  p a s t  The government agency relied System] argument rests on the 
discrimination," men and women now heavily on a 1981 Supreme Court a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t  w o m e n  a r e  
have many similar roles. decision, Rostker v. Goldberg, that said significantly more combat-averse than 

"If there ever was a time to discuss the women could be excluded from the men," Miller wrote, adding that no 
place of women in the Armed Services, draft because they were not "similarly evidence was offered to support that 
that time has passed," he wrote. Miller situated" with men for draft purposes. claim, which he deemed "an ancient 
said the Selective Service had not That decision highlighted the fact that canard" about women.
shown that the male-only registration women could not serve in combat. "Further,  under Rostker,  the 
requirement was "substantially related "In the nearly four decades since dispositive issue is whether men and 
to Congress's objective of raising and R o s t k e r ,  h o w e v e r ,  w o m e n ' s  women are similarly situated in regard 
supporting armies." opportunities in the military have to the draft," Miller wrote. "Thus, the 

Congress eliminated the draft in the expanded dramatically," Miller relevant question is not what 
early 1970s, but all men ages 18-25 are observed. "In 2013, the Department of proportion of women are physically 
required by law to provide basic Defense officially lifted the ban on eligible for combat -- it may well be that 
personal information to the Selective women in combat." only a small percentage of women 
Service System. He cited Ginsburg's majority meets the physical standards for 

The judge's decision, favoring a opinions in equal rights cases since combat positions."
group known as National Coalition for then for greater scrutiny on the military But Miller added, a similarly small 
Men and two men of registration age, policy, the 1996 US v. Virginia and percentage of men may also be eligible 
would have no immediate effect. It did 2017 Sessions v. Morales-Santana. for combat, which would offer no 
not block the government's current "Typically, the defender of legislation reason to discriminate against women. 
policy. Any appeal by the agency would that differentiates on the basis of gender jjj

Continued from page 1 • The Chaos of Mandatory Minimum Sentencing

(KSNT) TOPEKA, KS - 
Experts are concerned about a 
deadly disease spreading in 
the United States. 

Chronic wasting disease, 
known as the "zombie deer 
disease," is an illness that 
infects the brain, spine and of  deer  meat .  Michael  
tissue of deer, elk and moose. Osterholm, director of the 

According to the CDC, the Center for Infectious Disease 
disease gets its start infecting Research and Policy at the 
prion proteins in the brain, and University of Minnesota, told 
is passed through contact with state lawmakers this past 
contaminated body fluids and week that he's concerned that 
tissue. might happen soon.

Afflicted animals show "It is probable that human 
symptoms such as emaciation cases of chronic wasting 
from forgetting to eat,  disease associated with 
excessive drooling and c o n s u m p t i o n  w i t h  
stumbling. contaminated meat will be 

There are no treatments or documented in the years 
vaccines for CWD, and the ahead," he told the Minnesota 
disease is fatal. legislature last week. "It’s 

The CDC has raised the possible the number of human 
alarm about the potential for cases will be substantial, and 
CWD to infect humans, as a will not be isolated events."
July 2017 study has shown There is no known case of 
monkeys who ate infected CWD in a person.
deer meat contracted the However, the CDC has 
disease. warned the public to test 

NBC News reported many venison or elk meat for CWD 
experts are worried that the before eating it from areas 
disease could transfer to with documented infections.
humans through consumption jjj

Federal judge rules male-only
draft is unconstitutional

Continued on page 15

Experts fear 
‘zombie deer disease’ 

spreading in US 
could infect humans

By TCR Staff 26 to 35, about one in every seven women 
had been arrested at least once by age 26.

(The Crime Report) - Americans Moreover, Smith found that black men 
under the age of 26 are much more likely were more likely to have been arrested 
to be arrested than Americans born in during their youth than white men (33 
previous decades, with the increase in percent for blacks compared with 23 
arrest rates occurring most rapidly among percent for whites), but the probability of 
white Americans and women, according being arrested was converging over time 
to a new study by the Rand Corporation. between the races.

A u t h o r  J a m e s  P  S m i t h ,  t h e  “Increased enforcement is likely a 
Distinguished Chair in Labor Markets critical driver of this trend,” Smith wrote 
and Demographic Studies at the RAND in his report. “This evidence suggests that 
Corporation, argues the rising rate of the growing criminalization of American 

youth is increasingly 
affecting all races and 
genders.”

Smith collected data 
f r o m  a  s u r v e y  o f  
pa r t i c ipan t s  i n  the  
national Panel Study of 
Income Dynamics, which 
has gathered information 
for 50 years about 5,000 
American families and 
35,000 individuals living 
in those families

Significantly, Smith 
found that being arrested 
f o r  a  c r i m e  w a s  

arrests and convictions are associated associated with a 3.5 percentage point 
with lower probabilities of being married, drop in the likelihood of being married, 
fewer weeks worked, lower hourly with multiple arrests further lowering the 
wages, and lower family incomes during likelihood of marriage.
Americans adulthood. People arrested only once during 

Data showed that people between ages childhood had about $6,000 less in annual 
26 and 35 were 3.6 times more likely to earning as adults, with the earnings even 
have been arrested as compared to those lower (about $13,000 less) if someone 
who were at least 66 years old. About one- had multiple arrests during childhood. 
third of the men between the age of 26 and People with violence or drug arrests 
35 had been arrested during their youth, averaged about $11,000 less in annual 
2.6 times the rate of those 66 and older. earnings.

However, women experienced an even “It is imperative that we better 
more rapid relative increase in arrests, document the relative role played by 
according to the findings. criminal activity and enforcement 

Among those aged 66 and older, arrests because the trends have long-term 
before age 26 occurred among only one in consequences both for individuals and 
100 participants. But among those aged our society,” Smith concluded.          jjj

Young Americans More Likely 
to be Arrested than Previous 

Generations: Study

Continued from page 1 • The Chaos of Mandatory Minimum Sentencing By O. Delgado

(LatinLive) - According 
to El Universal, Mexican 
researcher Eva Ramón 
Gallegos and a team of 
c o l l a b o r a t o r s  f r o m  
M e x i c o  N a t i o n a l  
Polytechnic Institute 
(IPN) have discovered a 
w a y  t o  c o m p l e t e l y  
eradicate HPV. Current statistics report 

G a l l e g o s  u s e d  that 79 million Americans 
photodynamic therapy, a have HPV, with 14 million 
n o n - i n v a s i v e  l i g h t  new infections each year.
technique which has been HPV i s  espec ia l ly  
used to treat cancerous dangerous for women, as 
t umors ,  t he  s econd  it can lead to cervical 
leading cause of death cancer, which, if left 
among Mexican women. untreated, can cause 

Gallegos has treated infertility and death.
hundreds of patients with El Universal lists her 
photodynamic therapy collaborators: Marco 
over the last twenty years, A n t o n i o  A m o r o s o  
studying its effects. Now, Hernández, Ángel Laguna 
she has successfully used Cancino, Dora Estela 
this therapy to eradicate Jovel Galdamez, Bárbara 
HPV in 100% of patients C a r r i ó n  S o l a n o ,  
who present without Guada lupe  Balderas  
malignant legions, and Martínez, Eduarda Parra 
64.3% of women with pre- Rossana, Inés Castellanos 
cancerous lesions. Oliveros, Rosa Linda 

Her discovery will have Be l lo  Le iva ,  Mar í a  
a huge impact, as most Eugenia Melo Petrone, 
sexually active people Gumaro Narciso Morales 
will have at least one HPV and Petrona Jiménez 
infection in their lives. Martínez.                 jjj

Mexican scientist
cures the Human 
Papilloma Virus

Eva Gallegos & team

By Nicholas Iovino

(Courthouse News) San Francisco, 
CA - Pacific Gas and Electric warned 
investors Thursday, February 28th, that 
it expects to lose $10.5 billion after its 
power lines and equipment were 
identified as a probable cause of the 
2018 Camp Fire, which destroyed 
thousands of homes and killed 85 
people.

The announcement comes one day 
after the Wall Street Journal revealed 
PG&E delayed safety work on the Caribou- buildings in Napa, Solano and Yuba counties in 
Palermo transmission line for at least five years. October 2017.
The location of that line was identified as a likely The additional $11.5 billion recorded Thursday 
cause of the Camp Fire by the California brings PG&E’s total wildfire-related liability 
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, or Cal charges to $14 billion. The company has 
Fire. previously acknowledged that its total wildfire 

PG&E detected a problem with its Caribou- liabilities could exceed $30 billion. That figure 
Palermo line at about 6:15 a.m. on Nov. 8, 2018, was cited as the primary driver behind the 
the day the Camp Fire started. After the line was company’s decision to declare bankruptcy in 
de-energized, a utility worker spotted a fire near January.
the transmission line tower at around 6:30 a.m. and In its February 28th filing, PG&E said it has 
called 911, according to PG&E’s Securities and completed more than two-thirds of its enhanced 
Exchange Commission filing. inspections for 5,500 miles of transmission lines 

Later that day, an aerial patrol found “a and 50,000 transmission structures in high fire-
suspension insulator supporting a transposition risk areas. The company expects to finish the 
jumper had separated from an arm” on the tower. remaining inspections by the end of March. 
The company later found a broken C-hook Additionally, PG&E said it would conduct 
attached to the insulator that had disconnected enhanced inspections of 685,000 distribution 
from the tower arm, according to its filing. poles across more than 25,000 miles of lines 

Additionally, the company reported finding between February and May.
damage to a pole and equipment for its “Big Bend PG&E’s interim CEO John Simon said the 
1101 12kV Circuit” in a location that Cal Fire also company recognizes more must be done to address 
identified as a potential ignition point for the Camp the threat of wildfires in order to keep its 
Fire. customers and communities safe.

“Although the cause of the 2018 Camp Fire is “We are taking action now on important safety 
still under investigation, based on the information and maintenance measures identified through our 
currently known to the company and reported to accelerated and enhanced safety inspections and 
the California Public Utilities Commission will continue to keep our regulators, customers 
(CPUC) and other agencies, the company believes and investors informed of our efforts,” Simon said 
it is probable that its equipment will be determined in a statement.
to be an ignition point of the 2018 Camp Fire,” PG&E’s acknowledgment that its equipment 
PG&E stated in its filing. may have caused the Camp Fire comes as state 

The company also said it was recording another regulators and a federal judge are scrutinizing the 
$1 billion charge related to the 2017 North Bay company’s $2.3 billion wildfire prevention plan.
fires, on top of $2.5 billion previously reported. The CPUC is expected to approve a final version 
The $1 billion charge relates to the Atlas and of PG&E’s wildfire prevention plan by the end of 
Cascade fires, which charred a combined 61,600 May.
acres and damaged or destroyed more than 1,000 jjj

Utility Admits Its Equipment 
Likely Started Deadly Camp Fire



If you are facing prosecution for false charges then you are aware of how evidence by investigating the 
the ‘justice’ industry (racket) in America works. You (the innocent person) accusers, the prosecutors – 
have been falsely charged with a crime. Most of the time you receive a myriad everyone involved with your case. 
of stacked charges intended for the sole purpose of extracting a “plea bargain” In other words, complete an in-
from you. depth investigation before you are 

You then rush to an attorney, pay him a huge retainer to cover the usual prosecuted and make the facts 
$200.00 per hour (if not higher), which he/she charges, to supposedly defend public, forcing a just outcome.
your innocence. The attorney usually files some motions, writes some The US~Observer newspaper 
worthless letters and makes many unproductive (unless they pertain to you will not waste your time or your 
accepting a plea bargain) phone calls until you are broke. money. This is not a game, it’s your life and your freedom. 
Generally, you haven’t even started your trial and 99% of We do not make deals. If you are innocent, then nobody has 
the time the attorney hasn’t completed any investigation. the right to steal what belongs to you, most of all, your 

All of a sudden your attorney is telling you that you can’t liberty. Nobody! That includes your attorney - as well as 
win your case and you should accept the benevolent plea your supposed public servants.
bargain that the almighty prosecuting attorney has offered Why have a bad day when it’s still possible to force 
you. “Do you want to take the chance on spending 30-40 justice ... right down their throats?
years in prison when you can plea bargain for 18 months,” The US~Observer investigates cases for news. We want 
your attorney tells you. What happened to: “I think we can to win, just as you want to prove your innocence.
win this case, it’s a good case.” Remember? Isn’t that pretty For justice sake, don’t wait until they slam the door 
close to what your attorney told you as he/she was relieving behind you before contacting us if you are innocent. 
you of your money? Preventing a wrongful conviction is much easier than 

You then accept a plea bargain and go to jail or you have a jury trial, you’re achieving a post-conviction exoneration.
found guilty (because your attorney hasn’t produced enough evidence-if any 
and because the judge directs the jury to find you guilty) and then you go to “One false prosecution is one too many, 
jail. When you finally wake up you realize that on top of now being a criminal, 

and any act of immunity is simply a government you are flat broke and incarcerated. You find that the very person (your 
attorney) you frantically rushed to retain, became your worst enemy. condoned crime.” - Edward Snook, US~Observer

There is only one way to remedy a false prosecution: Obtain conclusive 

Welcome to the largest racket in history: The American Justice System

False Murder Conviction Reno Francis

Status: Released/Free

“I'm proud of what you 
(US~Observer) are doing. You have 

all my respect. Ed has all my respect. 
I love him very much..” 

Bryan Tucker False Sex Abuse Charges Kevin Olsen False Assault Charges

Status: Acquitted Status: Dismissed

“I would have taken the plea deal
 for crimes I didn't commit if it 

wasn't for you. Thank you. 
I was acquitted because of you.”

“Your investigative reporting exposed 
the government's lies before trial. The 
jury unanimously acquitted me. Thank 
you. Your services should be used by 

anyone who is innocent!”

Jessica Morton False Sex Abuse Charges The Bluetears Case Type: DHS/Child Custody

Status: Dismissed Status: Reunited

“If it wasn't for the US~Observer
 I would have lost everything; my 

freedom, my family. They made sure 
that didn't happen!”

“Your help turned the 
tables in our case. We 
now have custody of

our son.”

Investment Scam Victim Al Perelstein 

Status: Compensated

“I can’t thank you enough for 
getting our investment money 

back.” 

Case Type: Divorce David Coley 

Status: Compensated

“My divorce lasted over 9 painful 
years. Costly lawyers weren't helping. 
Then I found the US~Observer. Within 
months it was over! If you need help, 

hire the US~Observer!” 

Call Us Today!
541-474-7885

If you prefer email:
editor@usobserver.com




